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 Catalogue2 ID250 

Artist ID: 250 
 
Artist Name: Db De Waterman 
Website: https://www.dbwatermanart.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/dbwaterman 
 
Artist Statement: Kids inspire me. Their ability to transcend any given rotten situation is astounding. Playing tag in 
the ruins of a bombed Syrian city. Playing football in the most miserable neighborhoods. They are always looking for 
the light. They will save the future that our generations have really messed up, not even blaming us for it. If we only 
could keep the kid in ourselves a bit more, we wouldn't be in such a mess. Art can help us to re-find our childlike 
innocence. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 250 - Db De Waterman 
Artwork 1 Title: DOPPELGÃ„NGER 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 63 x 48 x 0.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Collage, acrylic and oil pastel on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A young girl is walking through town on her way to school. It's like she sees herself walking, 
down the stairs. As a warning. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 250 - Db De Waterman 
Artwork 2 Title: DECEMBER RAIN 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 63 X 48 X 0.1 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Collage and acrylic on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Hear the wind blow 
The rustle of the leaves 
The sigh of the breeze 
And all the kids in the neighborhood 
Out playing in the streets 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 250 - Db De Waterman 
Artwork 3 Title: STAND OUT 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 63 x 48 x 0.1 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage, arylic and pencil on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Many children all over the world live in depressed, desperate neighborhoods. They have to 
survive and try to transcend their background. They are always looking for the light. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 250 - Db De Waterman 
Artwork 4 Title: 2020 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 63 X 48 X 0.1 CM 
Artwork 4 Medium: Collage and acrylic on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary: If the coronavirus (covid-19) were visible. 
A girl is afraid of the attack of the virus particles. 
The girl in the artwork is Asian, but I had no special intention with that. It is pure coincidence. Because I work with 
collage, this girl was the most suitable figure for the image I wanted to show. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID251 

Artist ID: 251 
 
Artist Name: Victoria Sebag 
Website: www.victoriasebag.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/victoriasebagartist 
 
Artist Statement: My interest lies firmly in nature. I'm obsessed with painting it; it's colour, vibrancy, joy and all the 
insects and small elements that make it what it is. From mouldy apples, to patterns of leaves and gorgeous moths. 
I'm extremely concerned by the state of the environment, and this is my way of celebrating it, and also bringing 
attention to the problems the natural world faces. These paintings are a way of deflecting my deep fear that we may 
lose a lot of the variety and wonders of the natural world. 
I like to be subsumed by the subject; to feel the scale of the work makes us realise the majesty of nature and our 
minuscule place in the face of it. 
I enjoy the surface and line drawing of a painting. I see the brushwork like music and dance, something that has it's 
own inherent rhythm and connection to me and the world I am creating. There's also a sense of heightened 
awareness and joy in the painting which the colours suggest. My work tends to rely on the atmosphere of the 
background colour to convey the space, light and atmosphere of the painting.  
My inspiration comes from all sorts of sources, but Japanese prints have been a big influence on me, as well as 
contemporary artists like Cecily Brown, who use gesture and brush marks in a loose and virtuosic way. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 251 - Victoria Sebag 
Artwork 1 Title: Mariposa 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 x 180 x 2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This triptych work is of large scale wild roses, moths, smaller roses and leaves seen at night. 
The work comprises different methods of working; some gestural, some traditionally painted parts. There is an 
otherworldly energy that I hope to have conveyed in this work, a puckish joy as well as a simple delight in colour and 
paint. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 251 - Victoria Sebag 
Artwork 2 Title: Apus 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece is a painting of wild Honeysuckle. Growing on the beautiful Suffolk coast, the 
vivacity and complexity of this wild plant inspired me. I love looking at nature in detail, in a macro way. Where I feel 
subsumed by the subject and hopefully create a sense of awe and joy in what I am seeing and witnessing. There is a 
sense of 'bearing witness' also as many of our wild environments are disappearing fast. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 251 - Victoria Sebag 
Artwork 3 Title: Maravillosa 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70 x 90 x 2 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a painting about Wild Valerian and butterflies on the beach at night. This was a 
special sight to witness on a secluded beach - again on the Suffolk coast. I love the lack of a picture plane, where the 
large blue cabbage leaves come forward through the valerian stalks. You hardly notice the butterflies until some 
time looking, which I like. A sense of surprise is something I try to create, a sense of fun. Again, gestural brush marks 
suggest immediacy, vibrant energy and joy. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 251 - Victoria Sebag 
Artwork 4 Title: Mira 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 70 x 50 x 2 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Linen 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This work is of Weeping Pear leaves. I love the beauty of the leaves, and the lace-like 
complexity of the lines as I painted them. This is quite Japanese in tone; enjoying the vibrant colours, the lines and 
the simplicity of the image, all of which allowing you to get lost as you travel around the painting. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID252 

Artist ID: 252 
 
Artist Name: Jan Blythe 
Website: www.janblythe.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/dumbrecksix 
 
Artist Statement: The creation of something new is not accomplished by the intellect but by the play instinct.â€• -- 
Carl Jung  
I collect 'stuff.â€• I am a hoarder of objects and materials old and new. My studio is bursting at the seams with 
things that I've gathered from flea markets, hardware stores and nature. There is furniture, fabric, ladders, tar, ash, 
jewelry, postcards, bolts, illustrations, brooms, mops, feathers, shells, dried flowers and fire hoses. Some of these 
may stay in my studio for years before being incorporated into my work. Some of these I gathered for a specific job, 
and they're still here.  
There's also canvas and paint, and glue and clay. But they all come together works are sculptures, installations and 
paintings that are abstract or may reference nature or the human form. 
The thread that runs through all my work is the process of experimentation, with a sense of play and curiosity. There 
is an inquisitiveness about what I can do with an object or material. What happens when I cut, wrap, burn, paint, 
erase, pour, add/subtract, deconstruct, and transform. This process is crucial as it opens up so many avenues and 
dictates the journey the work will take later on. I am often surprised at the results of my labor while in a state of 
making as often the work will reveal a narrative which has been hidden deep in my psyche. When I have finished my 
explorations the original object or material may still be recognizable or not show at all but it has played its part in my 
investigations. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 252 - Jan Blythe 
Artwork 1 Title: Squirrel in the hand 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 26.67 x 31.75 x 0 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and gouache on found illustration 
Artwork 1 Commentary: As an avid student of art and art history I take inspiration from art catalogs, books and 
found illustrations. I enjoy the process of deconstructing and transforming materials to arrive at something new. I 
was interested in exploring fusing images of animal or bird with human forms. Starting with famous portraits and 
other classical images I then painted bird heads on top of the print. I selected birds that I thought resembled the 
character and costume of the original. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 252 - Jan Blythe 
Artwork 2 Title: VII 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 33.02 x 45.09 x 0 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on found illustration 
Artwork 2 Commentary: As an avid student of art and art history I take inspiration from art catalogs, books and 
found illustrations. I enjoy the process of deconstructing and transforming materials to arrive at something new. I 
was interested in exploring fusing images of animal or bird with human forms. Starting with famous portraits and 
other classical images I then painted bird heads on top of the print. I selected birds that I thought resembled the 
character and costume of the original. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 252 - Jan Blythe 
Artwork 3 Title: Capponi 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 32.38 x 39.37 x 0 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and watercolor on found illustration 
Artwork 3 Commentary: As an avid student of art and art history I take inspiration from art catalogs, books and 
found illustrations. I enjoy the process of deconstructing and transforming materials to arrive at something new. I 
was interested in exploring fusing images of animal or bird with human forms. Starting with famous portraits and 
other classical images I then painted bird heads on top of the print. I selected birds that I thought resembled the 
character and costume of the original. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 252 - Jan Blythe 
Artwork 4 Title: XXII 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 33.02 x 45.09 x 0 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and watercolor on found illustration 
Artwork 4 Commentary: As an avid student of art and art history I take inspiration from art catalogues, books and 
found illustrations. I enjoy the process of deconstructing and transforming materials to arrive at something new. I 
was interested in exploring fusing images of animal or bird with human forms. Starting with famous portraits and 
other classical images I then painted bird heads on top of the print. I selected birds that I thought resembled the 
character and costume of the original. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID253 

Artist ID: 253 
 
Artist Name: Niki Soroli 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/niki.soroli 
 
Artist Statement: My work concerns, and often combines, several media including painting, collage, video, 
animation, ceramics, embroidery, and weaving. Being focused on the visualisation of abstract notions, such as 
balance, connection or loss, I employ abstraction as a way to express personal and universal emotions. Inspiration 
and themes often draw on nature, organic forms and textures, as well as personal narratives and autobiographical 
fragments. 
My work is mainly process-based. The main focus is experimentation with materials and art-forms and their 
interaction towards the meaning of the work. Even though my work derives from specific concepts or themes, 
process creates new expressive possibilities and frameworks that become manifest in the work itself. Allowing 
intuition to play a central part in the creative process is a conscious decision. 
There is a feminist element in using fibre and thread, materials that have been used mostly by women for thousands 
of years. Throughout history, weaving and embroidery have been closely related to women's leisure activities and 
domestic life. Needlework was believed to be mainly repetitive and thus required patience, a trait that went hand-in-
hand with passivity and invisibility, almost entirely feminine characteristics. Textiles were either used for decorative 
purposes or as functional objects and were very rarely seen as art. I use these media as an ode to the 
underestimated value of the skills and creativity of these women, but also to the time they have spared to create 
work that was heartbreakingly beautiful, although more often than not condemned to anonymity. I use these media 
to go against the restlessness of everyday life and our society's greed for speed. It is a personal meditation, 
relaxation and appreciation of time. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 253 - Niki Soroli 
Artwork 1 Title: Twos III 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 31x15x4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Hand embroidery and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 253 - Niki Soroli 
Artwork 2 Title: Twos IV 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 31x15x4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Hand embroidery and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 253 - Niki Soroli 
Artwork 3 Title: Roots and Rhizomes II 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 61x46x4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Hand embroidery and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 253 - Niki Soroli 
Artwork 4 Title: Roots and Rhizomes I 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 61x46x4cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Hand embroidery and acrylic on canvas (work in progress) 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID254 

Artist ID: 254 
 
Artist Name: Marco Piccari 
Website: www.marcopiccari.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/piccari.marco 
 
Artist Statement: My sources of inspiration are immaterial and ephemeral phenomena - light and shadows, dreams, 
suspended time, transience, absence and ghostly presences - and how they interact with objects, and inhabit 
domestic spaces. I think of them as an allegory of how mental issues and abuse linger and manifest in survivors' daily 
life. 
Particularly, I have a fascination for outdated things that have survived ages and trends but are still in use. I tend to 
humanise them, projecting feelings and thoughts on them as if they were people, or rather magical creatures in 
disguise among us with a secret life of their own. How do these silent witnesses of our lives see us, and what do they 
feel when destroyed, or thrown away, or left behind? I often find myself wondering what kind of mute memories 
they carry with them (especially in my experience of moving from a rented house to the next, surrounded by objects 
and spaces that belonged to others), and what issues they have witnessed in their existence, what traces were left 
on their skin. 
I work mainly with oil paint, I am very intrigued by the possibilities offered painting wet on dry, where each colour is 
a layer and the interactions between colours are out of sync, lagged. This choice makes the 'skinâ€• of the painting 
slippery, allowing 'accidentsâ€• and transparency, it gives character to the anonymous texture of the primed canvas, 
and lets former layers surface and claim their presence from underneath the latter ones. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 254 - Marco Piccari 
Artwork 1 Title: Four (Heartfelt Wishes) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40X50X5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The colours are layered separately like in a screenprint. This choice allows imperfections 
and transparency to happen, and assimilate painting with drawing, as there is a direct interaction between the 
medium and the background - which is not read as void or underpaint. 
The subject is a fake cake in expanding foam, used in times of Covid to blow birthday candles without risk of possibly 
spreading the virus. I used chromatic alterations and dramatic lighting to make the object more ambiguous than it 
already was, turning it from innocuous to potentially horrific. 
These alterations allow me to represent what surviving abuse looks like: things and situations that are easy and 
straight forward for most people may become scary and uncomfortable, even threatening. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 254 - Marco Piccari 
Artwork 2 Title: The Leftovers 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 66X99X5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: I look at objects with empathy, as if they were mute and patient witnesses of human life 
and somehow capable of a life of their own - hidden from our eyes. This humanisation has much to do with the 
respect for things and their value that I learned during my upbringing. That said, I believe there is something sacred 
in old-fashioned and long-standing objects that reminds me of religious symbols, and how they are made objects 
(and subjects) of worship. 
This image depicts remains of a dinner left behind by a happy and careless brigade. I chose colours that would give 
solemnity, drama and a sense of aberration to those simple objects, in an attempt to capture the silence and 
imposing reverence of a church, and to animate bottles, glasses and shadows according to my fantasies. 
The paint is applied quickly, carelessly, both in positive and in negative (painting around the subjects and letting the 
layer below fill the void) to render a sense of bleakness. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 254 - Marco Piccari 
Artwork 3 Title: Good Firewood 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40X50X5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The subject of this painting is a video still from Walt Disney's "Pinocchio" (1940). In this 
scene, the protagonist is held captive in a cage by Stromboli who informs him that he is never going back to his 
father and will work for him until the end of his days, and when eventually too old will make good firewood. In 
saying these last words, the greedy puppeteer throws an axe into a worn out anonymous puppet lying in a log box, 
and leaves. In the next scene Pinocchio is freed by the Blue Fairy whilst all the other puppets are left to their fate. 
Since first watching this movie, as a child, I was drawn by the sheer brutality of this scene, and the horrors concealed 
in Stromboli's trailer. I think of this scene as a blunt piece of truth about privilege, and the lack of empathy towards 
those who are less lucky - which is a characteristic of humankind that is painfully useful to survive. I chose my colours 
to represent and symbolise this duality: a dark, static, heavy blue and a vivid, violent, toxic pink, equally cold and 
somehow tacky but useful to make the image live. 
In this case too the pink layer is applied around the contour lines, letting the blue underneath compose the drawing 
negatively. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 254 - Marco Piccari 
Artwork 4 Title: Orchid (Nuclear Shadows) 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 91X105X12 
Artwork 4 Medium: Primed and oil painted fabrics and oils on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: The subject of this piece is a missing vase of orchids, with its circular imprint that lets the 
lower layer show, and its shadows projected around it like the hands of a clock. 
This work was conceived and produced during the first lockdown, when silence, isolation and boredom were mixed 
with worries about the future and a sense mourning for the lost lives and the life before. I wanted to make a 
monument of that experience, and a memorial for all we had lost. I draped fabrics around the canvas to recall the 
funeral symbolism of the veil that separates life and death; I primed them, then painted in off white just like the rest 
of the canvas. The white coat suffocates the earthy tones underneath, except for the imprint of the missing subject 
that remains like a memory. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID255 

Artist ID: 255 
 
Artist Name: Phil Davis 
Website: https://www.phildavisfineartist.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/philmdavisfineart 
 
Artist Statement: Phil Davis produces landscapes, portraits, and figurative subjects that use a combination of rich 
and vivid colours with additional features of the subjects incorporated using hand made stencils. This style is a 
constant blending and morphing of two processes, a combination that creates dynamic and emotionally heightened 
images where creative instinct and the fine detail of his chosen subjects are portrayed and juxtaposed alongside 
each other. The bold colours and dynamic ways in which they are applied convey the emotional intensity around the 
subject, whereas the stark graphical tones and fine attention to detail convey a sense of the bold physicality. He uses 
this combination of two processes to present his own interpretation of the physicality of life but seen through the 
eyes of pure emotion.  
His style enables him to work with instinct and emotion, as well as being meticulous. The painting process begins by 
focusing on colour and mood, applying paint to the canvas in an expressive and free flowing way. Moving on to the 
composition itself, he creates stencils of the relevant subject matter before printing the results onto the canvas, 
thereby pushing boundaries with traditional compositional processes in painting.Â As he experiments with different 
ways of applying stencils to canvas, his style seeks to blur the distinctions between traditional painting and print 
making, in order to create new and interesting ways of applying colour, texture, composition and form in order to 
suggest a more subjective version of his subjects. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 255 - Phil Davis 
Artwork 1 Title: Ghost City. Las Ramblas, Barcelona. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 80cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Painted as part of a series of landscapes that reflect city life in the time of the Covid 19 
pandemic. I wanted to depict the Ramblas in Barcelona in bleak emptiness, but with a sense that the absent crowds 
which were once familar sights now linger on like a ghostly energy that still radiates through the city.  
However the current reality of these crowds not being present is a sad reminder of the time we are living in right 
now, and the eery sights we are currently used to. The lone woman crossing the road with her dog whilst wearing a 
mask conveys this tremendous sense of personal isolation and tension. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 255 - Phil Davis 
Artwork 2 Title: The Days Are Gone. Las Ramblas, Barcelona 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80cm x 60cm x 4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Painted as part of a series of landscapes that reflect city life in the time of the covid 
pandemic. I wanted to depict the architecture and feel of cityscapes in their bleak emptiness, but with a sense that 
the absent crowds we were once used to seeing linger on like a ghostly energy that still radiates through the city, 
however the current reality of these people not being present is a sad reminder of the time we are living in right 
now, and the eery sights we are currently used to. In this depiction of the Ramblas in Barcelona, I wanted to convey 
the colourful energy and beauty of the city juxtaposed against the ghostly figures of the crowds that once existed as 
part of the bustle, but which are now absent sights. The way in which the foreground figures subtly fade into mist is 
a reminder of how these days are gone. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 255 - Phil Davis 
Artwork 3 Title: The Time Lapse. Hong Kong 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90cm x 120cm x 1cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media on plywood surface 
Artwork 3 Commentary: A depiction of the changing skyline of Hong Kong from the 19th Century to the present. I 
created a multi-layered effect, with sepia tones reminiscent of old photographs to evoke the past and increasingly 
vibrant layers on top, highlighting its architectural development, from trading port to the retail and financial hub of 
today. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 255 - Phil Davis 
Artwork 4 Title: Tourist Attraction. London. 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60cm x 80cm x 1.5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed media on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Although a composite of many cities from my travels, Tourist Attraction is mostly inspired 
by the emotional buzz of visiting London. The painting is a rather intense representation of the crowds and 
atmosphere outside one of its main draws, Westminster. In my rendering of the buildings themselves, I've continued 
the multi-layering stencil patterns that I experimented with in earlier approaches to this style. The crowds of people 
which form the main focus point of the painting are the main metaphor for the vibrant hustle, bustle and activity of 
the city itself. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID256 

Artist ID: 256 
 
Artist Name: Anna Turner 
Website: www.annaturner.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/span_picturebox 
 
Artist Statement: I create hard-edged paintings on plywood that are rooted in pure form. Flat areas of colour or 
varnish are rimmed by a hard, clean edge. Forms are independent of any basis in reality and have no symbolic 
meaning. They are autonomous shapes, sufficient in themselves as shapes. Vibrant solid colours are mixed with soft 
pastel shades, mixing matt and gloss finishes. Hard-edge painting is known for its economy of form, fullness of colour 
and smooth surface planes. I have been working on plywood giving the paintings a rigid structure, mixing varnish, 
bare wood and paint. My work is minimal in form giving the materials a primary role. Abrupt transitions are found 
between colour areas creating visual contrast between each other and the bare wood. Although I work hard to 
create a meticulous finish to these paintings with a build up of layers using tape and mediums, the subtle ridges this 
technique achieves is evidence of their hand made nature. These are not digital productions they are carefully 
constructed leaving little to chance. They are not reductions but pure abstraction created slowly layer by layer. My 
work titles reference times, places and influences during the making of a piece rather than any specific relevance to 
content. 
'Nothing more concrete or more real, than a line, a colour or a plane' - Theo Van Doesburg 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 256 - Anna Turner 
Artwork 1 Title: Finch 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm x 50cm x 5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and varnish on plywood panel 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Finch was painted during the first lockdown of 2020. It makes use of quite bold contrasts 
that I had not used before with a repetition of Prussian and white up the outside edge mirroring the subtler 
repetition of the varnish. Like many people I was enjoying watching the wildlife surrounding me so this is named 
after the birds in my garden although not meant to relate in any way to their colouring. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 256 - Anna Turner 
Artwork 2 Title: Patio 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50cm x 40cm x 5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and varnish on plywood panel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Patio was started a couple of years ago without a plan and was put aside in the studio as I 
felt stuck and wasn't happy with how it was going. Because of the way I paint you can paint over colours but it is very 
difficult to go back to bare wood without it affecting the machined smoothness of the panel so often rather than 
plough on I stop for a while. I was encouraged to finish after visiting a friends studio who was also struggling with a 
piece and I realised although entirely different paintings the colours were very similar. I was gradually able to resolve 
the piece this year and was very happy with the result, that hadn't looked likely several months earlier. Orange is 
very awkward. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 256 - Anna Turner 
Artwork 3 Title: Kazimierz 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm x 40cm x 5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and varnish on plywood panel 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Kazimierz is a painting using a pale colour palette that I have been using for a while 
although I've been trying to introduce stronger colours into the mix. It is symetrical on its vertical and horizontal axis. 
Named after a district in Krakow that I visited around the time I completed this piece. I wanted to leave quite a lot of 
bare wood as the panel is a particularly nice one with a curvy grain that is good contrast to the straight line 
structure. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 256 - Anna Turner 
Artwork 4 Title: Harewood 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60cm x 50cm x 5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and varnish on plywood panel 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Harewood is a very recent painting using a bolder palette. With this painting I was following 
a pre conceived plan and didn't waver from that. I often start out with quite a good idea of what I'm doing but this is 
often sidelined part way through. This painting however I followed the original plan start to finish and held my nerve 
with the bolder colours. Harewood is an area where I've had many lockdown walks. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID257 

Artist ID: 257 
 
Artist Name: Jane Cordery 
Website: www.janecordery.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/janemcordery 
 
Artist Statement: Giving up my career within HR to study art I thought I had turned my back on human nature 
preoccupying my thoughts - how wrong can you be? Freed from the stresses of work I realised that humans 
fundamentally fascinated me.  
Working within the third sector, I was trained to respond to human frailty, inequality, ways of connecting and 
communicating; these observations inform much of my art. My work is not always about what is visible, or obvious, 
it's as much about what is unseen, overlooked, and expressed conceptually, abstractly. 
Initially a painter, in undertaking formal art study I realised my thoughts were sometimes best expressed 
sculpturally. Selecting fragile materials, such as thread and glass, I often combined these with hard, unforgiving 
materials to express my thoughts on: war, climate change, migration, loss and the importance of history and 
memory. 
In using thread, the use of line gradually became overt and symbolic in my work. 
Before 2020 changed the world, I had begun to focus on how we socially connect. When my husband became 
terminally ill, the only viable way for me to work was on a drawing board on my lap. I began to explore the visual 
complexity of social connections, developing a rules and random way of working.  
In a way my methodology changed to reflect what was happening to me and within the world; I was subordinating 
any sense of control over the drawn line and composition to mere randomness  
Out of tragedy comes inspiration, a human response. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 257 - Jane Cordery 
Artwork 1 Title: Chain of Command 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 3 (unframed) 
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen on Gessoed Stretched Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work considers organisational structures and the lines/confusion of communication 
that can exist. 
(Detail photos are on my Instagram page) 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 257 - Jane Cordery 
Artwork 2 Title: Circle II - Searching for Shadows 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70 x 70 x 3 (incl frame) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Thread, Glass and Needle 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Concept derived from looking at human vulnerability in using social media, from predators 
using the dark web. 
(YouTube interview extract at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DzKLRPrzzcM 
11.52 to 11.54 minutes in) 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 257 - Jane Cordery 
Artwork 3 Title: Circle I - Connect & Disconnect 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70 x 70 x 3 incl frame 
Artwork 3 Medium: Thread & Glass 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The concept examines the global social connectivity of the world (the coloured thread) 
against the proportion of the world that remains unconnected/prohibited from connection (the black unnoticed 
thread behind). 
(Amount of thread used for each is a mathematical equation to the diameter of the earth to the percentage of 
connectivity/disconnect 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 257 - Jane Cordery 
Artwork 4 Title: Straw Poll 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 200 x 100 x 5 cm (size can be variable to a degree) 
Artwork 4 Medium: Steel Rule, Wood, Cotton Reel, Thread & Resin 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Work inspired by looking at inequality between average life-spans across the world - there 
is an almost unseen thin red thread looping between the two pieces.  
The reel on the steel rule is set at the age Alan Kurdi was (3) when he was found washed up on a beach near Bodrun, 
Turkey 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID258 

Artist ID: 258 
 
Artist Name: Sarah Strachan 
Website: www.sarah-strachan.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/sarahstrachan 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in how our perception of being in, knowing and belonging to the world affects our 
ecological awareness and thinking.  
In my multi-disciplinary practice I approach environmental changes through research, collaboration and deep 
connections with the land, its people and its materials. I explore my ideas through printmaking, painting and 
ceramics, as a means of making sense of the world, often fusing sound and/or moving image into the final 
installation. Situated in the context of the Arte Povera and land art movements, my work seeks to question, or 
disrupt, habitual perspectives through the liminality of objects, materials and spaces. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 258 - Sarah Strachan 
Artwork 1 Title: Objects listening I,II,II 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 3 x 100 x 70 x 50 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture - Ceramics, water, tubular steel frames, hydrophones, digital sound recorder, speaker 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ceramic vessels imagined as mediators of sound and information. Poised as apparatuses of 
quantum listening, they tune into more than one reality simultaneously, in a bid to capture micro-sensations 
occurring in the space between humans and objects.  
Inspired by a period of pulsatile tinnitus, the sensation of a rhythmical noise at the same rate as the heart, the sound 
element of this work alludes to the visceral perception of our own, often inaudible internal soundscape.  
In addition to the relation of the self to the shared space and our surroundings, this work also alludes to the power 
and politics of listening.  
For 360 degree video documentation of the work see: 
Objects listening I: https://vimeo.com/463828156 
Objects listening II: https://vimeo.com/438034155 
Objects listening III: https://vimeo.com/485110653 
Password: Strachan 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 258 - Sarah Strachan 
Artwork 2 Title: Bodies of water, 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200 x 100 x 200 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Installation - Ceramics, water, painted steel, wood, video projection 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Double walled ceramic vessels contain both air and water, symbolising two vital resources 
for life on earth. In response to living in the vicinity of wild fires in Portugal, the video and sound document the 
conflicting internal dialogue - the sense of calm invoked by the presence of a body of water and the imminent threat 
of choking smoke and flames. 
The intra-action of the elements of this installation, explore the space between human and non-human through 
water's transcorporeality, its post-human gestationality, its unknowability and necessary tracing of difference.  
The work shares a title with Astrida Neimanis's book which reimagines embodiment from the perspective of our 
bodies' wet constitution, as inseparable from the pressing ecological crises that our planet currently faces. 
Video documentation available here: 
Bodies of water https://vimeo.com/444269368 
Password: Strachan 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 258 - Sarah Strachan 
Artwork 3 Title: Contingent on carbon, 2019 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 200 x 275 x 200 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Installation - Latex, fern fronds, desk fans, lab stools 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Contingent on Carbon's eerie elegance is created by superimposing real ferns onto skin-like 
latex which billows out slowly from the breeze of desk fans, resembling wind turbines in miniature.  
Poised between activism and aesthetic, it reflects on our dependence on carbon-intensive fossil fuels, creating a 
powerful sense of abjection which reminds us that imagining alternative futures - where 'humans and plants co-
exist" - means stepping out of our comfort zones. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 258 - Sarah Strachan 
Artwork 4 Title: Liminal vessels, 2020 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30 x 50 x 100 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Sculpture - Ceramics, latex, wire thread, black floor panel 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Ceramic vessels caught in tightly stretched skin-like latex, dig deep into our ambiguous 
feelings towards the flesh. Ceramics and skin both functioning as containers or carriers of matter and meaning. 
The interaction of materials creates a sense of the interstitial moments - transition between seemingly coherent 
worlds or spaces of objects and beings - charged with meaning and causality. 
The work explores the liminal state between body and object, between corporeal and non-corporeal. The notion of 
the skin as both a materiality and the site of relationality makes it possible to describe bodies more generally outside 
the human and its hierarchies of difference. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID259 

Artist ID: 259 
 
Artist Name: Kristin Schnell 
Website: www.kristin-schnell.de 
IG: www.instagram.com/kristinschnell 
 
Artist Statement: I am drawn to the beauty of birds, their shimmering feathers and their presence in heaven and on 
earth. They evoke many associations as a symbol for spirituality and the flight of thoughts. 
And yet he is often a prisoner in human hands, in cages that limit his free flight. The creature of the wind is also the 
symbol of our limited thoughts, with cages within ourselves. 
All living beings are affected by our use of the world's resources, especially birds. There are still around 10,000 
species of birds around the world, and there are fewer every day. They disappear almost silently, too quiet to be 
heard worldwide. 
I build small photo sets, light the set with photo flash lamps and leave it up to my birds whether they want to 
present themselves in front of the camera. 
In some photos it appears as if the bird is a dancer in the air ,or seems to consciously perceive the camera. 
The photo sets provide an abstract environment for the birds. The colors of the set harmonize with the colorful 
feathers. The bird is the focus and nothing distracts from its uniqueness. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 259 - Kristin Schnell 
Artwork 1 Title: Creation 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 84,1cm/ 118,9 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photo 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is one of my parakeets, it is a rescued one. It is a she and now she is the mother of 2 
chicks 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 259 - Kristin Schnell 
Artwork 2 Title: Creation 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 84,1 cm/ 118,9 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photo 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is the partner from my rescue parakeet. He is the father of the 2 chicks. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 259 - Kristin Schnell 
Artwork 3 Title: Creation 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84,1 cm/ 118,9cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photo 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is the partner from my rescue parakeet. He is the father of the 2 chicks. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 259 - Kristin Schnell 
Artwork 4 Title: Creation 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 84,1 cm / 118,9cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photo 
Artwork 4 Commentary: That's the best flyer in the bird group. It's so fast that even the flashlight wasn't fast enough. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID260 

Artist ID: 260 
 
Artist Name: Finn Johnson 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/fin.ch_ 
 
Artist Statement: I'm unsure whether it's truly 'death' or the exploration of religions and representations that have 
occurred to control the uncertainty of our existence. Either way, I've always been infatuated by the concept. With an 
a isolated brain, began a stream of consciousness both through my own narrative and the ideas and concepts 
surrounding death, expressing my own depression and eating disorders through my work. Additionally referencing 
elements of history that allude to a continual struggle and sense of melancholia that haunt my sense of self and 
interest in the sadness of the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 260 - Finn Johnson 
Artwork 1 Title: Meeting Death 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 29.7x42cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil and charcoal on mdf board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Derivative of Miro's 'Birth Of the World' this work alludes to the ideas of what death would 
look or feel like. The earthy, decaying colours represent something cold and unknown , much like the body of 
someone deceased, or someone verging near death, The changing of tones of the background highlight what i tend 
to see when malnourished and afraid, perhaps the collapse of the brain and eye function in day to day life. With the 
forefront of the painting references Classical Greek mythology, alluding to the three judges of the dead; Minos, 
Rhadamanthus, and Aeacus and a crown of thorns symbol scratched into the surface as a way of representing a state 
of suffering and fear. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 260 - Finn Johnson 
Artwork 2 Title: My Time Is Calling 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x90cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Referencing a state of weakness and fragility of thoughts toward the living and the dead. 
this work is steeped in more religious iconography as I find that especially christian iconography represents a high 
level of belief and devotion to which i view my own mental health. By changing the focus of devotion to something 
evil and diseased inside myself, it is a heavy representation of the lens i use to view myself and the world. This 
autobiographical piece understands the beauty of the paint and of light whilst also subverting a religious norm to 
benefit my message. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 260 - Finn Johnson 
Artwork 3 Title: What Happened To Death? 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 180x106 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: There's a dual meaning in the name of the work, initially referring to the altered Klimt-like 
perception of a personified 'death' and secondly referring to an existential thought process of my own. Inspired by 
the etherial presence of Gustav Klimt's work, I brought myself to questioning my feelings and thoughts towards 
death through my own experiences with it whether than be though my own or through experiencing it as a 
bystander. The slightly humorous personification of death alludes to my own lack of fear from experiencing mental 
health and the current situation of mass death in the world. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 260 - Finn Johnson 
Artwork 4 Title: Purgatory 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 204x180cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: inspired by a Transfer drawing i did previously of found images descriptive of my subject 
matter, I represented both a state of mind and a religious place of torment. The mass of red and the viscosity of the 
paint lean towards ideals of blood and a sense of primal living whilst additionally leaning towards my own sense of 
self through blood. This mass of colour surrounds almost figural marks, alluding to Dante's Inferno and the souls who 
wander the plain of purgatory. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID261 

Artist ID: 261 
 
Artist Name: Jaime DomãNguez 
Website: www.artistjaimedominguez.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/JDatelier 
 
Artist Statement: I am an abstract artist with a passion for minimalism and expressionism and it is through my work 
that I express what I cannot say in words. If I had the ability and eloquence to express its meaning, possibly I would 
not be a plastic artist but a writer of science fiction novels, although what I can say is everything that inspires and 
drives me to create what I do, I am passionate about geometry, structural engineering, modern architecture, 
functionalism, brutalism and deconstructivism, modernist furniture, textile, automotive, aeronautics and nautical 
design. 
Since I was a child I have had contact with popular arts, mainly "indigenous art", its simple designs but full of spiritual 
symbolism and its colors transport me to intangible places where my imagination unleashes. My work is the result of 
all this, perhaps for that reason I consider that it has a deep decorative vocation, however behind it there is an 
exhaustive research work through which I satisfy my intellectual need to justify it and support my ideas, although at 
the end what matters the least to me is whether the viewer understands it or can explain it academically, on the 
contrary, what matters most to me is how it impacts their senses and emotions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 261 - Jaime DomãNguez 
Artwork 1 Title: KALÃ³S No.1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 190 cm x 190 cm x 6cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media on MDF panel. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: KALÃ³S is a piece inspired by the original called Kaleidoscope, but with the difference that 
KALÃ³S is made on wood and MDF panel and it is one of the largest pieces in the series. The composition of KALÃ³S 
has the characteristic that its main design is inside a circle and it lies on between two solid rectangles that cover the 
entire surface. The imaginary border that generates with the dividing line formed between the two colors of these 
rectangles, at the same time it intersects with the circle that remains above them, generating the sensation of 
hyperdimensionality, and turning the circle into a kind of window or hole where the figure formed by the different 
planes and lines is trapped in. 
Kaleidoscope series contains pieces on canvas, and MDF panel in various shapes and formats, especially large ones, 
and in fact, with this series I completely define one of my main characteristics as an artist, using only large formats to 
make my artwork. In this series I try to emulate in a metaphorical way, the effect of 'the infiniteâ€•, and because the 
figures and shapes created by this cylinder are pure geometry; they inevitable invite me to unleash the imagination 
and create my own versions of these figures. 
Another central aspect to build this series is the KaleidoscopeÂ´s structural and architectural analysis; and by naming 
my pieces after its components I contribute to give it a sense of permanence, turning the ephemeral into a 
permanent concept. 
In addition to the kaleidoscope structural aspect; it is the visual effects produced by the mirrors and the internal 
objects that really push me to give life to pieces that conceptually contain the same visual hyperdimensional 
language that the eye captures through the device's hole; shapes and figures with saturated colors that sometimes 
cannot be understood but at the same time they move our emotions due to their unique and whimsical appearance. 
One characteristic that identifies my work no matter the subjet matter and theme, is the use of monochromatic and 
flat backgrounds in the paintings, which place the observer in an abstract geometric plane, alien to material reality, 
but full of formal and dimentional possibilities, and that creates a paradox that intensifies, while the paintings are 
full of smooth colors and straight lines, in some cases almost technical, and that nevertheless, make up a spatial and 
formal ambiguity which I find exiting. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 261 - Jaime DomãNguez 
Artwork 2 Title: KALÃ³S No.6B 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 190 cmÃ¸ x 6 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media on MDF panel 
Artwork 2 Commentary: KALÃ³S B is a piece that arises from the decontextualization of another piece called KALÃ³S. 
Aiming to break with the square pattern of the series and give the piece a dramatic and at the same time daring 
look; KALÃ³S B becomes a large-format circular artwork. 
Kaleidoscope series contains pieces on canvas, and MDF panel in various shapes and formats, especially large ones, 
and in fact, with this series I completely define one of my main characteristics as an artist, using only large formats to 
make my artwork. In this series I try to emulate in a metaphorical way, the effect of 'the infiniteâ€•, and because the 
figures and shapes created by this cylinder are pure geometry; they inevitable invite me to unleash the imagination 
and create my own versions of these figures. 
Another central aspect to build this series is the KaleidoscopeÂ´s structural and architectural analysis; and by naming 
my pieces after its components I contribute to give it a sense of permanence, turning the ephemeral into a 
permanent concept. 
In addition to the kaleidoscope structural aspect; it is the visual effects produced by the mirrors and the internal 
objects that really push me to give life to pieces that conceptually contain the same visual hyperdimensional 
language that the eye captures through the device's hole; shapes and figures with saturated colors that sometimes 
cannot be understood but at the same time they move our emotions due to their unique and whimsical appearance. 
One characteristic that identifies my work no matter the subject matter and theme, is the use of monochromatic and 
flat backgrounds in the paintings, which place the observer in an abstract geometric plane, alien to material reality, 
but full of formal and dimensional possibilities, and that creates a paradox that intensifies, while the paintings are 
full of smooth colors and straight lines, in some cases almost technical, and that nevertheless, make up a spatial and 
formal ambiguity which I find exiting. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 
  



 

Artist: 261 - Jaime DomãNguez 
Artwork 3 Title: Mirror No.13 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 175 cm x 130 cm x 5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media on MDF panel. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Mirror is a piece that arises from the decontextualization of another piece called 
Kaleidoscope. Aiming to break with the square pattern of the series and give the piece a dramatic and at the same 
time daring look; Mirror becomes a dramatic and mysterious piece. 
Kaleidoscope series contains pieces on canvas, and MDF panel in various shapes and formats, especially large ones, 
and in fact, with this series I completely define one of my main characteristics as an artist, using only large formats to 
make my artwork. In this series I try to emulate in a metaphorical way, the effect of 'the infiniteâ€•, and because the 
figures and shapes created by this cylinder are pure geometry; they inevitable invite me to unleash the imagination 
and create my own versions of these figures. 
Another central aspect to build this series is the KaleidoscopeÂ´s structural and architectural analysis; and by naming 
my pieces after its components I contribute to give it a sense of permanence, turning the ephemeral into a 
permanent concept. 
In addition to the kaleidoscope structural aspect; it is the visual effects produced by the mirrors and the internal 
objects that really push me to give life to pieces that conceptually contain the same visual hyperdimensional 
language that the eye captures through the device's hole; shapes and figures with saturated colors that sometimes 
cannot be understood but at the same time they move our emotions due to their unique and whimsical appearance. 
One characteristic that identifies my work no matter the subject matter and theme, is the use of monochromatic and 
flat backgrounds in the paintings, which place the observer in an abstract geometric plane, alien to material reality, 
but full of formal and dimensional possibilities, and that creates a paradox that intensifies, while the paintings are 
full of smooth colors and straight lines, in some cases almost technical, and that nevertheless, make up a spatial and 
formal ambiguity which I find exiting. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 261 - Jaime DomãNguez 
Artwork 4 Title: MEX KALÃ³S No.5 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 190 cm x 190 cm x 6 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed media on MDF Panel 
Artwork 4 Commentary: KALÃ³S is a piece inspired by the original called Kaleidoscope, but with the difference that 
KALÃ³S is made on wood and MDF panel and it is one of the largest pieces in the series. The composition of KALÃ³S 
has the characteristic that its main design is inside a circle and it lies on between two solid rectangles that cover the 
entire surface. The imaginary border that generates with the dividing line formed between the two colors of these 
rectangles, at the same time it intersects with the circle that remains above them, generating the sensation of 
hyperdimensionality, and turning the circle into a kind of window or hole where the figure formed by the different 
planes and lines is trapped in. 
Kaleidoscope series contains pieces on canvas, and MDF panel in various shapes and formats, especially large ones, 
and in fact, with this series I completely define one of my main characteristics as an artist, using only large formats to 
make my artwork. In this series I try to emulate in a metaphorical way, the effect of 'the infiniteâ€•, and because the 
figures and shapes created by this cylinder are pure geometry; they inevitable invite me to unleash the imagination 
and create my own versions of these figures. 
Another central aspect to build this series is the KaleidoscopeÂ´s structural and architectural analysis; and by naming 
my pieces after its components I contribute to give it a sense of permanence, turning the ephemeral into a 
permanent concept. 
In addition to the kaleidoscope structural aspect; it is the visual effects produced by the mirrors and the internal 
objects that really push me to give life to pieces that conceptually contain the same visual hyperdimensional 
language that the eye captures through the device's hole; shapes and figures with saturated colors that sometimes 
cannot be understood but at the same time they move our emotions due to their unique and whimsical appearance. 
One characteristic that identifies my work no matter the subjet matter and theme, is the use of monochromatic and 
flat backgrounds in the paintings, which place the observer in an abstract geometric plane, alien to material reality, 
but full of formal and dimentional possibilities, and that creates a paradox that intensifies, while the paintings are 
full of smooth colors and straight lines, in some cases almost technical, and that nevertheless, make up a spatial and 
formal ambiguity which I find exiting. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue2 ID262 

Artist ID: 262 
 
Artist Name: Yurim Gough 
Website: http://yurimgough.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/yurimgough 
 
Artist Statement: My art practice explores humans' complex emotions, different feelings, thoughts and expressing 
the subconscious mind in my artworks.  
These new works are influenced by the isolation that hugely affects our life at the moment, the mental health issues 
such as depression, social anxiety, and low self-esteem show in the vibrant and aposematic colour. Like cells that 
interact and are pulled to one another, the colourful blocks are blended and puzzled to support one strong feeling. 
Life drawing in front of the living, breathing model is very important and it helps me to understand the humanity 
that bridges between reality and the idealistic, by joining the model's pose to the contoured surface of the ceramic 
piece. The lines from the model are communicated through the rough texture to the hand-built stoneware with a 
ceramic pencil, never changing a line. The jagged lines soften under glaze. Subsequently, a variety of colourful 
images are layered on top of the life drawing. I make them translucent with the human body visible underneath. 
I had a first career as a fashion designer, but later found myself drawn to my cultural roots in ceramics, mixing my 
lifelong love of life drawing with ceramics in a unique way as a self-taught artist. I use traditional methods and 
combine with modern methods such as using 3D-printed parts for the ceramics or creating digital art to apply via 
transfers. My ideas are hugely influenced by modern society, current issues, especially recent trends and electronic 
information received from social media. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 262 - Yurim Gough 
Artwork 1 Title: The Melancholy 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30.5 x 26 x 11.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ceramic Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/ijrYw3mniO4 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 262 - Yurim Gough 
Artwork 2 Title: The Remorse 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25 x 23.5 x 11 CM 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic Painting 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://youtu.be/ijrYw3mniO4 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 262 - Yurim Gough 
Artwork 3 Title: The Sorrow 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 27 x 28.5 x 9.5 CM 
Artwork 3 Medium: Ceramic Painting 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://youtu.be/ijrYw3mniO4 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 262 - Yurim Gough 
Artwork 4 Title: The Angst 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 31.5 x 26.5 x 11 CM 
Artwork 4 Medium: Ceramic Painting 
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://youtu.be/ijrYw3mniO4 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID263 

Artist ID: 263 
 
Artist Name: Wiktoria Florek 
Website: www.wiktoriaflorek.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/wiktoriaflorekart 
 
Artist Statement: My art is largely inspired by experiences and places. Something as simple as driving through the 
countryside, swimming in the sea or seeing an almond tree in full bloom can be the motivation that gets me into the 
studio and in front of a blank canvas, ready to create. I paint out of excitement, happiness and joy, very rarely when 
I'm sad or feeling other than positive about life. You could call my art portraits of the soul or stories from within. I 
find inner power and liberation in painting non-representational abstract compositions, expressing emotions, 
feelings and states of mind that are results of what I experience. 
Unlike representational painting, which tends to limit the range of responses, abstraction stimulates the imagination 
and gives viewers the freedom to go wherever they want to go. For me, every new painting represents a fresh new 
journey, an opportunity to look into my soul and tell a story that I put on canvas in the moment as quickly as it 
unfolds before me. The process brings about plenty of energy and expression, often requiring the use of my whole 
body, the act of painting becoming more like a rhythmic interaction with each canvas, a relationship in motion. 
While painting, I move the canvas or paper from floor to wall and back again in order to stay in the moment, fully 
engaged with the action, and keeping the energy flow alive.  
Compositions evolve like living beings, from conception to maturity. When complete, I experience a feeling of 
satisfaction that the painting emanates happiness, enthusiasm, and a fascination with life, and has become an 
accurate expression of all that I put into it. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 263 - Wiktoria Florek 
Artwork 1 Title: Safe Harbour no 4 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x100x3.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylics, graphite, markers on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 263 - Wiktoria Florek 
Artwork 2 Title: Blue Lagoon no 5 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x50 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics, graphite, pastels, chalk on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 263 - Wiktoria Florek 
Artwork 3 Title: Free to Be no 1 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40x30 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylics, graphite, pastels and spray on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 263 - Wiktoria Florek 
Artwork 4 Title: Growth and Harmony 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 29x21 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylics and graphite on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID264 

Artist ID: 264 
 
Artist Name: Kedisha Coakley 
Website: www.kedishacoakley.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/Kedisha Coakley 
 
Artist Statement: My work begins through an investigation of self, childhood memories and practices that became 
ritual to me. The work is a response to many of these traditional practices which are communicated non-verbally 
whilst others which are passed on religiously. Consisting of sculpture, photography and printmaking to provoke the 
premise of history, race, culture and conventions of curation by reframing objects and cultural symbols. 
Afro-hair is closely intertwined within my identity as a black woman and is prolific throughout my artwork. Using 
multiplicity of material, cultural, historical and aesthetic influence speak to the pluralistic narratives and reference 
points I wants to suggest through my practice. Hopefully creating artwork, a space which can be contextualized 
without explanation.  
Believing we are living in a time where 'purity' of lineage, historical representation and aesthetics are no longer 
valuable ideologies. Rather the acceptance of multiple sources of influence and participation, especially from non-
Western civilizations are slowly getting acknowledgement.  
Through my artwork I propose to create spaces which can be contextualize without explanation, encouraging 
viewers to reconsider social-historical narratives. Through juxtaposition, process, hybridity and materiality 
encouraging unexpected conversation and essential thought. Not conditioning Blackness, safe-spaces in the public 
domain as the every-day.  
I hope to demonstrate that this is not an isolated place but inclusive, a recognizable and familiar place to diasporic 
decedents. A place of ownership and truth, of transparency, opacity and hypervisibility. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 264 - Kedisha Coakley 
Artwork 1 Title: Ritual, Truth i 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24 x 21 x 23 
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Constructed with the material at its core and the process being part of the final outcome. 
Bronze head-scarf sculpture developed from lost-wax process, by casting the original object.  
Exploring themes of home, memory and identity to encapsulate and reinforce ideas of class, status and cultural 
affiliations, challenging stereotypes, often still subtly repeated in today's society. 
Scrutinizing how models of categorization, collecting and display intensify charged ideologies and power relations 
inscribed into the fabric of institutions.  
Revising traditional interpretations whilst encouraging viewers to reconsider social and historical narratives from a 
different perspective. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 264 - Kedisha Coakley 
Artwork 2 Title: Ritual, v 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 21 
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Constructed with the material at its core and the process being part of the final outcome. 
Bronze head-scarf sculpture developed from lost-wax process, by casting the original object.  
Exploring themes of home, memory and identity to encapsulate and reinforce ideas of class, status and cultural 
affiliations, challenging stereotypes, often still subtly repeated in today's society. 
Scrutinizing how models of categorization, collecting and display intensify charged ideologies and power relations 
inscribed into the fabric of institutions. Revising traditional interpretations whilst encouraging viewers to reconsider 
social and historical narratives from a different perspective. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 264 - Kedisha Coakley 
Artwork 3 Title: The Right to Opacity i. Blue / Ether series. 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 80 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photographic print on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: To assert ones right to opacity is to refuse to be known solely on the terms of the colonize 
and for the colonizers benefit. A medium to resist the light of (Western) understanding in order to preserve diversity 
and advance exchanges based upon hierarchy but upon networks that abolish the primacy of any one centre of 
understanding.  
Part of a series, The Right to Opacity focusses on the gaze, initially by confronting the viewer with the black 
experience through my lens.  
By presenting the inverted images altered to obscure naturalistic skin tones and interrupting an easy or 
preconditioned reading of the subject along ethnic lines. Therefore, the gaze can also be interpreted as roaming, 
touching everything denied representation. Reinforcing the idea of transformation and adding to the ambiguity of 
the narrative. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 264 - Kedisha Coakley 
Artwork 4 Title: The Right to Opacity ii. Blue / Ether series. 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 80 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photographic print on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary: To assert ones right to opacity is to refuse to be known solely on the terms of the colonize 
and for the colonizers benefit. A medium to resist the light of (Western) understanding in order to preserve diversity 
and advance exchanges based upon hierarchy but upon networks that abolish the primacy of any one centre of 
understanding.  
Part of a series, The Right to Opacity focusses on the gaze, initially by confronting the viewer with the black 
experience through my lens.  
By presenting the inverted images altered to obscure naturalistic skin tones and interrupting an easy or 
preconditioned reading of the subject along ethnic lines. Therefore, the gaze can also be interpreted as roaming, 
touching everything denied representation. Reinforcing the idea of transformation and adding to the ambiguity of 
the narrative. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID265 

Artist ID: 265 
 
Artist Name: Lucy And Layla Swinhoe 
Website: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCewWzNk-NQf3FQbCN0vcDhA?disable_polymer=true 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: We are collaborating identical twin sisters using ourselves as a symbol to represent 
opposite/parallel aspects, or counterparts. We realise 'complimentary polarities' not only through the work's context 
and content, but through media processes.  
Photography requires a negative to form a positive - this naturally embodies the concept of our work. However, 
photography today has changed from a manual process to an instantaneous digital process. Therefore the 'whole' is 
embodied - one thing relies on the existence of another, and they therefore interact. These are merely two faces of 
the same coin, as are twins' individuals from the same source 
Art makes use of many different technical bodies - it needs a vehicle when it meets the land. The visual (etc.) 
language or aesthetics act as a translation for arts content. The voice of the 'medium' communicates, as a body, for 
the idea /concept. The potential energy of both the medium and the mind as a whole is the function of art and life 
(they are complimentary), and, as vice versa, art and life are both manipulations (for better or for worse) of 
mind/matter. The transforming alchemical changes of state(s) reflect the intention(s) of the creative perpetrator. 
Everything is in flux, and so the work is ongoing... 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 265 - Lucy And Layla Swinhoe 
Artwork 1 Title: Speculum 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: NA 
Artwork 1 Medium: New media/Digital 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PZnACHUmec 
Today a speculum is a medical device for examining the vagina for cervical screening, however in occult literature, it 
is a mirror used for scrying and/or spirit contact. While the main translation would be about contacting the dead or 
even other dimensional entities, we explore connecting and contacting the holistic higher (and lower) spiritual 
consciousness or 'Godhead', albeit both exist in and of each other.  
In this film we are referencing shamanic gender transcendence. In order to reach what the Hindus term the 
'kundalini experience' - an enlightening experience that shamans reach in the peak of their trance state, one has to 
consciously (consciousness is considered the masculine essence due to the individual 'protruding' into their living 
environment), enter their feminine-like sub-conscious (a womb like intrusion within the mind), in a kind of psycho-
spiritual intercourse. This fusion between opposites (represented through the masculine and feminine aspects of 
reality), creates a unification, a neutral point or creative spark - a gateway, portal or vortex to the spiritual 
dimension. So the shaman is now an androgynous god-lie being on it's astral flight through the inner and outer 
cosmos. So the speculum image of peering into the vagina isn't far wrong in this sense - it's just on another level. 
We are interested in the interplay between internal and external processes that exist simultaneously and reflect one 
another (as above so below). Much eastern and western spiritual philosophies have tried to explain these themes 
since the dawn of time.  
We developed this project from the installation environment for our 2016 degree show and film 'Images and 
Illusions' (https://youtu.be/p0bq1ZeVbXY), which consisted of all walls (including the ceiling and floor) being covered 
in mirror vinyl roll to give the illusion of infinity. This space therefore included the viewer as part of the infinite 
reflections literally, while also allowing them to 'reflect' on the work.  
'Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless, like water. If you put water into a cup, it becomes the cup. You put water 
into a bottle and it becomes the bottle. You put it in a teapot it becomes the teapot. Now, water can flow or it can 
crash. Be water my friend'. 
Bruce Lee 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 265 - Lucy And Layla Swinhoe 
Artwork 2 Title: Images and Illusions 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: NA 
Artwork 2 Medium: New Media/Digital 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq_nKABPOl4 
â€˜Now, you must remember the enemy has only images and illusions behind which he hides his true motives. 
Destroy the image, and you will break the enemy.' Bruce Lee (Enter the Dragon). â€˜Art' is images, objects and 
words, but we're highlighting how culture uses this â€˜trinity' to propagate and perpetuate power. We're also 
revealing the symbolism of a â€˜degree', and how this ties in with the ritualistic nature of hierarchical society. The 
film also projects the theories of art into the wider context of life. Soundtrack:-Voices and vocal sounds by Layla and 
Lucy Swinhoe, plus the sounds of the planet Saturn. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 265 - Lucy And Layla Swinhoe 
Artwork 3 Title: Everyman Film Stills (Frozen Warnings) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: NA 
Artwork 3 Medium: New Media/Digital 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uaixzdfsus 
This project was inspired by The Prisoner - a psycho-thriller TV series from the 1960s starring Patrick McGoohan as 
number 6, who is imprisoned in the village with no escape. As relevant then as it is today, it deals with notions of 
captivity, surveillance, control and conditioning of a society governed by secrecy. A paranoia driven social laboratory, 
the prisoner is an implicit comparison to oneself, and the village a tool for indoctrination. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 265 - Lucy And Layla Swinhoe 
Artwork 4 Title: Dura Mater, Pia Mater 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: NA 
Artwork 4 Medium: New Media/Digital 
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRsXNfRZdD8 
The work was produced in response to an object and an image given to us. The object was a Matryoshka, or Russian 
Doll, and the image was a Matisse cut out - Icarus (Jazz), 1947.  
Motherhood / origination / creation / layers within layers / worlds within worlds. As a species we can sometimes 
over analyse things (for better or for worst), which can become a torment or a joy - which is an inevitability of the 
creative process. It's not an easy ride (and maybe it shouldn't be?), however I suppose one should learn how to stop 
and breath and adsorb, before the loop starts again.  
Our spiritual creative female - the mother / feminine energy whom when combined with the masculine energy, 
transcends the understanding of life through the current vessel state, needs to awaken. With the aid of our senses 
both within and without, a life, a spark, an idea, a signal is born.  
On either side of the infinite web is an extremity of both tender sensitive perception and hard edged reality. While 
we get tangled in between this duality, we are both lost and found. Birth / rebirth is painful (albeit wonderful).  
Dura Mater (hard mother), and Pia Mater (tender mother), are membranes that cover and envelope the brain and 
spinal cord. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue2 ID266 

Artist ID: 266 
 
Artist Name: Magda Malkoun 
Website: www.magdamalkoun.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/magdamalkoun 
 
Artist Statement: Magda 1982, is a multifaceted mixed media artist born in Beirut, a city that is very close to her 
heart, and appears in many of her paintings. 
Beirut suffered decades of civil war and was destroyed and rebuilt 7 times only to be destroyed again by a massive 
explosion in August 2020 leaving the hearts of many completely devastated.  
Magda's recent works have been concentrated on Beirut as it appears through abstract portraits of a strong, restless, 
unbeatable female, who despite the many falls, continues to rise and stand strong again. In her paintings you can see 
how she brings forth the psychology of the individual and his feelings of grief.  
To achieve this, she uses different types of material and textures not only as tools to paint with, but also to create 
forms.  
This portrait is an accumulation of pain from a history of conflicts and destruction and an image of the spirit of the 
people of Beirut. It's a message of hope and resilience. It's also a call to learn from history so that we stop 
redestroying Beirut.  
Her interest in photography and sculpture were the backbone to construct the facial expressions and capture not 
only the grief and disappointment of the city but also its ferocity and strength to keep standing and regenerating 
over and again. It's more unusual in its composition, an uncomfortable face constructed by a painstakingly organized 
collage of real images of the destroyed buildings in the intent of documenting the blast. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 266 - Magda Malkoun 
Artwork 1 Title: Beirut Not For Sale 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70x3cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media, paper collage and acrylic paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Portrait of my beloved lady-city Beirut after the devastating blast on August 4, 2020. This 
event shook us all. She resembles today the faces of the many injured victims of the blast. She is sad, deformed, 
angry, betrayed, but is still standing and always will be. Her eyes are shaded and mouth clenched by the Beirut port 
cranes that hold the secret behind the blast. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 266 - Magda Malkoun 
Artwork 2 Title: Port-eaux 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x50x3cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media, paper collage, ink, sand and acrylic paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Portrait of Beirut port as a lady minutes into the blast that took away everything. The lady-
Beirut flaming with fire and the dark red fume that covered the sky on August 4, 2020. It's a mix of undefinable reds: 
blood red, fire red, broken heart red, furious red, monstruous red, that calls for a new red color name for Beirut, 
'Port-eaux ' 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 266 - Magda Malkoun 
Artwork 3 Title: Beirut Portrait 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x50x3cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media, paper collage, ink, sand and acrylic paint 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Portrait of Beirut inspired by the devastating blast of August 2020, Showing the fast 
movement of the blast that took away everything in a split of seconds. Beirut is still standing through the blast and 
looking disappointed, suffering but determined. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 266 - Magda Malkoun 
Artwork 4 Title: Say Goodbye 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 140x90x5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed Media Acrylic paint, sand, paper, tissue and ink 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Portrait of Beirut seconds into the unexpected blast that took away everything leaving no 
chance to say goodbye. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID267 

Artist ID: 267 
 
Artist Name: Jemma Gowland 
Website: www.jgowland.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jemma.gowland 
 
Artist Statement: The work explores the way that girls are constrained from birth to conform to an appearance and 
code of behaviour, to present a perfect face, and maintain the expectations of others. The use of porcelain, or of 
stoneware with layered disrupted surfaces, describe the vulnerability beneath.  
From the moment we are born gender restricts our future. 
Individual figures show the young child dressed for display, as a plaything for adults, an entertainment and 
ornament. Looks and behaviour are already prescribed. 
Stand up straight, smile nicely, say please. 
Jemma first trained for a BSc in Engineering Product Design, and worked in the fields of industrial design, production, 
and architectural model making before becoming a teacher of Design and Technology. With experience in making 
using a very broad range of materials, for a wide range of purposes, ceramics has become an abiding interest with 
it's unique versatility and surface possibilities.  
Being a mother and daughter, as well as a woman working in a male field, has led to an examination of the role of 
the female, and how societal norms still shape the way children are raised. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 267 - Jemma Gowland 
Artwork 1 Title: Grenade Girl : Damage 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36 x 35 x 28 
Artwork 1 Medium: Porcelain, kintsugi gold, rusted wire 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This larger porcelain piece utilises the porcelain mask, describing the face we present to the 
world which detracts from true reactions or intentions. The girl holds all the power, although risking herself by 
claiming it. 
Constructed on an armature to reduce weight, the piece was intentionally moved and stressed prior to firingto 
create fractures, which are highlighted using the kintsugi method. 
The grenade itself is also ceramic, with a metallic effect heavy oxide glaze. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 267 - Jemma Gowland 
Artwork 2 Title: Grenade Girl : Gift 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 36 x 27 x 32 
Artwork 2 Medium: Porcelain, rusted wire 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A sister piece to 'Damage', This also utilises the porcelain mask, describing the face we 
present to the world which detracts from true reactions or intentions. Is she giving the key, or holding it back? 
Constructed on an armature to reduce weight, using porcelain paperclay with a further porcelain slip over, and 
clothes made to fit and soaked in especially mixed porcelain slip 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 267 - Jemma Gowland 
Artwork 3 Title: The Blind leading the Blinded 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 34 x 36 x 36 
Artwork 3 Medium: stoneware ceramic, layered glaze, oxide & porcelain slip, fired dressmakers pins 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Created during the frustrations at the end of the first lockdown. Following or leading, 
without confidence or security. 
A group of 6 interconnected figures modelled in the round, with layered fractured surfaces and clothing. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 267 - Jemma Gowland 
Artwork 4 Title: Tighter Tighter 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35 x 10 x 10 
Artwork 4 Medium: stoneware ceramic, layered glaze, oxide & porcelain slip, headphone cable, fired dressmakers 
pins 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Back View seen in this image. 
single figure in a corset, tightening herself using the cable as a lace. Porcelain mask 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID268 

Artist ID: 268 
 
Artist Name: Astrid Krag-Olsen 
Website: www.astridkragolsen.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/astridkragolsen 
 
Artist Statement: I live in a kaleidoscope of inquisitiveness and exploration -the world is my eye candy, leading to the 
many elements that come through in my paintings which are many-layered, reflecting an awareness of social issues, 
delving into the psyche and the nuances of life in all its facets, always I am connecting the lines - this is my way of 
keeping grounded. With fragments of poetry or a single word, elements of collage, a show of grief or untold joy, the 
abstract of life for me is all in colour. I also reflect on my home, Africa, as she has always been my inspiration, it 
never fails to offer me sensory fuel, from visual texture to the smell of dust that waits for the rain, it somehow gets 
under one's skin.â€• 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 268 - Astrid Krag-Olsen 
Artwork 1 Title: Phoenix 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x120x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting was inspired by Beatrice Vio (Babe) the magnificent Paralympic fencer. The 
true Phoenix has risen within, her sheer will power is not only an inspiration but a testament to the human soul. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 268 - Astrid Krag-Olsen 
Artwork 2 Title: Transformation 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 95x120x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The dragonfly represents transformation. It tells us to remember the joy in our lives and to 
shed light upon ourselves and others. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 268 - Astrid Krag-Olsen 
Artwork 3 Title: Change 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70x70x3 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Not being allowed to touch, in the time of Covid, has changed our lives, we will never 
survive without touch. So this painting was inspired by that and the need for human touch. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 268 - Astrid Krag-Olsen 
Artwork 4 Title: Tea Party 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 1x150x5 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic/pastel 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Sometimes just one-second matters, this is about time and enjoying time and freedom. Let's 
have a Tea Party. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID269 

Artist ID: 269 
 
Artist Name: Andrea Hilditch 
Website: https://www.artworkarchive.com/profile/andreaemilyhilditch 
IG: www.instagram.com/andreaemilyart 
 
Artist Statement: Andrea is intrigued by the notion of disruption and containment and found this inquiry gave an 
exhilarating freedom of expression whilst recently completing her MA Fine Art in 2020 at the University of Chester.  
As a mature artist living with persistent pain, she has a story to tell of endurance, determination, and daily 
containment of an unseen pain beneath the surface. She investigates what is hidden beneath layers, beneath the 
'front' that we transmit in our impression management. She explores through her paintings what seeps out, whether 
that's affected by emotional, physical, global, or political disruption.  
Andrea is intrigued also with what happens when we fail to contain. She plays with motifs and processes in the 
painting such as unfinished circles, arches that exceed the physical boundaries, and scratches that attempt to expand 
space, subtracting paint, and sweeping gestural mark-making that attempts, but ultimately fails to contain 
everything. Her inquiry is focussed on what she sees as the theatre on the canvas and how layers make it much 
harder for us to see and understand what is beneath the surface. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 269 - Andrea Hilditch 
Artwork 1 Title: Outside Out 2 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25cm x 25cm x 0.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Outside Out 2' is an exploration of the failure to contain. The work began with the 
disruption of bright lines, forms, and patterns, to be overcome by a white layer and broader unfinished arches or 
circles. Layers continue with subtracting paint that leaves a residue, the surface beneath never the same again, 
scratches that are painted over but remain permanent scars. Some forms remain strong, others in contrast are left 
muted; we are barely able to see them. The asymmetry reflects the chaos around and within us that we try to 
contain. This work was completed during the pandemic lockdown as part of a series of 6 paintings. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 269 - Andrea Hilditch 
Artwork 2 Title: My Bubble 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 41cm x 41 cm x 4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Each form, line, pattern, or gestural mark in 'My Bubble 2' attempts to disrupt the one 
beneath or beside it, reflecting a world that has become more chaotic. I was bound to stay within the safety of my 
bubble, yet global disruption was happening outside. The disruption reflects the new language of the pandemic: 
boundaries are played with as the paint disappears off the edge; bubbles and distancing are breached; directions 
change as we navigate new spaces, signs, and layers do not fully contain what is beneath. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 269 - Andrea Hilditch 
Artwork 3 Title: White 1 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 36cm x 28cm x 4cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: White 1' painting explores the containment of colour that is burning through, attempting to 
escape. The paint on the very edges is a nod to the need to escape boundaries that are set for us by others. The 
notion of disruption and containment is continued on the top layers with sgraffito and thin layers of paint, with the 
perception of some shapes being further back than others. Windows emerge that are not traditional shapes, yet give 
an opening into what lies beneath, what is behind the curtain of the impressions we manage in public. We naturally 
look for order, groups and find none, each one is an individual borne of the process of disrupting. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 269 - Andrea Hilditch 
Artwork 4 Title: Energy 4 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 31cm x 31cm x 0.5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on board 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Energy 4' painting is a variation on the inquiry of disruption and containment, adding in 
energy. The thick oil sticks used are attempting to contain the disruption beneath with vigorous energy not seen in 
other paintings. The heavy layer responds with energy and emotion, with anger, frustration and vigour in attempting 
to contain the colours beneath. It fails to contain, however, and I tried very hard to not use any particular order, 
structure or composition, to disrupt with asymmetry. With scratches on the surface, I attempt to expand the space, 
to protect, to contain one small part in a bubble away from the rest of the world. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID270 

Artist ID: 270 
 
Artist Name: Heidi Brueckner 
Website: www.heidibrueckner.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/heidi.brueckner 
 
Artist Statement: My portraits evoke intimate and individualistic narratives, and often include a layer of social 
commentary. Since the pandemic, I have worked solely on the theme because time with friends and loved ones is 
precious or limited and the calling to capture them has been strong. It has also become important to include people I 
have met through traveling in this series. The work has enabled me to think intensely about people. The process has 
also been a different way of spending time with, or 'seeingâ€•, people and has been quite rewarding and personally 
important. 'Seeing Is Believingâ€• depicts a dear friend whom I used to see often, but have not seen since the 
pandemic. "Aging Parent" is of my mother, an artist, activist, and immense source of stability and influence in my 
life, who has been diagnosed with dementia. 'Cigar and Nails in Havanaâ€• represents a wonderful human exchange 
I had in Cuba. I love the combination of accouterments and how the image invites cross-cultural comparisons. 
Painted on recycled bubble wrap and paper bags, the the materials remind me of the creative nature of how many 
Cuban artists work, often employing innovative use of the everyday materials when resources are limited. 'Siblings 
with Mud Houseâ€• depicts 2 kids from a family whose house I helped build with Habitat for Humanity in Kenya. In 
the background was their original house which was a mud structure. It kept falling apart and the family had to re-
build it almost daily. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 270 - Heidi Brueckner 
Artwork 1 Title: Seeing Is Believing 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152.5x147x2.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Recycled Paper Bags and Foil, on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This work depicts a dear friend whom I used to socialize with often, but have not seen since 
the pandemic. Paper bags were used as a base layer of the painting in an effort to recycle some of the bags that have 
been piling up in my home since the pandemic (we are not allowed to bring used paper bags to grocery stores here). 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 270 - Heidi Brueckner 
Artwork 2 Title: Aging Parent 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x120.5x2.5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil, Acrylic, and Paper on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting appears to be a happy and joyful painting of my mother, an artist, activist, and 
immense source of stability and influence in my life. This piece is essentially a tribute to her since she has recently 
been diagnosed with dementia. The creation process has given me the time to think about her and adjust to new 
dynamics in the relationship. The pandemic has also made it abundantly clear that time with my mother is extremely 
limited. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 270 - Heidi Brueckner 
Artwork 3 Title: Cigar and Nails in Havana 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 122x91.5x2.5 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Recycled Bubble Wrap, Tissue, & Paper Bags 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece represents a wonderful human exchange I had in Cuba. I love the combination of 
accouterments and how the image invites cross-cultural comparisons. Painted on recycled bubble wrap and paper 
bags, the the materials remind me of the creative nature of how many Cuban artists work, often employing 
innovative use of the everyday materials when resources are limited. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 270 - Heidi Brueckner 
Artwork 4 Title: Siblings with Mud House 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 87.5x106.5 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil, Acrylic, and Paper on Canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: These are two beautiful children I had the honor of spending time with when I was in Kenya. 
They were part of the host family whose house we built with Habitat for Humanity. In the background was their 
original house which was a mud structure. It kept falling apart and they had to re-build it almost daily. The building 
of the new house, done together with the family, was an amazing experience for the Habitat group but also brought 
a sense of empowerment and better life to that family. Though there were language, racial, religious, and economic 
differences between the Habitat group and the people there, the interaction brought us all a sense of togetherness, 
understanding, and appreciation for each other. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID271 

Artist ID: 271 
 
Artist Name: Elizabeth Day 
Website: www.elizabethday-art.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/elizabeth_dayart 
 
Artist Statement: I am a representational artist trained in the classical method. She has studied extensively with a 
renowned Ateliers in both Florence and London. 
My work spans the mediums of drawing, oil painting, sculpture and on occasion photography. Working mainly from 
life I utilise the Chiaroscuro technique in both my drawing and painting to predominantly produce portraits, figuritive 
pieces and still life. My preference for working from life as a champion of realist figuritive art is inspired by the 
complexity of the human anatomy, and inspires her to capture the individual spirit of each subject and embed a 
powerful narrative within each piece. 
Using the classical method, I begin my oil paintings in grisaille, taking time to set the composition, values and tonal 
ranges before adding the colour. This allows me to capture the essence of the subject and embed a powerful 
narrative within each piece.  
My sculptures begin life in clay and are then cast using the indirect 'Lost-wax' method.  
My studio is based in London. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 271 - Elizabeth Day 
Artwork 1 Title: Sleeping Woman 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 16cm H x 77cm W x 35cm D 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture cast in Bronze 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sleeping Woman embodies both the beauty of the female form in all its vulnerability, as 
well as an other worldliness through her sleeping state. I wanted to celebrate the power of 'woman' in contrast to 
the vulnerability of a fragile looking sleeping woman, her nakedness revealing her body which is what we are all 
indebted to for life. In its fragility it hides enormous strength and potential, to grow future generations and 
perpetuate life. A part of her strength lies in her femininity, reflected here in her tranquility and gentleness. The fact 
that she is sleeping removes the individual from the image and allowing her image to embody womanhood as a 
whole. 
For further images of this sculpture, please click on this link to my website. 
https://www.elizabethday-art.com 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 271 - Elizabeth Day 
Artwork 2 Title: Jack 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61cm H x 45cm W x 2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This portrait of Jack is painted in oil on canvas. I have attempted to capture his pensiveness 
and his intense contemplative gaze. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 271 - Elizabeth Day 
Artwork 3 Title: Give us this day our daily bread.... 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 35cm H x 46cm W x 0.8cm D 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on linen & board 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Painting the basic essentials of life seemed somehow actin the current situation the world 
finds itself in. And that's why I chose this subject matter. I found it both comforting and contemplative. Everyone has 
had to take stock and in doing so I have certainly found that all we really need are the basics in life, nourishment and 
hope. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 271 - Elizabeth Day 
Artwork 4 Title: Nude Female Torso 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 35cm H x 23.5cm W x 24cm D 
Artwork 4 Medium: Sculpture cast in plaster 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This piece was a joy to sculpt. It celebrates the female body. The undulations and curves of 
her form are like a familiar fleshy landscape. She embodies womanhood in all its forms. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID272 

Artist ID: 272 
 
Artist Name: Denise Startin 
Website: www.denisestartin.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/startind02 
 
Artist Statement: Working primarily with found objects and images my practice is curatorial in approach. To take a 
curatorial approach is also to 'take care' in the restoration, conservation and curation of minor histories, narratives, 
texts, images, archives and collections either discarded or forgotten. During this process a historical figure, site, 
place, event, voice or voices are adopted to activate the work and produce a narrative arc. Central themes include 
collections, archives, narrative, object, image and word relations and the intimate, a continually recurring relation is 
the passage of ephemera between public and private realms. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 272 - Denise Startin 
Artwork 1 Title: Total Eclipse of the Heart 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76cm x 65cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screenprint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This bubblegum pink envelope is the document of a performance and forms 1 element of a 
2 part performative work. I received 100 blank takeaway bags in this envelope which I then printed with a candy 
stripe, at the performative event the works were displayed together and I handed out pink foil wrapped chocolates 
in the striped bag. I wanted to make a piece of work that went from artist to consumer. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 272 - Denise Startin 
Artwork 2 Title: Breath 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50cm x 65cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photo Lithography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Breath was part of an Installation inspired by the relationship of the philosopher Soren 
Kierkegaard and his fiancee Regine Olsen. His entire body of work is said to be a labour of love for her since he broke 
off this relationship to devote himself to his religious studies. The work re-staged found objects and images in a 
critique of faux authenticity, something Kierkegaard was passionate about. The themes of failed relationships, 
unrequited love and failed communication ran throughout the works. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 272 - Denise Startin 
Artwork 3 Title: Charlotte's Locks 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 66cm x 94cm x 0.1cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Screenprint 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Charlotte's Locks is part of the Labour of Love series inspired by the philosopher 
Kierkegaard and his fiancee Regine Olsen. Kierkegaard was known for his adherence to authenticity yet was wilfully 
contradictory. The work staged a critique of faux authenticity by staging so called 'authentic' objects in both real and 
invented locations asking questions about the notion of representation in relation to the real. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 272 - Denise Startin 
Artwork 4 Title: So soft tis scarcely heard 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 53cm x 66cm x 0.1 
Artwork 4 Medium: Hand Coloured Photo Litho 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Whilst writing my thesis I became fascinated by all the blank, nameless books I kept coming 
across in the library. I was fascinated by their texture and the idea of the book as object becoming image. I chose 
several book covers to reproduce. This one was a music book and I was interested in how this could be perceived 
through colour. The title is a line from one of the songs. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID273 

Artist ID: 273 
 
Artist Name: Navot Miller 
Website: www.navotmiller.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/navotmiller 
 
Artist Statement: My main artistic mediums are drawing and painting, often with water-based pastel colors on paper 
and canvas. Bold, beaming colors play with the flatness of monochromatic surfaces, creating an oscillation in style 
between kitsch and soft. 
Â  
My work depicts social scenarios; personal or mundane moments that offer points of view on intimacy and lust. 
Voyeurism is active in my work, highlighting details of bigger scenes that take place. I am inspired by artists such as 
David Hockney (his symmetry and color grid), Michelangelo Caravaggio (drama), and James Baldwin (his queer eye 
and identity in complex and harsh environments).Â  
Â  
I like to engage with subjects that highlight my personal interest in sexual desire, body figures or queer identity. 
Growing up as an Orthodox Jew, I engage my knowledge and memories from my past in order to portray a range of 
contrasts from these experiences. My work shines a light on fragile and evocative topics, as I combine and connect 
elements of religion and sexuality. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 273 - Navot Miller 
Artwork 1 Title: Willi the second before bed 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 190 x 150 x 1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Water and Oil pastel on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece depicts a former lover.  
His reflection in the mirror portrays an orthodox jewish male figure. the mirrored personality hints towards the 
paradox in the forbidden homosexuality in such a lifestyle and how some orthodox jewish men, at times, confront 
desire and religion.  
Made in 2020 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 273 - Navot Miller 
Artwork 2 Title: Zachary in Priest Guesthouse in Salzburg 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 102 x 72 x 2 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Water pastel on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a personal moment I documented while traveling with my former partner in Austria 
last summer. It captures in it a rather sad moment where I, as the viewer, watched how a dear person to me rejects 
my love and care for him. It resonates with Joni Mitchell's song "Both Sides Now" where she sings "I've looked at 
love from both sides now" 
Made in 2020 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 273 - Navot Miller 
Artwork 3 Title: Thirteen 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150 x 305 x 1 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Water pastel on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: A family portrait of a British jewish family in Stamford Hill in London.  
Made in 2020 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 273 - Navot Miller 
Artwork 4 Title: Family Portrait in Faroe Islands 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 200 x 140 x 1 
Artwork 4 Medium: Water pastel on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Made in 2020 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID274 

Artist ID: 274 
 
Artist Name: Chris Wilmott 
Website: www.chriswilmottart.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I paint. Inspired by my word sketch 'The sea is deep and full of fish but maybe this is not a wishâ€•.  
Apprehending with poem and painting the impact of rising sea levels on Us, citizens of the world. Imagining a future 
reality, the seas literally or figuratively over our heads.  
When the sea may be deep, possibly full of fish. Implying plenty or hopes for abundance - but being submerged is 
not wished for, by Us. My paintings feature frolicking fish. An antidote to disaster and apocalyptic thinking, exploring 
the absurd.  
Rising sea levels may not today be over our heads but they might so rise in the future. Are we out of our depth in 
dealing with the impact on Us of nature, the consequences of seas or Covid? 
I collaborate with Robert Fred, a Swiss poet based in Geneva. https://www.robertfred.com 
Fred expresses in short French poems an intimate dialogue, his response to my paintings. Seeking the voice of 
conscience and change to perceptions of the world. Inviting the reader to look at himself, the responsibility of man 
and his role in nature, making a voice that sparks change, for a better world. 
We collaboratively produce Vertical Triptych Collections and paintings curated with poems, words stencilled onto 
the wall on which hangs the painting, in room or stairwell.  
We develop our collaboration, inviting video artists to translate our work into moving image and sound, presenting 
poem and painting in video on that wall, as part of the Collection. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 274 - Chris Wilmott 
Artwork 1 Title: Spirit 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 180 *50*3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas, ink on walls 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Where is the viewer? Where are the fish? Where are the words? What world is this? 
Words need to find their location and shape in pictorial space. Words space themselves, looking for their rightful 
place.  
When joined with painting text changes its signification, discovering part of pictorial space, changing it. This search 
by text brings new dimensions to meaning and visual interpretation.  
The viewer sees this interpretation and experiments, playing the creative game, speaking the words in front of the 
art work or at home, later, remembering and reflecting that hope is always needed.  
When faced with the absurd. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 274 - Chris Wilmott 
Artwork 2 Title: So Little 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 * 50 * 3 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oli on canvas, ink on walls 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Loneliness. 
Chris and Robert do not know each other. They work alone. They exchange emotions related to their art work. 
Experimenting in an unprepared encounter.  
In their collaboration no structure imposing boundaries of reasoning is required. Random fluctuations are at work. 
Generating dynamics from the sense of self interacting with the visual sensation, even in solitude.  
The viewer does not know Chris or Robert. The spectator interacts with the work making their own poem, sending it 
to Chris and Robert, making another unprepared encounter.  
In which hope is always needed. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 274 - Chris Wilmott 
Artwork 3 Title: Si un peu 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 *50 *3 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on cans, ink on walls 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Loneliness. 
When painting and poems sit alone, they remain still, acting within their own boundaries. When they encounter 
each other movement comes, the still fluctuates, emotive links create a dialog that contrasts and spreads over wider 
areas.  
Words and paintings interact, they deepen themselves, creating a new instance, enhancing the perspective. Words 
used in the poemsÂ change as the work progresses, the dynamics of the creative game.  
Video and audio will enlarge the horizon even further.  
As would performance art based on the collection.  
Words change when translated between artistic mediums and spoken language, challenging the meaning and 
ambiguity of written and spoken words, of paint and of visual language.  
In which hope is always encouraged. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 274 - Chris Wilmott 
Artwork 4 Title: Trace 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120 * 50 * 3 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on canvas, ink on walls 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Belief 
Is the viewer underwater or are fish swimming in air? By what absurd reasoning is heritage lost to the world of fish? 
In Chris & Robert's collaboration reflection dominates, about Our place in the world, Our effect on the world, the 
world's effect on Us and the mysteries of life.  
Creating flows that spread sparks from once unknown ideas, to new work, discovering and opening up unexpected 
areas. Raised by the creative process of oil paint meeting words, poems meeting paintings.  
Igniting the sparkles of creation, the illumination of unexpected angles, grasping the impact on Us of nature, raising 
to conscience that adaptation will be necessary to changing climate and heritage loss.  
That hope is always needed to counter the apocalypse. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID275 

Artist ID: 275 
 
Artist Name: Lucy Ambler 
Website: www.lucyambler.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/lambler_ 
 
Artist Statement: I want to expose the open beating heart of man to the possibility of an untamed life. We live in a 
sick society where intimacy has been lost. The female divine has been systematically dis- empowered over 
thousands of years. Men commit suicide in large numbers because they are taught to close their hearts. There's 
nothing to bind us together and as a result we're collectively destroying our planet. I glorify women in my work to 
reclaim their power and I paint men with open hearts in a world that tells them not to have one. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 275 - Lucy Ambler 
Artwork 1 Title: Just Like a Woman 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 x 0cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 275 - Lucy Ambler 
Artwork 2 Title: The Pasta Makers Hands 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 70cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 275 - Lucy Ambler 
Artwork 3 Title: The Pasta Makers Hands #2 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 70cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil Paint on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 275 - Lucy Ambler 
Artwork 4 Title: Study of Amelia 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60 x 90cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 276 
 
Artist Name: Ceinwen Birrell 
Website: https://www.ceinwenbirrell.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ceinwenbeth 
 
Artist Statement: Born in Glasgow, 1981. 
Ceinwen is an artist and an art psychotherapist, based in Bristol (UK). Ceinwen gained a Master's in Fine Art in 2009 
at Bath Spa and an MA in Art Psychotherapy in 2019 at USW.  
Ceinwen's work is inspired by unconscious processes and often begin with exploratory mark making that she finds 
meaning and narrative within.  
Through her work, Ceinwen considers the modern-day experience and explores how this merges and conflicts with 
archetypal understandings, by considering the role of gender, attraction and belief. 
Ceinwen intends for her work to communicate in the language of the unconscious, through esoteric imagery and 
symbols as well as the work's movement, flow and colour. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 276 - Ceinwen Birrell 
Artwork 1 Title: The Umbilical of Dreaming 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 110 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas (unframed) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a self-portrait and was created as a process of self-analysis. It represents three 
parts of the life cycle, traditionally described as, the maiden, the mother and the crone. The work depicts the 
changing roles and perspectives we embody as we grow.  
I intend for this work to guide the viewer to consider freedom of choice and change juxtoposed against the patterns 
that are so tightly bound within the responsibilities of parenthood. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 276 - Ceinwen Birrell 
Artwork 2 Title: The Puppeteer 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 53 x 43 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on board (framed and behind glass) 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting grew out of unconscious art making and experiment with colour. I began to 
see an angelic puppeteer with a dragon fire puppet emerging from the marks and colours. The image brought up 
memories of overindulgent exhaustion when reality slips into other realms. 
I enjoy the fluidity of the piece and the figures non-binary nature. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 276 - Ceinwen Birrell 
Artwork 3 Title: Yellowed Blossoms 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76 x 61 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas (unframed) 
Artwork 3 Commentary: My intention for this piece is for it to reflect the creative passions and fantasies of childhood 
and how they adapt and fade as we grow and take on the responsibilities of life. 
The oversized blossoms represent the experience of looking through child eyes and the colours i've used feel ultra 
vivid as a childhood memory can. 
This work to me captures the fluid and creative relationship that is possible with one's self. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 276 - Ceinwen Birrell 
Artwork 4 Title: Blossom Belly 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 42 x 30 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Water colour on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This water-colour came through free exploration with the medium- whereby I allowed my 
unconscious to lead my hand.  
I love the colours and other-worldly image that appeared which felt powerful and raw, yet delicate. 
I see the form as a hermaphrodite, potent with creative potential. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID277 

Artist ID: 277 
 
Artist Name: Diana Jane Scott-Malden 
Website: https://dianajane.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/dianajaneartist 
 
Artist Statement: Diana Jane works in the medium of digital photography using digital collage to create her work. 
Diana builds up her images with many layers to create surreal landscapes and seascapes. Everything is real but all is 
imaginary. She starts with brief sketches of ideas, then photographsÂ objects that she has collected in order to bring 
the ideas to life. Â  
Diana'sÂ background is in photography and Fine Art. She attended the University of Brighton to complete a BA Hons 
in Photography in 2003, then worked as a portrait Photographer and freelance for many years. Diana then went on 
to obtain an MA in Fine Art from the Winchester School of Art in 2013 and has been working full time as an artist for 
the last four years. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 277 - Diana Jane Scott-Malden 
Artwork 1 Title: Safe Passage 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x60x2 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Safe Passage is part of a body of work created in response to the Covid 19 pandemic.  
On the 23rd March 2020 the UK went into lockdown due to Covid 19. It felt like for a while we were united; united 
with fear, with anxiety, with strength, with courage, kindness, love and hope. 
I wanted to create a body of work in response to this moment in time. A time the world became very small, and time 
it self stood still for a while. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 277 - Diana Jane Scott-Malden 
Artwork 2 Title: Together We Stand, Divided We Fall 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x60x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Together We Stand, Divided We Fall is part of a body of work created in response to the 
Covid 19 pandemic.  
On the 23rd March 2020 the UK went into lockdown due to Covid 19. It felt like for a while we were united; united 
with fear, with anxiety, with strength, with courage, kindness, love and hope. 
I wanted to create a body of work in response to this moment in time. A time the world became very small, and time 
it self stood still for a while. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 277 - Diana Jane Scott-Malden 
Artwork 3 Title: 8.21 Express 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x60x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: 8.21 Express is part of a body of work created in response to the Covid 19 pandemic.  
On the 23rd March 2020 the UK went into lockdown due to Covid 19. It felt like for a while we were united; united 
with fear, with anxiety, with strength, with courage, kindness, love and hope. 
I wanted to create a body of work in response to this moment in time. A time the world became very small, and time 
it self stood still for a while. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 277 - Diana Jane Scott-Malden 
Artwork 4 Title: Self Isolation 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60x60x2 
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Self Isolation is part of a body of work created in response to the Covid 19 pandemic.  
On the 23rd March 2020 the UK went into lockdown due to Covid 19. It felt like for a while we were united; united 
with fear, with anxiety, with strength, with courage, kindness, love and hope. 
I wanted to create a body of work in response to this moment in time. A time the world became very small, and time 
it self stood still for a while. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 278 
 
Artist Name: Yvonne Jones 
Website: www.yvonne-jones.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/yvjyvj 
 
Artist Statement: In an era of tension around the human/posthuman question, my work has developed to include 
painting, video, built canvases and installation. In one process, I build layers of canvases of differing sizes. I collect 
debris from situations that resonate with me, there comes an appropriate moment to incorporate it in a work. 
Much of today is digitalised, in 'little-boxes'. With increasingly binary-only possibilities, nuance in decline. Paint can 
transcend the boxes. The built canvases work to break the boxes, to separate, to disrupt the set plan, the footprint. 
Paradoxically, the elements I use continue to be right angled. 
What is it like to be alive today, are we posthuman? What are the alternative futures for the human race? 
The visuality of 'corporeal evolution' toward a post human future, is seen in terms of technical add-ons and or 
replacement parts, and alterations.  
The evolution of a critical theorised 'posthuman subject' is less visible, more subtle. The four elements of the literal 
post human (a robotic replacement for the body), are integrated into a developing emerging posthuman subject, 
rather than generating a literal post human. 
With the world-wide pandemic facing us, with science and technology so urgently needed,  
A HUMAN TRAJECTORY addresses the dilemma we are facing when we look towards the future. The installation uses 
a range of experiences, emotions, thoughts and struggles to explore and express the question of whether the 
technology of the roboticists, and the ideas of critical theorists can co-exist. How human can we continue to be? 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 278 - Yvonne Jones 
Artwork 1 Title: THE LOST 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200 x 120 x 2.5 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: this is element 1 of a 3 element installation. see arrangement in entry 4  
With science once again centre stage, nations are racing to develop solutions to the pandemic tearing across the 
world, leaving so many dead. The scientific discoveries emerging could well encourage a more humane world rather 
than an awful conflict over whether life or economy is to take priority. Already there are way too many lives lost, 
people confused, feeling lost, living in fear and grief. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 278 - Yvonne Jones 
Artwork 2 Title: FRACTIONALIZE 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 89 x 85 x 19 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and debris creating a built canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: this is element 2 of a 3 element installation. see arrangement in entry 4  
Just as a sense of calm emerges, feelings of injustice and revenge raise up, creating a chaos. The front projections 
accentuate the sense of movement with the possibility of disaster. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 278 - Yvonne Jones 
Artwork 3 Title: FREESTANDING 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 x 80 x 25 
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic and debris creating a built canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: this is element 3 of a 3 element installation. see arrangement in entry 4  
If we are able to hold on to our Humanity, while using the advances of technology and science, we may yet survive to 
witness a world of freestanding humans, existing with co-operation and peace across the globe 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 278 - Yvonne Jones 
Artwork 4 Title: A HUMAN TRAJECTORY Installation of three elements 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 200 x 220 x 25 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: 3 elements, oil on canvas, mixed media on canvas x2, 
Artwork 4 Commentary: this is the arrangement for the installation A HUMAN TRAJECTORY where the 3 elements 
are seen above in 1, 2, and 3. 
Straddling my art practice with science, this work is developed out of my corporeal experiences of medical 
interventions endured by me, and which are the basis of my work, The work uses these events, and incorporates my 
emotions, psychology, and imagination, as they come into conscious awareness, to express my existence as a living 
'humanâ€• in today's world. . 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 279 
 
Artist Name: Chuting Lee 
Website: https://leechuting.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/leechuting 
 
Artist Statement: Chuting is an artist working across performance,craft-making, and painting, who's practise is 
centralised on narrative identity, through the exploration of cultural influence and conflict of self. Graduating from 
the Royal College of Art in 2015, where she specialised in Footwear Design, this time cemented her interest in 
traditional craftsmanship, which led her to delve into her own identity through the making process and develop an 
individual artistic language. This experience culminated in a surreal footwear performance based around a fine 
dining experience, with the footwear in place of the food titled 'A Banquet for my Loved Ones'. 
Since graduating, Chuting has continued to combine craft and performance, creating wearable forms that 
deconstruct and transform her subject matter, constructing a surreal landscape through movement and sensory 
stimulation, working in a diverse range of mediums including leather, ceramics, glass and also paintings. 
Chuting states, 'I let the material and forms find me. I capture the moment of transformation that expresses my 
feeling.' 
Chuting is from Taiwan, currently based in the UK. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 279 - Chuting Lee 
Artwork 1 Title: Dandelion sky' duo paintings from the series of CatastrophicLove36 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20 x16x1 IN 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil,Acrylic,Paper on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 279 - Chuting Lee 
Artwork 2 Title: Sorry and Moody' duo paintings from the series of CatastrophicLove36 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20 x16x1 IN 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil,Acrylic,Paper on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 279 - Chuting Lee 
Artwork 3 Title: Passing through the storms' duo paintings from the series of CatastrophicLove36 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20 x16x1 IN 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil,Acrylic,Paper on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 279 - Chuting Lee 
Artwork 4 Title: Forming a civil partnership'duo paintings from the series of CatastrophicLove36 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 20 x16x1 IN 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil,Acrylic,Paper on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 280 
 
Artist Name: Paulie X 
Website: https://saatchiart.com/_paulie___ 
IG: www.instagram.com/_paulie___ 
 
Artist Statement: Artist Statement: 
I love using my art to make people smile and have created for as long as I can remember. 
I also use my art as a strong communication tool to foster conversation about real societal issues we still face. 
I study the human form and condition in my art as there is no better way for us to improve as humans that to 
introspectively look inward at ourselves...  
I aim to help people do this... looking inward by looking outward through these visual 'mirrors' ...these eyes that 
stare back at you unwavering. 
... to challenge our own assumptions or beliefs about the characters we observe in their inscrutable gazes back at us. 
And why we think what we think. 
Paulie X 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 280 - Paulie X 
Artwork 1 Title: (X) RESOLVE 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 73.8 x 53.3 x 1.2 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media - Charcoal, Ink, Graphite, Acrylic on Art Grade Paper & Plastic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: RESOLVE is the 1st of two primarily charcoal based paintings I have done of the enigmatic 
Malcolm X. 
Malcolm X was an activist who fought against oppression of Black Americans and championed the cause of Uniting 
all Black people globally in his later years. 
He was very passionate about the cause of uniting the Black Nation globally and can be attributed with having 
succeeded in this before his untimely assassination in 1963. He is known to have approached all issues and problems 
the same... with an intense and unwavering RESOLVE (!) 
I have done this work in one of my unique styles mixing several media that are not normally mixed by most artists. 
This is a mixed media piece incorporating --- graphite, ink, charcoal and acrylic paint all in one unique piece. 
Art Series: Black Kings 
by 
@_paulie___ 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 



 

  



 

Artist: 280 - Paulie X 
Artwork 2 Title: Fuzzy Hair Wanted FBI Poster 867.615 G 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 44.9 x 32.6 x 2.9 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media - Charcoal, Ink, Graphite, Acrylic & Newspaper Collage on Paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: "FUZZY HAIR WANTED - FBI POSTER 867.615 G â€¢  
Angela Yvonne Davis. 
Political Activist, Academic, Feminist, Accomplished Author, Black Female Icon. Professor emerita of the University of 
California. 
Long time fighter for rights, justice, equality, and anti-racist campaigner as well as campaigned for prison reform in 
America. 
I find her such an empowering and intriguing figure and when my beautiful Artist friend - Dinarta suggested her as 
my next subject, it was an immediate ""Yes, ANGELA!!!"" 
Stylistically, I went for what's becoming my more iconic mixed media artistic style of late mixing a bit of everything in 
this piece --- charcoal, pencils, ink, newspaper cutouts even! ...and embellished with gold and silver acrylic 
highlights! 
The Red acrylic really brings Angela to life, and symbolizes the blood... spilled blood of so many black people of more 
than 400 years of slavery and oppression, a plight which sadly in 2020, is still an ongoing struggle with the wanton 
killings of innocent black people like Breonna Taylor, George Floyd and the paralysis of Jacob Blake more recently. 
The struggle continues.... 
I use my art as a means to get people talking, keep awareness up. 
Artivism has always been with us. Artivism will always be with us."  
Paulie X 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 
  



 

Artist: 280 - Paulie X 
Artwork 3 Title: (X) BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 73.8 x 53.3 x 1.2 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media - Charcoal, Ink, Graphite, Acrylic on Art Grade Paper & Plastic 
Artwork 3 Commentary: BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY is the 2nd of two primarily charcoal based paintings I have done 
of the enigmatic Malcolm X. 
Malcolm X was an activist who fought against oppression of Black Americans and championed the cause of Uniting 
all Black people globally in his later years. 
While highly influential and eloquent, he was also militant. Controversial... 
And known to go his own way... furthering his cause BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY. 
This is a mixed media piece incorporating --- graphite, ink, charcoal and acrylic paint on paper and plastic... in this 
one-of-a-kind art piece. 
Art Series: Black Kings 
by 
@_paulie___ 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 280 - Paulie X 
Artwork 4 Title: BRUJITA 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 32.4 x 42.4 x 3.6 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital & Acrylic 
Artwork 4 Commentary: BRUJITA 
I met Bruja on a random summer day on the London Underground riding from Edgware road to Putney. 
I was reading a book and she was interested. She approached and we struck up a conversation on the subject 
matter. 
I can't remember what it was. Probably something philosophical and related to human anthropology and history. 
We had an instant connection over our love for art. 
Weeks... Months passed, and while scrolling through instagram, this picture of her just hit me! 
I just had to capture that moment of true Freedom that is perfectly encapsulated by Brujita's pose in this! 
Art Series: X_Faces, Find_X 
by 
@_paulie___ 
This is a digital piece done by _paulie__ in one of his unique and loser styles, using a surface pen on a Microsoft 
Surface Pro. 
It is a giclee print lightly touched up with acrylic." 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 281 
 
Artist Name: Aiste Jakonyte 
Website: www.aistejakonyte.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/aiste.jakonyte 
 
Artist Statement: My practice mainly deals with interpretation and rendition of space, through which I draw 
attention to and suggest certain relationships between the subject, the audience and myself. In my work, 
biographical elements are married with topical events, resulting in colour-heavy compositions that are rich and 
varied in subject matter. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 281 - Aiste Jakonyte 
Artwork 1 Title: The Dance 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25.5x25.5x3.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 281 - Aiste Jakonyte 
Artwork 2 Title: Banga 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x40.5x3.5m 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 281 - Aiste Jakonyte 
Artwork 3 Title: Old East New West 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x90x4.5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil, acrylic and ink on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 281 - Aiste Jakonyte 
Artwork 4 Title: Siemkos (If you know, you know) 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60.5x90x4.5 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 282 
 
Artist Name: Kobi Walsh 
Website: https://kobiwalsh.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/kobiwalsh 
 
Artist Statement: For me, all subjects exist as fluid, their surfaces ever-changing by way of variations in light, time, 
and perspective. Through my sculptural and photographic work, created entirely without digital manipulation, I aim 
to highlight the unique combinations of these factors that give life and soul to the surrounding atmosphere and to 
the present moment. At the core of my work I hope to promote a recognition of how these variables along with the 
differences in our subjective perspective define the unique feelings we associate with a subject. 
Beginning with the empirical and analytical observation of light, my pieces remove visual cues of depth, attempting 
to disassociate the outward identity of the subject. My work instead focuses on the unseen subject: a momentary 
feeling produced by changes in light or time. 
While appearing at first glance abstract, my works are meant in fact to be representational, but to represent a reality 
beyond immediate impressions; to create rather a fuller, and more authentic, visual experience of a subject. That 
experience transcends the visual, and therefore requires an approach that, while remaining representational and 
unmanipulated, through its alternative appearance challenges the viewer to move beyond socially constructed 
meanings of subject. 
My work, then, targets the inherently subjective nature of our perspective as a means of exploring the evolution of 
individual realities. My photographs capture delicate fragments of light and time that define distinct moments of my 
own authentic experience. I draw inspiration in part from sculptural masters of light such as James Turrell and Olafur 
Elliason, as well as the impressionist movement ' specifically from Monet and the plein air painting technique, 
spontaneous renderings of nature as an amalgam of light, and the enveloppe, the unifying atmospheric light 
encompassing all things. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 282 - Kobi Walsh 
Artwork 1 Title: Study of Body 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152 x 102 x 0.1 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Glossy Archival Pigment Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Study of Body" aims to challenge and expand our traditional expectations of bodily subject, 
exploring the fundamental building blocks that define our understanding of human form. Not relying on digital 
manipulation, "Study of Body" uses slight fluctuations in light and perspective to reconstruct the bodily form into 
something familiar, yet distant and almost out of reach. The piece challenges the viewer to see beyond our 
conventional idea of body in order to see the primary shapes and forms that instruct our understanding of its form. 
"Study of Body" looks to guide the viewer towards an internal awareness of the subtle subjective feelings produced 
by slight changes in color and atmospheric reflected light. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 282 - Kobi Walsh 
Artwork 2 Title: Meteorite no. 2 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28 x 17 x 5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media Reverse Cast Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The 'Meteoriteâ€• series explores the idea that someones experience and associated 
feeling with any commonplace objects or scene is wholly different dependent on their own personal narrative. I 
believe that these independent feelings are derived from constantly changing fragments of light and time. I created 
the Meteorite series with the intention of creating a physical manifestation of this idea. Every viewer will experience 
the pieces in a different way dependent on their own personal history, as the light constantly shifts the surface of 
each Meteorite throughout the course of the day. The Meteorites are created through a unique reverse casting 
method that I developed from commonplace objects in my environment throughout quarantine. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 282 - Kobi Walsh 
Artwork 3 Title: Self-Portrait 9 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 41 x 27 x 0.1 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Glossy Archival Pigment Print 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Taken during a liminal period of my own self-reflection and internal confusion, the "Self-
Portrait" series examines the topic of identity and authenticity of the self. The series highlights unmanipulated 
momentary fragments of light and color that warp and manipulate the overall form of the self. "Self-Portrait" guides 
the viewer to question the various elements that make up their own perception of self: what experiences and factors 
have influenced their perception of the world and sense of identity? Which elements were driven by an invisible 
societal push towards conformity? Which factors represent an authentic manifestation of ones own soul? 
I have found that within the constant barrage of societal expectation and invisible pressures of social conformity, it 
becomes far too easy to slip into the familiarity of traditional paths and patterns of behavior. When I finally realized 
that so many of my actions had not actually been on my own behalf, but instead for an idea of myself that had been 
built by years of external expectation, it threw me into a spiral of confusion and self-doubt. I had to completely break 
down my idea of who I was and what I believed in order to find the truth in my own identity. The truth of who I was, 
of what I loved, of what I wanted to do with my life. It demolished my entire worldview and sense of self, but 
through this process of breaking down everything I had ever believed about myself and the world, I was able to 
slowly rebuild my identity around my own fundamental truths. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 282 - Kobi Walsh 
Artwork 4 Title: Bus Window 1 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 41 x 41 x 0.1 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Glossy Archival Pigment Print 
Artwork 4 Commentary: The "Bus Window" series explores time as a variable in impacting the color and subsequent 
atmospheric feeling of a composition. Each piece in the "Bus Window" series was shot seconds apart capturing a 
fragment of the passing Yucatan landscape, highlighting the drastic impact that time as a variable can have in 
altering the emotions and mood of a static scene. Focusing on the split-second colors and fragments of light that 
define the composition, each piece in the series is viewed through the lens of subjective personal experience, 
creating a unique visualization of time and personal narrative associated with each work. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 283 
 
Artist Name: Alesandra Miro 
Website: www.bgrandpa.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/bad.grandpa 
 
Artist Statement: Alesandra Miro Quesada is an artist and feminist currently researching the use of technology to 
tackle violence against women and corruption.  
Her artworks uses interactive technology to tell stories, expose narratives, and create characters in the hopes of 
acting as a gateway between the digital and the biological.  
Her practice researches provocative themes such as the political scandals, outdated government policy, and the 
prevalent machismo culture, native to her hometown of Lima, Peru. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 283 - Alesandra Miro 
Artwork 1 Title: La Historia de Rosario Flores 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 400x400x400 
Artwork 1 Medium: Augmented Reality Clothing Interactive Installation 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece merges Fashion with Technology to create a walking and talking Interactive 
Installation.  
Rosario Flores is a Posthuman character created to bear the burden of Machismo culture in Lima, Peru. She lives in 
the corners of Cyberspace, as an archeological site waiting to be discovered. In her vail and chest is the remanence 
of old Feminist change as well as the current Machismo scandal.  
Read the full treatment: http://doc.gold.ac.uk/compartsblog/index.php/work/la-historia-de-rosario-flores/ 
Exhibition Video:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1usjbOoW57CQ4cWkuIgHon6kfI_m5uBt_?usp=sharing 
Artistic Video: https://vimeo.com/462723039/325c2bbc58 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 283 - Alesandra Miro 
Artwork 2 Title: Congressional Scandal Generator 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200x200x200 
Artwork 2 Medium: Machine Learning and Computer Vision Interactive Installation 
Artwork 2 Commentary: An interactive installation that generates congressional scandals and pairs them with 
generated congresspeople in order to criticize the current political structure that is stained with corruption in the 
Peruvian government. 
This project aims to use humor and political commentary to create a disobedient installation that uses Machine 
Learning to train and create synthetic scandals based on news data from real congressional scandals in Peru as well 
as congresspeople to go alongside them.  
Video: https://vimeo.com/418062884 
Read full treatment: http://doc.gold.ac.uk/compartsblog/index.php/work/congressional-scandal-generator/ 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 283 - Alesandra Miro 
Artwork 3 Title: Computing My Markings 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x100x100 
Artwork 3 Medium: Machine Learning 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This artwork takes the original form of an essay. In it, I discuss the possibility of digital 
cloning and the future of big data when it comes to individuals. The essay discusses topics like the cloning of the 
Neocortex, 10 years of Facebook pictures, and how Machine Learning is the ultimate tool for the potential cloning of 
human likeness.  
This dystopian piece is an ongoing experiment where I submit and train a Machine Learning model with my own 
personal data in the hopes to create a clone. Due to the premiere at SXSW, sadly, the panel has been postponed 
until further notice due to covid.  
Read essay:http://doc.gold.ac.uk/compartsblog/index.php/work/computing-my-markings/ 
SXSW: https://schedule.sxsw.com/2020/events/PP1128723 
Video: https://vimeo.com/420397021 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 283 - Alesandra Miro 
Artwork 4 Title: Don't pull my Hair 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 300x300x300 
Artwork 4 Medium: Physical Computing Interactive Installation 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This interactive Installation uses conductivity to trigger testimonies from women who have 
suffered from domestic violence in Peru. These testimonies offer a chilling insight into the traumatic and 
underground world of Peruvian Machista society.  
This piece, which is currently being expanded to include more than 100 plats, serves to visualize and put into 
perspective the domestic violence epidemic in Peru. I further am looking to work with an NGO that will donate the 
equivalent of minutes of testimonies that were heard, to help with therapy and legal fees for women battling their 
cases in Peru.  
Video: https://vimeo.com/388694965 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 284 
 
Artist Name: Cassie Arnold 
Website: www.cassiearnoldart.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/cassiearnoldfiberart 
 
Artist Statement: Cassie Arnold's current body of work explores the unspoken and taboo topics connected to life as a 
woman. Whether it be inspired by miscarriage, breastfeeding or the transformative female form, Cassie's art 
encourages all people to engage in an open and unashamed dialogue. By using traditional fiber techniques like 
knitting, Cassie hopes to change the cultural narrative of "women's work.â€• Stitch by stitch, she challenges the 
stereotypes surrounding females, their bodies, their work, their capabilities, and their lives. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 284 - Cassie Arnold 
Artwork 1 Title: Child's Social Distance Sweater (6ft apart) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 183x36x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Handknit Fine Merino Wool 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The pandemic has taken a toll on all of us in so many different ways. As a parent, as a 
professional working from home, as a mother of three kids, and as someone who is taking on the new roll of 
teaching my eldest, this season has been hard. From the very beginning, my partner and I have been hyper-aware of 
how often we were telling our small children to 'keep your distance...stay 6 feet apart!' If it's been hard on us as 
adults, we can only imagine what this time is doing to our little ones. Child's Social Distance Sweater (6ft apart) is a 
reflection of our best intentions to stay healthy, keep others safe, and make this time as normal for our kids as 
possible while representing the isolation we have all felt. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 284 - Cassie Arnold 
Artwork 2 Title: Stereotype Sweater (Women's Edition) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 107x107x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: hand knit ultimate merino wool, superbaby alpaca, mulberry Silk 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Stereotype Sweater started as an idea in 2016 when our political leaders started using 
inappropriate language to describe women. I began a list of negative words that showed up in the media that were 
being used to describe strong women, starting first with the word "NASTY". In 2020, I conducted an Instagram survey 
asking women to share negative words that had been used to describe them. The response from women from all 
over the world was overwhelming. The Stereotype Sweater features just a handful of the words and stories that 
were shared with me, as the sweater is not big enough to hold them all. My hope is that the sweater raises 
awareness of the physical weight and psychological toll our words have on other people. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 284 - Cassie Arnold 
Artwork 3 Title: Engorged 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 38x33x5 
Artwork 3 Medium: hand knit merino wool, copper wire and pine 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The Mom Bra series celebrates the way breasts change and mature throughout a woman's 
life. My hope is that all women, regardless of race or background, will identify with one or more of the breast types 
that have been created. The series represents different characteristics of breasts such as: inverted nipples, 
lopsidedness, engorgement during nursing, mastectomy after cancer, and more. There is beauty that exists beyond 
the cultural standard. By exposing a variety of breast types, this collection will encourage a healthy and inclusive 
conversation by educating the general public about the many ways a woman's breasts can take shape. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 284 - Cassie Arnold 
Artwork 4 Title: 1 in 4 (I had a Miscarriage) 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30x152x10 
Artwork 4 Medium: hand knit linen and stainless steal thread, undyed cotton, pine, brass 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Weeks after seeing a sonogram of my baby's healthy heartbeat, I experienced a miscarriage. 
I struggled with the loss for a long time and felt isolated by the experience. For years I carried the invisible weight 
around with me. I experienced shame and guilt because I felt like in some way it was my fault. It wasn't until I 
created a poll on Instagram discussing the loss that I learned just how common miscarriage is and how women often 
suffer in silence. This piece is dedicated to the 1 in 4 parents who have lost an unborn child and make up this 
unfortunate statistic. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 285 
 
Artist Name: Susan Manspeizer 
Website: www.susanmanspeizer.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/manspeizerart 
 
Artist Statement: My work has long explored themes of resilience and maturation in women's lives: birth, childhood, 
adulthood, motherhood, family, aging, loss. I treat identity shifts, joyful experiences, and times of sorrow with equal 
attention as fleeting, fragile moments fraught with imperfections that beg acceptance. Life is beautiful, but filled 
with challenges. My work celebrates the fact that as we mature, we continue to grow, reinvent, and transform 
ourselves. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 285 - Susan Manspeizer 
Artwork 1 Title: Lines in Space 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 48x25x20 
Artwork 1 Medium: bent wood, acrylic 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a wall hung sculpture 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 285 - Susan Manspeizer 
Artwork 2 Title: Blue Burst 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 48x33x33 
Artwork 2 Medium: bent wood, acrylic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This sculpture sits on a pedestal 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 285 - Susan Manspeizer 
Artwork 3 Title: Habitat 2 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 63x23x25 
Artwork 3 Medium: bent wood, paint, graphite 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a wall hung sculpture 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 285 - Susan Manspeizer 
Artwork 4 Title: Habitat 3 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 71x28x23 
Artwork 4 Medium: bent wood, paint, graphite 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is a wall hung sculpture 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 286 
 
Artist Name: Hugo Campos 
Website: http://www.hugocampos.art 
IG: www.instagram.com/hugocamposart 
 
Artist Statement: I am inspired by everything I see and feel, from contemplating nature, appreciating art, to human 
interactions. For me, all everyday experiences are interesting in their own way. My curiosity about the relationship 
between art and science instigates me to develop innovative methods and ideas, namely making sculptures and 
installations. 
My work entails studies about the transformative possibilities materials and objects have. By exploring their 
properties and what they were, I try to discover their present function, meaning and what they can be and 
represent. Likewise, I analyse the ability of objects to transmit feelings, memories and ideas, and their perception 
when inserted in a different contextual setting. Some of my pieces are purely about the momentary visual wonder of 
their movement and transformation, or to embody a humorous thought. 
Most of my kinetics sculptures and installations have a surprise element, either by their unpredicted movement or 
by the interaction they have with the viewer when operated by digital sensors. I use a vast range of materials that I 
find or make them myself, particularly everyday objects that are usually repurposed or used in a different setting. I 
also give them an unlikely identity by hacking them and changing their primary functional purpose, and then their 
meaning. Every kinetic piece I do is a different discovering journey in trying to understand a mechanical engineering 
problem. This processes behind my experimentations become a significant learning proportion of my artwork. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 286 - Hugo Campos 
Artwork 1 Title: Get Back in Line 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 37.5 x 8.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Kinetic painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Get Back in Line (2019) is a kinetic painted with a programmed movement controlled by an 
Arduino. The piece comprises three different geometric forms interacting with a stripy background. Every time the 
rectangle goes forward and back, it goes a little further. This not just transforms the painting as it moves, but also 
while it is static. It takes about 6 hours for the rectangle to make a full circle and go back to the initial position. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vbnNCVqkx4&t=37s 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 286 - Hugo Campos 
Artwork 2 Title: Modern Music 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Dimensions vary. Smaller then 275cm x 275cm x 200cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sound installation 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Modern Music (2020) is an interactive sound installation composed of music instruments, as 
well a study on how to automatise sound. When exhibiting the piece, the electric guitar and the bass player are 
connected to a smartphone via a music app, with the mobile phone and its number hanged alongside. Whenever 
someone calls, the sound of the string instruments stops being amplified, and a ringtone sound greets the 
participant. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ok5-Yzx_d0 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 286 - Hugo Campos 
Artwork 3 Title: Land Escaping 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 51.5 x 35 x 7.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Land Escaping (2019) is a sculpture play-on-words of a landscape. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 286 - Hugo Campos 
Artwork 4 Title: Tree Branch People 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Dimensions vary. Smaller then 275cm x 275cm x 200cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Tree Branch People (2018) is a series of sculptures based on pareidolia, in this case giving 
human characteristics to tree branches. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 287 
 
Artist Name: Yingying Shen 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Myths 
For this project, I took a series of self-portraits to record my facial expressions and body language, printed them out 
as basic elements. 
I hanged these prints up, crumpled them, teared them apart, or install them with daily domestic objects including 
fishbowls, and wine bottles, seen through those glasses, it can appear twisted and segregated. 
My work is about memories, reality, unconscious and self-reflection. They composes myths which reveals the 
coexisted of substance in the real life and the dramatic imagination. I am trying to lay out the ambiguity of the reality 
and fiction. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 287 - Yingying Shen 
Artwork 1 Title: A Fishbowl 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cmX80cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Giclee Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 287 - Yingying Shen 
Artwork 2 Title: A Mirror 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cmX80cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Giclee Print 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 287 - Yingying Shen 
Artwork 3 Title: Adventures 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100cmX80cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Print on Aluminium 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 287 - Yingying Shen 
Artwork 4 Title: Lying 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100cmX80cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Giclee Print 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 288 
 
Artist Name: Anna Pogudz 
Website: www.annapogudz.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/annapogudz_studio 
 
Artist Statement: As an artist I deal with consumerism and 21 century beauty concept in a tragicomic way. 
Consumerism and consumption leads to uncontrolled addictions. Ironically questioning idealisms and our pursuit of 
perfection. 
The work is centered around the body and its relationship with patterns and physical objects that are very often 
objects of desire in the mass culture. Large hands are externalizations of elements that are unchangeable.  
I portray women who are driven by a seductive vision of glamour, money, fame and success very often sexualized 
and under control of nasty addictions.  
It is a depiction of contemporary beauty cannon that appears in social media and fashion magazines. Exaggerated 
vision of women: a melt-down of fashion could be a serious critique of consumerism and social media, or just the 
poking of a little gentle fun' 
Chuck Palahniuk novel "Invisible Monsters" is powerhouse as well as fashion magazines, social media. TV series, 
movies and news paper stories (mostly cheap magazines). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 288 - Anna Pogudz 
Artwork 1 Title: Histeria is impossible without an audience 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x50cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Work inspired by a photo in newspaper. Photo depicted a woman, and the story under the 
photo was telling about a woman waiting for her husband to get back home after few days of absence, while he was 
really away with his younger lover on exotic holiday and plans do not go back to his wife. I filtered this photo through 
my vision and given title is also a depiction of the way how wife was feeling about the situation and herself . 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 288 - Anna Pogudz 
Artwork 2 Title: Tears of Paradise 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x50cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Work inspired by a TV programme "The Only Way Is Essex". It is not a particular person 
inspired story but an overall of the sad situations that had a place during the reality show time. Being trapped in 
Essex which is sort of paradise and being chosen to be included in that show is definitely prestigious, but at the same 
time life is life and participants can't avoid a real life dram during the show so I named it "Tears of Paradise" 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 288 - Anna Pogudz 
Artwork 3 Title: The Pool 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130x175 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Work inspired by pool parties that take places during summertime in some glamorous and 
prestigious hotels on Ibiza etc. where the crowd gather and everyone is drinking colorful drinks and have the best 
time in life. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 288 - Anna Pogudz 
Artwork 4 Title: This is exactly what I wanted 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90x60 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and oil on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: The painting was inspired by well known "Olympia" by Monet. I twisted the story a little bit , 
and painted Olympia as a black woman, and the white figure was much smaller and less important as well. Both 
figures are exaggerated in different ways, and both depict the contemporary vision of beauty concept where I took 
account of the appearance manipulation nowadays. Main character was trying to aim a perfect body condition, but 
as a result she led to a Barbie shaped body. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 289 
 
Artist Name: Na Liu 
Website: www.naliu.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/naliurayna 
 
Artist Statement: Na LIU graduated with a Master's Degree from the University of the Arts London in 2015. With a 
profound interest in western literature and poem, her artwork visualizes a reframed narrative environment with 
absurd, humorous, poetic, light and fragmental ascetic often begins with the practice of making cut-out collage 
poems and writing the shot list like the film extracts. As a consequence, the imagination of composition in between 
massive objects is carried out. The narratives of her works are often set around daily life scene. She is deeply 
concerned about people's behaviors which are based on the interaction with daily objects, the hard-to-find traces, 
and details left after the interaction, as much as the latent emotions and inducements beneath those behaviors. Her 
work hints at her thinking of the time, she tends to juxtapose different timelines in a group of works, the past, and 
the present, by borrowing references from Mythology, Middle Ages, and the internet sources. As a result, her 
assemblage-inspired works depict a theatrical experience to further question what is the truth in this era. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 289 - Na Liu 
Artwork 1 Title: Don't Moon About... 01, from the Series Table for T, 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 44cm x 56cm x 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Moulded canvas on wood, modeling paste, airbrush, gel gloss, polyurethane foam, plaster, 
casting resin, acrylic and epoxy resin 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 289 - Na Liu 
Artwork 2 Title: Don't Moon About... 02, from the Series Table for T, 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 46cm x 57cm x 4cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Moulded canvas on wood, modeling paste, airbrush, gel gloss, polyurethane foam, plaster, 
casting resin, acrylic and epoxy resin 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 289 - Na Liu 
Artwork 3 Title: Chopped Sweet and Bitter, from the Series Table for T, 2020 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 65cm x 92cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Airbrush on canvas, gloss gel medium 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 289 - Na Liu 
Artwork 4 Title: The Moon is Full of Cold Flame, from the Series Imagined Kitchen, 2020 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50cm x 73cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Airbrush on canvas, gloss gel medium 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 290 
 
Artist Name: Duo Mukenge/Schellhammer 
Website: https://mukengeschellhammer.com/ 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: The Congolese/German duo Mukenge/Schellhammer is a guinea pig for post-postcolonial thought 
and practice in the laboratory of contemporary Kinshasa. The duo exposes itself to confrontational situations in 
changing social systems and situations between Europe and the DRC, capturing and reworking their experiences and 
investigations in an ongoing artistic process that includes paintings, performance, scenography, street art, and social 
sculpture. The duo has been living and working between Europe and Kinshasa since 2016. They link the constant 
shifts and hybridity of identity to produce work both collectively and separately using cultural practices and social 
norms against themselves. 
When working in-between different cultural, social, and economic spaces, predisposed personal perceptions and 
individual comfort zones are constantly challenged and regularly demolished. An every-day experience that leads to 
a fragmented, multi-layered perspective, in which the shreds and scraps of cultural and personal collision constantly 
mirror and question each other ' allowing Mukenge/Schellhammer to develop inconsistency into a conceptual 
approach that deals with contradictions as contradictions, rather than resolving them. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 290 - Duo Mukenge/Schellhammer 
Artwork 1 Title: Tropical dream 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 230 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Painting 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The depiction of foreign cultures has a long tradition in European art. 
Faraway countries become places of longing, projection surface for exotic dreams or dangerous, dark places. 
In European art, the image of the sub-Saharan tropics (Central Africa) is still characterized by primitivist myths, dark 
horror visions (p.ex.Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness) and an exotic symbolism of tropical palm landscapes. 
Edward Said defines such exoticisms from a postcolonial perspective as specific aesthetics of imperialism, as 
projection of Western wishful fantasies, as aesthetic exploitation of the foreign in the empire of Western cultural 
production. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 290 - Duo Mukenge/Schellhammer 
Artwork 2 Title: Your exoticism is my daily bread II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42,0 cm x 59,4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography/urban intervention 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The word exotic refers to that which is foreign or external to the subject, and therefore 
touches on the image of the other, the imagination, stereotypes and standards of representation. Many thinkers 
have wondered about images of the other, stereotypes, and norms, which are ways of denying reality. The 
construction of otherness reflects a hierarchical position: far from apprehending the other, the construction of 
someone's otherness serves to construct one's self and to justify one's own conceptions of the world. Through a 
reversal of points of view, this series of photos and videos is inspired by hijacking strategies of stereotyped images, 
to deconstruct the dynamics of power and hierarchies resulting from the Western imaginary construct of an 
elsewhere 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 290 - Duo Mukenge/Schellhammer 
Artwork 3 Title: Your exoticism is my daily bread I 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42,0 cm x 59,4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography/urban intervention 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The word exotic refers to that which is foreign or external to the subject, and therefore 
touches on the image of the other, the imagination, stereotypes and standards of representation. Many thinkers 
have wondered about images of the other, stereotypes, and norms, which are ways of denying reality. The 
construction of otherness reflects a hierarchical position: far from apprehending the other, the construction of 
someone's otherness serves to construct one's self and to justify one's own conceptions of the world. Through a 
reversal of points of view, this series of photos and videos is inspired by hijacking strategies of stereotyped images, 
to deconstruct the dynamics of power and hierarchies resulting from the Western imaginary construct of an 
elsewhere 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 290 - Duo Mukenge/Schellhammer 
Artwork 4 Title: no title 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 120 x 210 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: painting 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Currently artists considered 'contemporaryâ€• in Kinshasa often work within a system of 
codes shaped by Western artistic values and at the same time negotiate so-called 'typically Africanâ€• themes from 
a supposedly Western perspective. This trend dominates international contemporary art and is part of the neo-
colonial power structures. This work questions these structures and thus wishes to develop new strategies for 
artistic creation, in order to come up with new codes and to use the existing ones in a different way. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 291 
 
Artist Name: Jack Donaldson 
Website: www.jackdonaldsonartist.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Gesticulation and dynamic figure play, composed in fanciful landscape imaginings. Art historical 
custom and a fetishisation of material underpin the construction process.  
I suspect I'm looking for some sense of wonder or self realisation through simulation and primitive visual gaming. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 291 - Jack Donaldson 
Artwork 1 Title: Soul Flight 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45x47x4 
Artwork 1 Medium: Spray paint, Oil, gold leaf on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Small painting made on a ground of gold leaf which provides a deep resonance, contrasting 
with the deep pixelated motion of aerosol and oil glazes that make up a suggested sense of nocturnal landscape.  
A collection of nude figures disporting a variety of postures, the majority of which appear to trying but failing to take 
to flight. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 291 - Jack Donaldson 
Artwork 2 Title: Grindr Ballads 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 89x160x5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil/acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Procession of nude figures littering a primordial landscape. I've included a Self-portrait, the 
figure arms raised center-right. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 291 - Jack Donaldson 
Artwork 3 Title: Baby book (page1) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 23x42x12 
Artwork 3 Medium: Latex, plastic, wax, rubber, paper, ink, watercolour, Biro 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The opening page of the baby book displayed in a plexiglass box. Made 2015-18 in 
conjunction with other projects, the book consists of 45 pages of drawings, watercolour, and collage regarding a 
variety of figurative and historical subjects. The opening page consists of a perspex cover under which is a drawing of 
three men processing away in pyjamas. The right leaf is an acrylic painting with collage elements. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 291 - Jack Donaldson 
Artwork 4 Title: Bathers, The Golden Boy. 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 91x152x5 
Artwork 4 Medium: Gold leaf, spray paint and oil on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: A ground of gold leaf with a delicate marbled film of spray paint forming a kind of alluvial 
mirage scape. Arcadian figures reclining or standing along the banks of a golden stream. The golden silhouette of a 
boy sitting center-right. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 292 
 
Artist Name: Alysia Davis 
Website: https://alysiadavis.com/mixedmedia/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/filmic_eye 
 
Artist Statement: My work is often banned on Instagram for violating community guidelines on nudity or sexual 
activity. I make impulsive art. With a central theme of subversion, my work functions like a ransom letter. Inundated 
with images, my practice is pretty visual clutter. Utilizing found footage, found images, and self produced 
iconography this recent body of work is an exquisite corpse. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 292 - Alysia Davis 
Artwork 1 Title: Rollin my nuts off 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28 x 21.5 x .1 
Artwork 1 Medium: magazine collage on holographic paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I keep a collection of random magazine images and during my "playtime" I decide what may 
go together based on juxtaposition and composition. "Rollin My Nuts Off" is an ode to my raver days featuring 
collaged images from National Geographic, A horror magazine, and a vintage Playboy. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 292 - Alysia Davis 
Artwork 2 Title: Titty Club 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 28 x 21.5 x .1 
Artwork 2 Medium: magazine collage on holographic paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Like a Surrealist game, I fashion my photomontage imagery by pairing disparate elements 
into a new life-form. This piece is created with a National Geographic, a fashion magazine, and a Playboy. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 292 - Alysia Davis 
Artwork 3 Title: hashtag boi 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 15 x 15 x .1 
Artwork 3 Medium: magazine collage on holographic paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: "hashtag boi" is composed of vintage and modern-day imagery, adding some magic into the 
mundane. This collage features imagery from a National Geographic and a Playgirl. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 292 - Alysia Davis 
Artwork 4 Title: Hugs and Kisses 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: video 
Artwork 4 Medium: digital video 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is a digitally altered found footage piece. I'm thinking about feminism and the 
liberation of sexuality for this work. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 293 
 
Artist Name: Reka Ritt Laklia 
Website: https://www.rekaritt.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/rekaritt 
 
Artist Statement: My primary practices are painting and short VR films embedded in interactive installations. 
Through these modes, I have been exploring ideas from modern consciousness research, transpersonal psychology, 
Eastern spiritual practices and mystical shamanic traditions. 
I create perceptual landscapes with elements reflecting my childhood memories. I analyse the meanings, logics, 
arrangements of - and my relationships to - the relevant objects, living spaces and materials representing those 
memories. This creative process aims to address the fractures and injuries that exist on all levels of human 
experience, private or social, through performing symbolic repairs. The initial process of creation is one of 
discovering the patterns which coalesce as they run across the layers of reflection, enabling curative corrections and 
adjustments that treat the artwork as a voodoo doll. 
I often work on the edge of several different media with their relationship being an essential part of the content. 
This way, I can bring the subject to renewal by testing and rearranging it in different contexts and perspectives.  
Recently I am exploring the boundaries of VR and 2D video, stretching 360-degree reality on the flat canvas of the 
screen into an equirectangular video format. Another boundary at the centre of my attention is the one between 
painting and digital image creation. Digital is capable of achieving perfect symmetry while painting parallels the 
complexity of life with its non-replicable, accidental qualities. I am exploring the juncture of these two aspects. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 293 - Reka Ritt Laklia 
Artwork 1 Title: SINKING IN 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 83x83x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: Enamel on Giclée Print on Dibond 
Artwork 1 Commentary: At the beginning of the pandemic, the artist noticed an emergence of symmetry in her 
lexicon of imagery. It brought her to explore how symmetric images affect the mind and suggest stability and safety. 
She took inspiration from visions occurring in altered states of consciousness, including her experience with the Lucia 
NÂ°03 hypnagogic light machine. This device exerts wide-spectrum solid and flickering light in varying frequency 
combinations inducing the brain to see extremely vivid, colourful, and perfectly symmetric mandala formations 
melting from one into the other, sometimes in three dimensions. The light produced by the machine is not coloured 
and has no shape, it is experienced with closed eyes through the eyelids, and the images are created by the brain, 
unique to the experiencer. This encounter sparked a longing to make these images visible for the eye so they can be 
shared. The artist's method of painting is accidental and organic; hence she created symmetry by mirroring the 
image of her painting digitally. This resulted in an intricate and mesmerising pattern that closely imitates her vision 
during the described experience. 
Limited Edition of 25, printed on Dibond. The print is embellished with transparent enamel the same way the original 
painting had been created, covering the entire surface cell-by-cell. This meticulous process gives shape to a unique 
cellular texture. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 293 - Reka Ritt Laklia 
Artwork 2 Title: EMBER EMBER EMBER 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x240x2 
Artwork 2 Medium: Enamel on Copper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Ember Ember Ember' is a triptych painted on copper panels mounted on aluminium 
subframe. The translucent enamel covering the copper base has a special effect. When brightly lit, the coppers' 
reflection behaves as a light-box, highlighting the painting from below. When that happens, it becomes extremely 
vivid, flickering and bursting with colour. In low light, the dark glossy surface and intriguing cellular texture take 
precedence. It has a strong feminine feel to it, with both its dark and bright manifestations. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 293 - Reka Ritt Laklia 
Artwork 3 Title: GARDEN OF POMEGRANATES 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x100x2 
Artwork 3 Medium: Enamel on Copper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Garden of Pomegranates' is painted on copper panels mounted on aluminium subframe. 
The translucent enamel covering the copper base has a special effect. When brightly lit, the copper's reflection 
behaves as a light-box, highlighting the painting from below. When that happens, it becomes extremely vivid, 
flickering and bursting with colour. In low light, the dark glossy surface and intriguing cellular texture take 
precedence. It has a strong feminine feel to it, with both its dark and bright manifestations. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 293 - Reka Ritt Laklia 
Artwork 4 Title: WINGS OF REALITY 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 200x200x200 
Artwork 4 Medium: video (2D equirectangular format VR) 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Please find the short film on this link with comments below. To be watched with audio. 
Please scroll down with the 'show more' button for information:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nzt7d9L07E4 
It is designed to be played on loop on a medium/large-sized LCD screen, with a single swing suspended in front of it. 
The swing is both part of the installation and practical, providing seating. The audio is ideally played through a 
headphone connected via BlueTooth to the screen, hanging on the side of the swing when out of use. The video was 
created with the financial support of a-n The Artists Information Company and Arts Council England which needs to 
be referenced. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 294 
 
Artist Name: Amanda Margaretha Du Plooy 
Website: www.amandamargaretha.net 
IG: www.instagram.com/amanda_margaretha 
 
Artist Statement: I am an Arizona based installation artist. I hold a bachelor's degree in Visual Art from the University 
of South Africa where I am originally from. Growing up in South Africa, I have been shaped by cultural exchange and 
cultural diversity. In my formative years, art making and travel became two great passions. I lived in the Middle East 
from 1998 - 2017 where I first conceived the idea of making ephemeral installations with spices. I collect & 
categorize spices that reflect the history of peoples from various races, ethnicity and culture. I research the role that 
spices play in traditions, rituals, food and history. Spices can act as a myriad of metaphors for our "Being," from 
Cultural Diversity to concepts of Existential and Metaphysical Philosophy. I am always aspiring for my work to reflect 
contemporary national and international discourses.  
I love how spices appeal to all the senses; viewers are mesmerized by the visual aesthetic as well as smell, touch and 
taste. The delicate ephemeral site-specific nature of the spice installations often fascinates the viewers and appeals 
to their sense of mystery and adventure. I like to combine video installations with spice installations, and by doing 
so, the sense of hearing is also engaged. It becomes an enveloping experience of "Being in the exhibitionâ€•. (234 
words) 
I study the ideas of Martin Heidegger, Matthew Arnold and Lewis Henry Morgan. I am inspired by Motoi Yamamoto, 
Wolfgang Laib, Andy Goldsworthy and the pigment pieces by Anish Kapoor. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 294 - Amanda Margaretha Du Plooy 
Artwork 1 Title: Dodging: (betwixt) Flying Shards 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Height 40cm, Diameter (of base mirror) 94 cm / Weight 5kg 
Artwork 1 Medium: Various Spices, Chamomile tea, Whole mirrors, shards of broken mirror, plastic container. 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is a site-specific installation that reflects how people and nations are dealing the 
pandemic, economic meltdowns, loss and grief. The spices act as metaphor for people of all race tongues, ethnicities 
and cultures. The mirrors fragments used, act as metaphors for 7 years bad luck (the time it takes for full 
restoration), It also examines how people look and redefine themsleves through the misfortune and brokenness they 
face.  
The installation will be assembled by me, the artist, at my own expense. All the elements and tools needed to 
assemble will be brought to the gallery by myself. The piece can stand on a standard wide square gallery podium of 
any color. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 294 - Amanda Margaretha Du Plooy 
Artwork 2 Title: Adjusting: (on) Shifting Sands 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Any size wall/screen/monitor (the curator's choosing) 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video Installation, 46 seconds 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Copy link to YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxTjGLjCcms 
to view video. The artwork examines how consequential challenges from the pandemic have made life as we know 
it; fluid like shifting sand. It is a commentary on how it is forcing us to make constant changes and adjustments. The 
music accentuates that ominous feeling in the pit of stomachs at accepting the shifting sand as the new normal. 
This piece was created through the manipulation of visual documentation from previous ephemeral site-specific 
spice installations by me. The video can be played on a constant loop, on any size wall, screen or monitor (of the 
curator's choosing) in the gallery. The piece does have a greater impact the more enveloped the viewer is, thus the 
bigger the screen, and quality of sound, the greater the impact will be. I can provide equipment if needed.  
The music is a non-profit fan-based edit of The Dark Knight Orchestra suite (Live) composed by Hans Zimmer and 
performed by the Vienna Radio Symphony Orchestra (Amar John Haddad, Aleksandra Suklar, Martin Gellner). 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 294 - Amanda Margaretha Du Plooy 
Artwork 3 Title: Recovering: (within) Aceso's Path 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 275 x 275 cm for this exhibition (Original installation was 488cm long, 365 cm wide) 
Artwork 3 Medium: Flour, Tumeric, Parsley, Salt, Ginger, Paprika, Chilli powder, Chilli pepper, Cinnamon sticks, Curry 
powder, Course and Fine Pepper, Anise seeds, Pepper corns. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Copy the link to YouTube : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpPM50AGq0g  
to view more detail of the art installation. Aceso is the Greek goddess of process ' in particular, the process of 
recovery and healing. This artwork interrogates the process of recovery in terms of the pandemic, politics and 
economies as we enter and navigate 2021.  
The work is an ephemeral site-specific floor installation of a maze created out spices. The patterning used alludes to 
a scattered labyrinth also embedded in the maze. The original piece is large enough for someone to enter and 
navigate. There are several solutions but just as many dead ends. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 294 - Amanda Margaretha Du Plooy 
Artwork 4 Title: Subverting: (across) Aceso's Path 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Not applicable 
Artwork 4 Medium: Performance Piece of 3 minutes and 10 seconds 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Copy link to YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxTmc_YY66E to view the 
performance piece (in collaboration with ballet dancer Retha Du Plooy) which takes place on the last day of the 
exhibition where the site-specific ephemeral installation [Recovering: (Within) Aceso's path] is subverted and 
destroyed by a dance, before being swept up by me, the artist.  
The piece examines the way in which political leaders and ordinary people have subverted economic and political 
advisors, as well as health and science. They choose to follow their own path to recovery in 2021. The performance 
shines a light on conspiracy theories and movements such as anti-vaccination groups that seek to subvert expert 
opinions in their field. 
The music is a non-profit, fan-based edit of the instrumental version of Crazy Over You by Blackpink (slowed and 
reverb). 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 295 
 
Artist Name: Robert Helnow 
Website: www.roberthelnow.net 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I work in screen-printing, photography and objects; I would say that a certain style runs through 
the work though they may differ significantly in form.  
I like to think that as in my own work as in my personality that even though I may deal with the most serious of 
subjects, that a little sense of humour is apparent, even blasé 
I have had a certain fascination with human behaviour, that it sits somewhere between reason and an inevitability of 
some measure of madness. Impulsive, emotional, quixotic. 
As reason is one of the principles of the civilized world so the actions of the irrational, folly and the reckless can drive 
our decisions even more than is apparent today. So does an unreasonable form of representation reflect itself in the 
beauty and madness of our actions. 
Inspite of this I have all the faith we need in the human race and we have come along way, we are as varied as we 
are populace and that too much judging our failures may only be another form of folly. 
, 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 295 - Robert Helnow 
Artwork 1 Title: End of History 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 92 x 61cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Screen print/Half tone 
Artwork 1 Commentary: With a little tongue in cheek nod to the philosopher Francis Fukuyama, 'End of History' 
settles our anxiety of tremendous human events, politics, war, famine, plague, and moral uncertainties. Confusing 
dream with reality, the message is that we can all choose to continue the dream whether its pink champagne or 
performing a personality on social media, that everything returns to the dream and only the dream is forever which 
we share together. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 295 - Robert Helnow 
Artwork 2 Title: Run with it 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 89 x 97 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Screen Print/Half tone 
Artwork 2 Commentary: What exactly is your phone? It has a beginning but no end. Maybe we all at some point in 
our experiences asked this question to some degree, it seems it has a limitless availability of tasks and dependencies 
by some accidental fortune and some wiley design. 
This fixation on the new, the objects rejuvenating to be revamped again and again and continue this romance 
between the living and the nonliving thing. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 295 - Robert Helnow 
Artwork 3 Title: Did you find the sauce 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 72 x 70cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: C-type Photograph/mixed media 
Artwork 3 Commentary: When once I was dining in a restaurant with some friends , I heard someone ask if they liked 
the sauce with the meal, I wasn't aware there was a sauce. I thought about how something has lost its origin but is 
still familiar and yet inauthentic when the eye and the ears panders to serpentine magic of words and images and 
becomes lured in to a form of behaviour and so becomes part of an imitation. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 295 - Robert Helnow 
Artwork 4 Title: Occidental 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 53 x 41cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: C=type photgraph 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This work is not about cycling but it is a tongue in cheek satire on today's milieu. The work is 
a depiction of a night scene where a cyclist, face down in the road, has had a fatal collision with a vehicle larger than 
himself. 
Here we are in an age when rights and human rights have never been so much apart of our lives. I was struck by the 
macabre idea that what happens when a person forces there right so much that it causes his or her own death.  
What if a person or a group or an idea, were so fixated, so strongly unchallengeable that it actually destroyed the 
thing they sought to affirm and set free! 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 296 
 
Artist Name: Eden Tarn 
Website: www.edentarn.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/edenlense 
 
Artist Statement: Our astral lights. 
2020 was a traumatic year for most and I personally went through trials and tribulations. A spiritually enlightening 
moment pushed me to dedicate my time and thoughts to meditation, searching for my purpose and role within the 
universe. I developed a new mantra of positive energy and meditative practice using my skills in photography. 
Seeking out exceptional beings, I capture individuals inner astral light and emitting colour auras. Playing with shutter 
speed, aperture and lighting has produced some beautiful moments and results. It is not so much about the final 
images but the process and journey to allowing a participant/s to emit a true personality and energy on camera. The 
results are given to the individual as a tool for self-reflection. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 296 - Eden Tarn 
Artwork 1 Title: ANTI MATERIAL DEVIL 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 47.63x31.75 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bass player and metal head producer, Jake Jones's - aura emitted a strong creative, 
anarchist energy. A horned devil, passion for rock burns deep in this enigmatic musician. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 296 - Eden Tarn 
Artwork 2 Title: EMITTING BLUE 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 47.63x31.75 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Designer, model and influencer, Louie Akinwale's aura emitted a heavy blue with purple and 
green astral flares. A calm but highly energetic individual. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 296 - Eden Tarn 
Artwork 3 Title: WARPED INCANDESENCE 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 47.63x31.75 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Model, student and designer, Apayoaya's aura was bursting with multi colour flares showing 
her youth, natural beauty, creativity as well as indecisiveness. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 296 - Eden Tarn 
Artwork 4 Title: TRANSCENDENT GODDESS 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 47.63x31.75 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Model and performer Kaya emitted a dark but colourful aura. Centered and grounded she is 
aware of her beauty and strength however, a darker presence may divert her attentions away from positive mantras. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 297 
 
Artist Name: Wai Lok Cheung 
Website: https://www.michael-cheung.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My practice is about boundaries. I believe The rise of the idea of "posthumanâ€• had, in many 
ways, shaken the fundamentals of dualism. To think that there is an absolute binary relationship between human 
and machines, nature and culture, object and image, identity, gender ... etc, is simply missing a lot regarding the 
quintessence of being. And I believe this "missingâ€• is where contemporary art need to engage. Thus I like to work 
around blurring and challenging these boundaries.I work with image, live art and various forms of media.  
I am currently working with biometric data and computer language, and how the entanglement of the two creating a 
condition where I am in between physical and non - physical existence, me becoming together with the machine. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 297 - Wai Lok Cheung 
Artwork 1 Title: Series #1 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130cm X 200 cm X 150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Performance 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Link to video documentation of the work: https://www.michael-cheung.com/series-1 
About the Work: 
The basic setting for this piece consists of a chair, a table, a plinth, a 10 inch box monitor, a apple mac mini computer 
and a set of "bitalino" biosensors. 
There will be 3 acts in this work. The first one I will draw on a paper a square and a circle at the same time. Secondly, 
I will be setting up a chess game to provoke the audience to play with me. The third act I will be holding a stone 
above the table, each act will last for 10 minutes, and my brainwave response to the acts will be shown on the box 
monitor in real time. 
Artwork Statement: 
Karen Barad mentioned that the body 'are material discursive phenomena' Human bodies are not inherently 
different from nonhuman onesâ€•. We can say that the posthuman does not see the body very different form 
prosthetics, or we should say the posthuman no longer need to emphasise the 'in betweenâ€• status of their 
physical and non-physical existence, as this is their norm. Maybe this is also the reason I like to explore the meaning 
of making an image in this contemporary age, by working with my own biometric data, trying to make work 
regarding the lack of differences between human and non-human bodies. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 297 - Wai Lok Cheung 
Artwork 2 Title: #CLONEME 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 66cm X 22.2cm X 36cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Video installation 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Link to video documentation of the work:  
https://www.michael-cheung.com/cloneme 
About the Work: 
A video installation containing of three parts, which shown repeatedly 3D scanned body parts of the artist. 
Artwork Statement: 
Deleuze's work about rhizomes, multiplicity and heterogeneity led my interest to the relationship of photography 
and cloning. I believe photography share characters with cloning in certain ways, resulting individuals are rhizomes, 
connected yet can be considered as substantive, each rhizome will have difference to the others, as the multiplicity 
of a rhizome do not produce replicas, and there is no objects and subjects in a rhizome, each of them are similar yet 
different. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 297 - Wai Lok Cheung 
Artwork 3 Title: "the image is not here" 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 54cm X 71cm X 6cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Video installation 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Link to video documentation of the work:  
https://www.michael-cheung.com/the-image-is-not-here 
About the Work: 
Performance done by writing the statement "the image is not here" on a piece of paper by water, then the paper is 
left to dry, followed by mounting it on a frame. And the recording of the performance is projected on the paper 
using projection mapping. 
Artwork Statement: 
'Reality is therefore not a fixed essence. Reality is an ongoing dynamic of intra-activityâ€•. I believe it also applies on 
the case of understanding what making an image means. By projecting a record of the performance on the same 
paper that I did it on, which as the paper transformed its shape according to the performance, the two images of the 
same performance entangled with each other, forming a peculiar, rhizomatous condition that I believe blurred that 
fine line of the 'subject - objectâ€• relationship of photography in the viewer's mind, by provoking the question 
'where is the image?â€•. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 297 - Wai Lok Cheung 
Artwork 4 Title: L.N 136 of 2020 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 21cm X 29.7cm X 3cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Publication 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Link to video documentation of the work:  
https://www.michael-cheung.com/l-n-136-of-2020-b2345 
About the Work: 
Publications, printing on paper, painted over with information-protection paint  
Artwork Statement: 
Censored censored censored censored censored censored censored, censored censored censored censored 
censored censored censored censored censored National Security censored censored censored. Censored censored 
censored censored censored, censored censored censored censored censored. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID298 

Artist ID: 298 
 
Artist Name: Zillah Bowes 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/zillahbowes 
 
Artist Statement: Zillah Bowes is a photographer, filmmaker and poet. Her upcoming solo photographic exhibition 
'Green Dark' is commissioned by Ffotogallery and the Arts Council of Wales. A preview was shown in the Welsh 
Parliament's 'Many Voices, One Nation' touring exhibition 2019-2020. Her moonlight portrait 'Elinor 'Rhiwnant' and 
Alice' was selected for the Royal Academy of Art Summer Exhibition 2020, and featured as their image to close 2020.  
Zillah's fiction film 'Staying' ('Aros Mae') features the same community as 'Green Dark', funded by Ffilm Cymru 
Wales, BFI and BBC, and produced by Ken Loach's company Sixteen Films. Her lockdown photographic project 
'Allowed' won two Honorable Mentions in the International Photography Awards 2020.  
Statement 
My recent photographic work explores the relationship between the individual and the natural environment, 
including climate crisis and inclusivity. For portraits, I have found having a focus, but no pressure, in my 
conversations to be liberating. I originally trained as a filmmaker and often - in documentaries - you need to capture 
what somebody says in a specific way. It may have to become a scene or section of interview important to the story.  
For 'Green Dark', I mainly had circular chats with people in the dark - walking around outside, sitting on the boot of a 
car' We talked about all darkness, including inner darkness, and people opened up to me about themselves, and I to 
them. Sometimes we couldn't even see each other, so there was a confessional feel. For me, they became moments 
of connection which were quite spiritual. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 298 - Zillah Bowes 
Artwork 1 Title: Elinor 'Rhiwnant' and Alice (Portrait in Moonlight) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 58 x 83 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: C-Type Print 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Green Dark' is a photographic study of the people and the land in a remote hill farming 
community in Radnorshire, Mid Wales. The tenant farmers of the Elan Estate in the Elan and Claerwen Valleys keep 
sheep on the open hill, which they gather with their neighbours, often still on horseback, forming a close community 
and passing down a traditional way of life. 
Brexit, and economic and environmental concerns including climate crisis, are heralding change for the future 
upland farmer. The members of this community just starting their working lives face the greatest challenge in 
generations to sustain a livelihood. Significantly, there are several young women in the new generation.  
Using moonlight as a sole light source, 'Green Dark' explores this liminality, placing people - and their animals - in the 
land where they are the current and historic custodians. This photographic study is part of a wider inquiry in my 
artistic practice into the natural environment and the relationship of the individual within it. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 298 - Zillah Bowes 
Artwork 2 Title: Allowed 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 58 x 83 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: C-Type Print 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Allowed' is a study of wild growth during the COVID-19 lockdown in Cardiff, Wales. It 
comprises colour photographs taken in the centre and residential areas.  
'Allowed' presents the relationship of the urban environment to the plant ecology it replaces, and on which it was 
literally built. These photographs aim to capture the aesthetic quality and ecological necessity of pandemic-allowed 
nature.  
This photographic study is part of a wider inquiry in my artistic practice into the natural environment and the 
relationship of the individual within it. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 298 - Zillah Bowes 
Artwork 3 Title: WeedsNotWeeds 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 3 Medium: Video 
Artwork 3 Commentary: WeedsNotWeeds  
(3 min film) 
https://vimeo.com/487858022 
password: Weeds2020 
An animated photo-film about wild growth during lockdown in Cardiff, Wales, based on award-winning photography 
series 'Allowed'.  
'Allowed' presents the relationship of the urban environment to the plant ecology it replaces, and on which it was 
literally built. These photographs aim to capture the aesthetic quality and ecological necessity of pandemic-allowed 
nature.  
This photographic study is part of a wider inquiry in my artistic practice into the natural environment and the 
relationship of the individual within it. 
AV/Display 
Video can be projected on any screen size or shown on any monitor/TV. Video can be provided in any digital file 
format eg H264, MP4 etc and will work with the stated gallery size (275cm x 275cm x 200cm). 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 298 - Zillah Bowes 
Artwork 4 Title: Taiya 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 58 x 83 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: C-Type Print 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Meld' is an ongoing series of photographs of my friends and family in the COVID-19 
pandemic in South Wales. I wanted to explore our relationship to nature, strengthened now because of this 
extended period of isolation, and how nature is inclusive to all. 
Each shoot was intensified by our increased need to to enter into and be inside nature, to be close to or simply 'with' 
it. I captured people embodying this idea of melding in their own style, with a specific colour palette. The resulting 
images have simultaneously both a natural and heightened aesthetic.  
This photographic study is part of a wider inquiry in my artistic practice into the natural environment and the 
relationship of the individual within it. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID299 

Artist ID: 299 
 
Artist Name: Eva Joy Lawrence 
Website: https://www.curatorspace.com/artists/EvaJoy 
IG: www.instagram.com/evajoy_art 
 
Artist Statement: I am a multidisciplinary artivist whose ideas circulate around protest, hope, apocalyptic 
possibilities, climate change and utopia. I graduated from my degree in Fine Art and Art History from Manchester 
School of Art with a First last year and am now based in Hounslow, London. I use recycled materials and objects 
collected from the streets as much as possible and enjoy subverting the elitism which surrounds the art world in my 
material choices. My work often sits on a line between humour and horror and it is important to me that the art I 
make is accessible and encourages debate. I often take an anarchic view to traditional spaces for art and prefer using 
public interventions and community collaborations to spark energy for change. In the years to come I look forward 
to expanding my ideas into larger installations and collaborating with artists and organisations to bring artworks into 
public spaces and communities across the world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 299 - Eva Joy Lawrence 
Artwork 1 Title: Outside There Were Flowers (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 145x160x135cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Installation: sterling board flowers, gloss paint, children's drawings on paper, sound 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Based around the concept of a post-apocalytic nursery, the children of this small, imagined 
community have barricaded themselves inside a derelict building draw flowers from memory as they can no longer 
risk the dangers outside. The installation plays on themes explored in the apocalypse film genre and the art history 
tradition of still life. Viewers are encouraged to draw a flower from memory and add it to the collection. 
Sound element: https://1drv.ms/u/s!AoX6V1CRce3AgvAT9LGCsIL0XYuMJA?e=nOu4gB 
Image taken at 'Little Voices', an exhibition curated by Amy Jackson for Kensington and Chelsea Art Week. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 299 - Eva Joy Lawrence 
Artwork 2 Title: Venting in Ryebank (2020) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: dimensions n/a. Duration = 10 minutes 21 seconds. 
Artwork 2 Medium: short film, cardboard costumes 
Artwork 2 Commentary: My artwork has a symbiotic relationship with activism, with this short film 'Venting in 
Ryebank' (2020) developing alongside my involvement with the grassroots 'Save Ryebank Fields' campaign in 
Manchester. The campaign to protect this piece of wild land, threatened by development of "executive homes" in a 
city where green space is scarce and empty properties are rife, is ongoing. As well as making and screening the film I 
also worked with the local group to put on a protest event in the city centre to further raise awareness of the plans 
to sell the land. The vent-forms first caught my attention while I was living in Barcelona and they have since become 
a way for me to symbolise how emissions are hidden in plain sight, the clumsiness of urban development and the 
soullessness of polluting industries. Academics such as David Harvey in 'Rebel Cities' (2012) discuss how property 
development provides a security blanket for those with means during capitalisms' crises with terrible consequences 
for those without. With the current economic crash and the pandemic's limitations to our use of public space, 
mandatory face-covering and our collective re-ignited recognition of the value of green spaces for mental health and 
wellbeing, 'Venting' is now more relevant than ever. 
Link to short cut: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrttesblSwk 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 
  



 

Artist: 299 - Eva Joy Lawrence 
Artwork 3 Title: A Curious Electricity Pylon (2019) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 173x66x40cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media on canvas on scrap metal frame 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by a photo I had taken near my home in Hounslow of two girls playing joyfully in 
some shopping trollies outside their estate, this work explores concepts of home and what a post-apocalyptic 
childhood might look like. The title comes from the name of an image I found while researching apocalypse bunkers, 
in this case a small shed inside a pylon. This small scrap of canvas is host to graphite, oil paint, acrylic, ink, metal wire 
and model-making grass fibres. The scrap metal frame was melded to resemble a pylonic structure, echoing the 
themes in the work and heightening it's peculiarity. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 299 - Eva Joy Lawrence 
Artwork 4 Title: Se Despiertan 'They Awaken' (2019) 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 26.5x12.5x10cm & 32x10x9.5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: bronze sculptures/photographs 
Artwork 4 Commentary: I created these small but sinister bronze sculptures in a metalwork class at The University of 
Barcelona. The concept developed from my research into growing scientific concern about the capability of rising 
global temperature to melt arctic permafrost and release ancient bacteria and viruses within. The threat of a 
pandemic ' as we are now very aware ' is a truly global concern. By making this invisible threat visible I hope to 
inspire action against the general Western belief that we are immune from the effects of climate change, merely 
observing as it devastates lives in other parts of the world. In their palpability, my viruses challenge this perception 
which severely hinders any preventative effort made by governments and polluting industries to mitigate their 
emissions. Once I began to photograph my sculptures on Barcelona's beaches, they took on new meanings as 
passers-by told me that they seemed to symbolise the growing issue of tourist-exacerbated beach pollution along 
the city's coastline. Now, as our planet faces the reality of a global pandemic, these viruses encompass new 
meanings again. They have become physical representations of the microscopic menaces that are reminding 
humanity of its vulnerability daily; forcing us to pause and re-evaluate our values across the globe and realise our 
truly anti-anthropocentric standing in the commons that is our beautiful planet. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue2 ID300 

Artist ID: 300 
 
Artist Name: Paul Starns 
Website: www.paulstarns.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/artistpauls 
 
Artist Statement: "No, you will do proper A-levelsâ€•, said my housemaster abruptly ended my art education. He 
summarily consigned me to two years of simultaneous equations and caused me to develop an itch that would, at 
some point, need scratching. 
Some 40 years later I started drawing again, and rediscovered the joy of producing artwork along with a desire to 
learn more. 
So back to school at the Art Academy London where I have developed a love for oil paint and figurative painting, life 
drawing and the infinite difficulties in achieving more than a likeness. I have discovered an appreciation for artists 
who have found ways of adding narrative to their portraiture and in my own work I produce portraits that say 
something of the individual and of my relationship with them. Most recently I have been drawn to the issues 
surrounding men's mental health and how these might be highlighted and investigated through portraiture. 
One can never stop learning & my education is far from complete. The ability to paint or draw well is insufficient on 
its own to survive & flourish the in art world.  
My itch isn't going away anytime soon. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 300 - Paul Starns 
Artwork 1 Title: Lockdown Beard 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75x55x4 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Board 
Artwork 1 Commentary: During the first lockdown, like many other clean shaven men, I took the opportunity to grow 
a beard. After several weeks of increasing hirsuteness I began to consider whether or I preferred my new look or not 
and if I should make it a more permanent change. My self-portrait shows me reflecting upon my dilemma in my 
shaving mirror. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 300 - Paul Starns 
Artwork 2 Title: Ken 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 61x46x4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This portrait is of Ken.  
He lost his wife 4 years ago after 40 years of marriage, "She died in my arms, all of a sudden without any warning at 
allâ€•.Â Â Â Since then he has struggled with feelings loneliness & isolation,  
The portrait is one of a series I painted to highlight issues relating to men's mental health. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 300 - Paul Starns 
Artwork 3 Title: Warren 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 61x46x4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This portrait is of Warren.  
He suffered a breakdown at work trying to juggle the pressures of a stressful job with time for his family. 
He spent many months abroad leaving little time for a home life & young family.Â Despite managing his work affairs 
well he 'felt like a failureâ€• for putting this before his family. Sitting at his desk he found himself unable to move 
and was subsequently diagnosed with depression. 
In the weeks that followed he worried about 'anything & everythingâ€• & found himself in a 'dark holeâ€•. 
The portrait is one of a series I painted to highlight issues relating to men's mental health. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 300 - Paul Starns 
Artwork 4 Title: Peter 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 61x46x4 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil on Canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This portrait is of Peter. 
In the summer of 2015 Peter's teenage daughter Molly committed suicide.Â She was, in his own words, 'a beautiful, 
funny, gorgeous, little girlâ€•.Â Molly was also a keen horse rider and had her own horse called 'Rome', who led the 
possession to and from the church at her funeral.Â In the weeks that followed Molly's death Peter, who did not ride, 
decided that he would look after Rome & found that he was able to find solace in the bond he formed with the 
horse.Â Likewise, Peter believes that Rome mourned Molly & that the two of them have helped each other deal with 
her loss, '(we) both lost someone we loved very, very much.Â He clings to me and I cling to himâ€•. 
The portrait is one of a series I painted to highlight issues relating to men's mental health. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID301 

Artist ID: 301 
 
Artist Name: Eve MéThot 
Website: https://www.linkedin.com/in/eve-methot-9574397 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I am an artist from Canada, Quebec, Montreal. My tools are photography, digital design and 
Augmented Realty. I propose 5 artworks. In each of them I integrate my own photos, digital design and also videos 
(taken from NASA PublicDomain). I made the animations in augmented reality using Artivive. The Artivive app, 
available for iOS and Android, is required to view AR content. Download the Artivive app for free on your phone or 
tablet. Find the app on the Google Play or Apple App Store. Point your device's camera to the artwork. In a few 
moments, the video should play on the Artivive app.. For me, augmented reality is well adapted to enhance the 
representation of pictorial works. In fact, the painting takes on a second dimension here by coming to life outside 
the frame. Entitled Fluidity of Celestial Bodies, the pieces focuses on stars and nebulae . In constant movement, the 
stars give rhythm to our existence. Under the artist's eye, fluidity is found in the movement of lines, colors and 
shapes that attract and repel. The celestial bodies can serve as a mirror for our states of mind and our reflections on 
the beauty, the fragility of things and of life, of the extraordinary capacity of man to be able to evolve and be 
resilient in the face of adversity. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 301 - Eve MéThot 
Artwork 1 Title: Between hope and despair into the Eagle nebula's Pillars of Creation. 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 X 30 CM ; 300 dpi 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photos, digital design, 2D animations, video (taken from NASA PublicDomain). 
Artwork 1 Commentary: In astronomy, the Pillars of Creation refer to a famous image of columns of interstellar dust 
taken on April 1, 1995 by the Hubble Space Telescope. The structure is located in the Eagle Nebula, in the heart of 
the open cluster M16, they would have been destroyed by the explosion of a supernova about 6000 years ago. 
Despair, hope, longevity, perpetuation: Humanity can recognize itself in this environment. It's a balance where 
precariousness and instability are omnipresent. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 301 - Eve MéThot 
Artwork 2 Title: Two women looking at Cone Nebula. 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 X 30 CM ; 300 dpi 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photos, digital design, 2D animations, video (taken from NASA PublicDomain). 
Artwork 2 Commentary: American cartoonist William Ely Hill published "My Wife and My Mother-in-Law" in Puck, an 
American humour magazine, on 6 November 1915, with the caption "They are both in this picture ' Find them". The 
oldest known form of this image is an 1888 German postcard. In 1930 Edwin Boring introduced the figure to 
psychologists in a paper titled "A new ambiguous figure"... You can see an old woman or a young one depending on 
your age or state of mind. Today we can imagine these ladies near the Cone Nebula in the constellation of 
Monoceros. This object was discovered by William Herschel on December 26, 1785. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 301 - Eve MéThot 
Artwork 3 Title: L'Ã‚ge d'Or. 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 X 30 CM ; 300 dpi 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photos, digital design, 2D animations, video (taken from NASA PublicDomain). 
Artwork 3 Commentary: It's looking at you! A cow! Inspired by the film L'Ã‚ge d'Or (1930) by Luis Buñuel and 
Salvador Dali! A pure surrealist film, a direct attack on the bourgeois, on societal normalcy, on art, on pretension, on 
pretty much everything except raw sexuality. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 301 - Eve MéThot 
Artwork 4 Title: Find Woody! 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 50 X 30 CM ; 300 dpi 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photos, digital design, 2D animations, video (taken from NASA PublicDomain). 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Try to find Woody in the Milky Way. Near his Michigan home in East Lansing, Woody the 
Dalmatian, became famous thanks to a photo in Life Magazine in 1965. During the winter, when the sun burns 
patches in the snow and polka dots of dark earth show through, Woody was like a chameleon. Hidden in the snow, 
he liked to scare and surprise the postman... 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID302 

Artist ID: 302 
 
Artist Name: Ohkyoung Noh 
Website: http://ohkyoungnoh.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/art_okyung 
 
Artist Statement: I am interested in highlighting various kinds of dislocation that city dwellers experience due to their 
limited resources. Dislocation occurs when residents' largely unsuccessful attempts to make their dreams of ideal 
living conditions real create a variety of mismatches between their expectations and their limited materials. This 
state indicates the unattainability of one's ideals and the insufficiency of our material lives, but also is easily 
neglected by the same person unmindful of visual and material ironies. I visualize this matrix of dislocated ideals in a 
city by layering and contrasting multiple examples of individuals' hoped-for ideals and their actual material 
conditions through performance, digital images, and installations as well as urban media. My art practices capture 
divergent voices articulating what it means to live a better life under socio-economic conditions that lack material 
goods and recognition, as embodied in such spaces as suffocating small studios for singles, urban slums, and 
deforested construction fields. My projects, submitted in my portfolio, are products of such places like Daehakdong 
City, a Seoul district mostly inhabited by low-income students and families living in old and crumbling module 
apartments. Such spaces have served as my sources for visual language, materials, and living contexts to execute my 
works and meet various storytellers. In the area, I have collected their stories through in-person interviews and 
virtual workshops, printed images on flyers and walls, cheap and well-liked objects from dollar shops, and flowerpots 
from the streets. My projects have been the result of these collected urban resources. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 302 - Ohkyoung Noh 
Artwork 1 Title: The Stratum of Bongchondong City 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: dimension variable 
Artwork 1 Medium: soap, silicon, receipts, flyers and 5-minute video on loop 
Artwork 1 Commentary: As I became interested in Bondchondong City, where I was based from 2018 to 2019, I 
visualized the layers of my urban life by documenting on video the receipts, leftovers, and flyers that I had 
accumulated over time. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 302 - Ohkyoung Noh 
Artwork 2 Title: Natureâ€• Somewhere in Daehakdong City 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: dimension variable 
Artwork 2 Medium: natural objects, lightboxes, digital print on tent cloth and 3-channel video 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by the interviews for Where Is Nature in Daehakdong City? (2020), this installation 
brings together a digital collage and objects from nature. It probes interviewees' need for nature in an urban 
environment. 
Natural objects from 3 urban sites mentioned as 'nature' by interviewees and video documentation show the 
artificiality involved in urban planners' attempts to cultivate a 'natural state,' which breaks from residents' notions of 
authentic 'nature' in urban conditions. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 302 - Ohkyoung Noh 
Artwork 3 Title: Actualizing-a-Better-Life Kit for One-Person Households: Erasing-Kitchen-Smell Kit 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: dimension variable 
Artwork 3 Medium: digital print on a lightbox, acrylic, plastic objects from dollar shop and caption stickers 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The schematic drawings in this series visualize a city dweller's answers to the question of 
"What are your most desired conditions or items in your one-person household?" Sample products were collected 
from local dollar shops. The final state of the Actualizing-a-Better-Life Kit highlights the discrepancy between what 
has been dreamed of and what has been achieved in terms of living conditions.  
The second edition of the series, Erasing-Kitchen-Smell Kit, was suggested to actualize one interviewee's dreams of a 
'space without the smell of food waste.â€• 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 302 - Ohkyoung Noh 
Artwork 4 Title: Schematics for a Park on Unused Land 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 60 x 90 cm, 30 x 168 cm each 
Artwork 4 Medium: digital C-pint, acrylic 
Artwork 4 Commentary: From a critical perspective on urban park planning, I offer schematic drawings for a park to 
'develop the unused land into a more useful area for citizens' welfare,â€• as described in 'Act on Urban Parks, 
Greenbelts' by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation (MOLIT, 2011). 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID303 

Artist ID: 303 
 
Artist Name: Montserrat Serra 
Website: WWW.MONTSERRATSERRA.COM 
IG: www.instagram.com/PAINTINGANDMOTHERING 
 
Artist Statement: Montserrat Serra (1980), artist/mother living and working in Granollers (Spain). Being a mother has 
leading me to my authentic self as painter. And it is a key inspiration for my art pracice. Meditation is my home, 
where I feel rooted again.  
I paint to translate both experiences into a warm experience for your eyes and soul. I find an inner balance bringing 
my meditation practice into paintings. Sharing a sensorial experience for your eyes and soul. My paintings shares the 
beauty of the ephemeral and chaos of my daily life with kids, whom help me to live with awareness in the here and 
now.  
My artworks reminds the viewer that there is always a place full of strength and peace inside us, among all the chaos 
that sometimes surrounds us. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 303 - Montserrat Serra 
Artwork 1 Title: I AM LIGHT 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140CM X120CM 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, pencil, cotton thread, silk paper, fabric scrap, old photography (1930 ca.) 
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am light, and you are too. We just have to let us be drived through our intuition. Our true 
voice knows exactly what we need. No fear anymore, just remember you are light. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 303 - Montserrat Serra 
Artwork 2 Title: Breath 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 153cm x 123cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, homemade avocado ink, and charcoal on heavy watercolor paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Breath. Just be here and now. Artwork done after a long sitting meditation. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 303 - Montserrat Serra 
Artwork 3 Title: Sewing gesture n.2 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150 cm x 150cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Coollage on canvas, acrylic, charcoal and fabric scraps. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Collage series about looking closely at what I bring from my mother which is passed on to 
my daughter. The female lineage. What unites us in an invisible way. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 303 - Montserrat Serra 
Artwork 4 Title: Love or fear? Which one you choose? 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 185cm 110cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic, homemade avocado ink, thread, fabric scraps, pencil, charcoal. 
Artwork 4 Commentary: In our strange times is the moment to be a light, for ourselves, and for others. It is time o 
stand up and say that I trust Love. I don't choose fear anymore. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 304 
 
Artist Name: Livia Papiernik 
Website: www.liviapapiernik.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/liviaembroidery 
 
Artist Statement: I love telling stories. I seek to pass them on through my art. This year has been the most important 
story I have told to date. The pandemic instilled in me an ever-consuming awareness of a global unity, but a unity 
rife with pain and suffering that seemed entirely out of my control. Through this alienating oneness, I found myself 
seeking a relationship with the things that were actually tangible, rather than distant and dehumanizing.  
This latest work reflects my search for beauty in an attempt to fight against the overwhelmingly negative world we 
inhabit. Therefore I have sought answers within the confines of where I live, imagining the history behind the bricks 
of my apartment building: who might have once lived where I live, who planted the trees I can see through my 
window. From this, I started to envision a future of never-ending quarantine where people became enraged and 
claustrophobic. These works represent my resistance against a world of chaos, tackling despair and anxiety with 
colour and humour.  
I challenge the onlooker to question the dichotomy of their own lives and encourage them to see the beauty within 
their own insecurities. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 304 - Livia Papiernik 
Artwork 1 Title: Are You Awake 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 62.5 X 83,5 X 2.5 cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital collage printed on acrylic reverse 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Digital collage combining photography and drawing. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 304 - Livia Papiernik 
Artwork 2 Title: Let's Run Away 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 83,5 x 62.5 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital collage printed on acrylic reverse 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Digital collage combining photography and drawing. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 304 - Livia Papiernik 
Artwork 3 Title: Help! I Want Out 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 62.5 x 83,5 x 2.5 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital collage printed on acrylic reverse 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Digital collage combining photography, oil pastel, ink, and digital drawings. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 304 - Livia Papiernik 
Artwork 4 Title: Can We Press Play Yet? 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 242 x 190 x 144 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed Media installation - Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This mixed-media installation is a personal exploration of my relationship with my domestic 
setting throughout the pandemic. Through isolation, I reinterpret my walls, cupboards, and mirrors as portals into 
different worlds. By changing my surroundings I can escape physical boundaries and blur the line of what is real and 
what isn't.  
For this installation, I've created a large textile wall hanging which I've painted, stitched, quilted, and tufted. The 
mixture of these textile processes and textures creates a sense of nostalgia and comfort which counteracts the 
overwhelming anxiety. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID305 

Artist ID: 305 
 
Artist Name: Khaoula Karaweigh 
Website: https://www.kbkaraweigh.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/khaoula.b.karaweigh 
 
Artist Statement: Khaoula, principally working with acrylics, draws from her childhood and life experience between 
Morocco and the UK to explore the themes of Identity, Trauma, Race and Womanhood. The recurring focus of her 
work is the female body, sometimes god-like in its power, sometimes rendered monstrous by pain and grief: Hands 
and nipples become claws, vulnerable organs protrude in angry defiance and devastated faces blur or become 
invisible.  
These mutations are all acts of self-preservation, a desperate and angry defense against bodily corruption and the 
horrors that seek to penetrate vulnerable flesh. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 305 - Khaoula Karaweigh 
Artwork 1 Title: Bad news 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120cm x 90 cm x 4 xm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, grain gel, hessian on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Made in 2020. 
This painting looks back at a Friday night in 2014 when my 18 year old self was patiently waiting for my sister to 
come home. I received a phone call that night from the police station announcing the fatal car accident she'd been 
in. This painting like most of my work stems from a traumatic incident but expands to explore larger themes such as 
Grief, Identity, Culture, Race, Womanhood... 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 305 - Khaoula Karaweigh 
Artwork 2 Title: The witness 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 124 cm x 100 cm x 4 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, grain gel on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The witness is a painting I made in 2020 inspired by the only memory I have of my old 
parent's home where I lived from 1995 until 2001. It speaks to domestic violence I witnessed around me growing up 
and the emotional and physical abuse in a deeply patriarchal environment. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 305 - Khaoula Karaweigh 
Artwork 3 Title: Lalla of Heaven 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 140 cm x 100 cm x 4 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Made in 2020. 
This painting is about the constant sexualisation and objectification of women's bodies in patriarchal societies 
reducing them to soulless meat. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 305 - Khaoula Karaweigh 
Artwork 4 Title: The proposal 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90 cm x 60 cm x 3.8 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic, grain gel on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Made in 2020. 
This work is about forced marriages and the discrimination against new brides based on skin colour, hair types and 
family status in the environment I grew up in in Morocco. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID306 

Artist ID: 306 
 
Artist Name: Aengus Cullinan 
Website: www.Aenguscullinan.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: I'm a visual artist, painter mostly. I'm Australian by birth, but have lived out of the country almost 
longer than I have lived in it. Living outside Australia makes me feel more Australian than I do when I'm living there. I 
make up the European population that were, in my case, immigrants, four generations ago. I am part of the complicit 
many who benefited from the dispossession and forced removal of aboriginal Australians, who suffered every crime 
imaginable. 
Diaries of the earliest European explorers are demeaning and degrading in their Darwinian descriptions of Aboriginal 
Australians. The earliest photographs of Australian aboriginals illustrate a traumatized people. The false entitlement 
that grew from these records fills me with a loathing for the society which encouraged me to be complicit in the 
perpetuation of these lies.  
The paintings I'm selecting to show are an attempt to depict an Australia prior to 1788, the date when Australia was 
invaded by the British Government."The biggest estate on earthâ€• a book by Bill Gammage confirmed a Eureka 
moment, realizing, that, in times past, through careful management, Australia was an astonishingly beautiful 
landscape of interconnection, songlines, Dreamtime and sacred places, woven together by its people. 
The recording of this landscape, in this time, is as a painter possible through imagination. 
Seeing through the veils of deceit, going beyond the lies, before the trauma, Australia has a beautiful past, rich in 
culture. It is the "Vibeâ€• of the landscape I'm painting, its shining beauty because it was loved, spoken to and cared 
for by the people who inhabited it. 
By offering these paintings, I respect the aboriginal people of Australia, both past and present. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 306 - Aengus Cullinan 
Artwork 1 Title: Coolamons of Wild rice 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 133cm x 85cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Gouache, acrylic and oil paint on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting was inspired by this quote from 'The biggest estate on Earth' a book by Bill 
Gammage. 
North of Newcastle Waters (NT) Australia, Arthur Ashwin wrote in his diary in Mar 1871 ' chanced upon'..large 
wooden dishes (Coolamons) 'filled with grass seeds as large as rice [Native Rice?] with the husk or the skin on the 
seed. I think it was a species of rice that grows in the flooded country 40 or 50 miles in extent and north of 
Newcastle waters. There must have been about a ton of seed stored there in 17 large dishes, full and all covered 
with paper bark. The dishes were nearly all five foot long and a foot deep, scooped out of solid wood. 
I painted this in recognition of a cultural heritage that is not brought to our consciousness very often. The 
relationship between Aboriginal land and It's people was intimate and woven through thousands of generations. I 
see the harmony and the beauty in this relationship and felt inspired to paint from this feeling. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 306 - Aengus Cullinan 
Artwork 2 Title: Brewarrina Fish traps 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 107cm x 179cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Gouache, acrylic and oil paint on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary: In the Barwon river, NSW, are fish traps, built from stone that have been built and repaired 
for more than 20000 years.  
'(Fish traps) were especially used at times of inter-tribal conferences, the Upper Murray being one of the centers 
where these large gatherings took place periodically. To ensure a plentiful supply of fish for the participating tribes, 
the trap would be closed with a special key stone twelve months beforehand. This would allow small fish through, 
holding back the adult fish, which were later 'harvestedâ€•. In addition the surrounding countryside would be left 
undisturbed to guarantee a supply of wild game at the time of the meeting.â€• Carmody 
This simplistic food gathering using minimal intervention, and the harmony of reciprocity without entitlement, 
inspired me to paint this landscape. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 306 - Aengus Cullinan 
Artwork 3 Title: Among Acacias 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 58cm x 180cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Gouache, acrylic and oil paint on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Early descriptions give an inkling of the social harmony and aesthetic quality of native 
aboriginal life. ' the natives' Sat up to a late hour at their own camp, the women being employed beating the seed 
for cakes, between two stones, and the noise they made was exactly like the working of a loom factory. The whole 
encampment, with the long line of fires, looked exceedingly pretty, and the dusky figures of the natives standing by 
them, or moving from one hut to the other, had the effect of a fine scene in a play. At eleven all was still, and you 
would not have known that you were in such close contiguity to so large an assemblage of people.â€• Sturt 
This description from Stuart's diary, a European explorer is rare in that it describes a scene with affinity. Inspired by 
this description I hoped to paint the vibe described, with the serenity, peace and tranquility bestowed on a land 
based people, who listen to and respect their homeland. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 306 - Aengus Cullinan 
Artwork 4 Title: Meriam homes 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 119cm x 155cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic and oil paint on linen 
Artwork 4 Commentary: On some of the Torres Strait islands between Australia and PNG live the Meriam people. A 
few faded black and white photos exist of these dwellings. The anthropological context of the photos can deceive 
the viewer into believing the people may have always been desperately unhappy. In this painting I'm trying to paint a 
scene of serenity and harmony, depicting Aboriginal housing in some of its elegance. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID307 

Artist ID: 307 
 
Artist Name: Guy Train 
Website: www.guytrainart.co.uk 
IG: www.instagram.com/guytrain_art 
 
Artist Statement: Guy Train's cacophonic work is inspired by the toxic digital age, using Photoshop and 
unconventional materials as if created by a monkey straight out the jungle, smashing and mashing. The works are 
often driven by instinct, and this leaves room for mistakes - mistakes which often act as jump-off points for the next 
piece. 
As an artist, Guy mimics the archetypal role of a hunter gatherer, but instead of scavenging the land for sustenance 
or harnessing fire, he slumps in a chair scrolling through Ebay for scrap technology or toys' That is until the Mailman 
finally delivers his kill. It is at this moment the artist springs into life, throwing all his unconventional materials and 
energy into intense, love it or hate it, emetic and migraine inducing works. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 307 - Guy Train 
Artwork 1 Title: Carmageddon 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 89 x 121 x 16 
Artwork 1 Medium: Expanding Foam, Gorilla Glue, Macaroni, Toys, Spray paint 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A battlefield of toys, spaffed onto an old beaten up frame. Toy cars appear to be zooming 
by as all manner of chaos unfolds in this energetic but tragic piece. Mad Max would be proud. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 307 - Guy Train 
Artwork 2 Title: Flutter 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42 x 42 x 10 
Artwork 2 Medium: Plastic Butterflies, Macaroni, Expanding Foam, Gorilla Glue, Spray paint 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Even Nature has become plasticised. Sickly butterflies gracefully sit on a bed of putrid 
materials. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 307 - Guy Train 
Artwork 3 Title: Archaic Hand 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84 x 59 
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage, Wallpaper, Spray paint, Acrylic paint, Resin 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by Prehistoric hand stencils. An oversized human hand, revealed only by the 
splattering of paint in a ceremonial way. Underneath the hand is a collage made up of brick wallpaper, digital 
coloured pixel sheets and ASCII text. The application of resin makes the piece feel as though it is a prehistoric 
mosquito trapped in amber, ready to be discovered in 30,000 years. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 307 - Guy Train 
Artwork 4 Title: Gunk 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 54 x 47 x 5 
Artwork 4 Medium: Expanding Foam, Gorilla Glue, Macaroni, Toys, Spray paint 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Toxic residue of an out of control consumer society springs to mind when viewing this piece. 
Lego and plastic insects appear to be oozing off the frame. If you scooped a net at the bottom of the Thames this is 
what you would expect to see once it returned to the surface. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID308 

Artist ID: 308 
 
Artist Name: Feng Jiang 
Website: https://www.jiangfeng-mine.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/jiangfeng_mine 
 
Artist Statement: The fundamental inspiration for my work is love, its beauty and complexity, while thematically, my 
work revolves around questions of gender, sexuality, sex, and race. Further, as an interdisciplinary artist, I turn to the 
tools offered by multiple media to enrich and deepen my works. I create artwork as a process for healing and 
questioning. Setting out to disrupt, I always want to create something different from what people have seen before 
by challenging social norms and our perceptions of them. I am trying to gather energy to create a healing space for 
people who endure discrimination. 
My process as an artist and creator is that I always wait to be inspired in/by life. I am always looking for new and 
innovative elements. Moreover, I draw on theory from academic and non-academic works and think hard because I 
expect myself to be not only an artist but also a thinker. 
The ideology of my works is "Family-unfriendly." 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 308 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 1 Title: U.S. (Unwholesome Shelter) ã€Œç¾Žã€•åœ‹ 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 27x40cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This series juxtaposes the torn and dirty USian flag with the naked bodies of all genders, 
races, sexuality, nationality, and cultural backgrounds to capture their vulnerability, emotions, and strength, 
critiquing the United States as the dreamland and shelter for all humans. Moreover, I am interested in the body, not 
some mainstream beauty. I encourage people all to model nude because I am not interested in censoring any 
specific body parts. If they are part of the body, they deserve to be seen/there. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 308 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 2 Title: U.S. (Unwholesome Shelter) ã€Œç¾Žã€•åœ‹ 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 27x40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This series juxtaposes the torn and dirty USian flag with the naked bodies of all genders, 
races, sexuality, nationality, and cultural backgrounds to capture their vulnerability, emotions, and strength, 
critiquing the United States as the dreamland and shelter for all humans. Moreover, I am interested in the body, not 
some mainstream beauty. I encourage people all to model nude because I am not interested in censoring any 
specific body parts. If they are part of the body, they deserve to be seen/there. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 308 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 3 Title: U.S. (Unwholesome Shelter) ã€Œç¾Žã€•åœ‹ 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 27x40cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This series juxtaposes the torn and dirty USian flag with the naked bodies of all genders, 
races, sexuality, nationality, and cultural backgrounds to capture their vulnerability, emotions, and strength, 
critiquing the United States as the dreamland and shelter for all humans. Moreover, I am interested in the body, not 
some mainstream beauty. I encourage people all to model nude because I am not interested in censoring any 
specific body parts. If they are part of the body, they deserve to be seen/there. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 308 - Feng Jiang 
Artwork 4 Title: U.S. (Unwholesome Shelter) ã€Œç¾Žã€•åœ‹ 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 40x27 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This series juxtaposes the torn and dirty USian flag with the naked bodies of all genders, 
races, sexuality, nationality, and cultural backgrounds to capture their vulnerability, emotions, and strength, 
critiquing the United States as the dreamland and shelter for all humans. Moreover, I am interested in the body, not 
some mainstream beauty. I encourage people all to model nude because I am not interested in censoring any 
specific body parts. If they are part of the body, they deserve to be seen/there. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID309 

Artist ID: 309 
 
Artist Name: Chrisie Nimenko 
Website: www.chrisienimenko.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/chrisienimenko 
 
Artist Statement: My work is inspired by the philosophy of "Momento Moriâ€•. Essentially, I am interested in 
capturing the transience of life as it passes, becoming aware our own human frailty and death, which is the only 
certainty in life. I use Still Life images combined with my own photographic compositions. My art focuses on mixed 
media: which I create by hand cutting and arranging compositions. My collages feature hand painted details, mark 
making and historic guilding techniques using 24 carat gold and inscriptions. Each piece explores the darkness of our 
psyche which counter balances with our lightness.  
My collages use contrasting dark and light images which include, botanical elements, astrological events intertwined 
with symbolism, flora and fauna. Butterflies and birds are a repeating theme which signify their ability to observe life 
from above. 
I have recently relaunched my website and have been invited to show my work in an Art Gallery in New York and 
Chennai in India. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 309 - Chrisie Nimenko 
Artwork 1 Title: The Golden Compass 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm x 78.5cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media with 24 carat gold leaf on supreme lustre photographic paper 300 gsm and 
Canford card 400 gsm 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This collage has 4 layers: Stormy Seas, Banquet, Sea Shells and a Library. Each layer 
symbolises a different aspect of life: weathering a stormy sea, nourishment, sea shells and the noises they make 
when you hold them to your ear and intellectual pursuits such as charting unexplored territories. 
The golden compass sits in the centre offering a point of view, depending on which direction you choose. The crab 
sits majestically with his protective shell which looks like a face and is known as 'Heikeganiâ€• in Japan as The 
Samurai Crab. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 309 - Chrisie Nimenko 
Artwork 2 Title: Parallel Universe 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 78cm x 78 cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media Collage with 24 carat gold leaf on supreme lustre photographic paper 300 gsm and 
mounted on canford card 400 gsm. 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This collage shows human figures gazing down at us, as if they are able to see everything we 
do. This piece explores the idea that there is a parallel universe that co-exists in a dimension close to our own world. 
Although the ethereal clouds represent the gateway into the world of the spirits, the figures above observe our lives 
below.  
The roses which surround the gold circle were photographed during lockdown and represent the fragility of life, in 
their partial states of decay. 
The circular composition is suspended on a dazzling circular bed of 24 carat gold. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 309 - Chrisie Nimenko 
Artwork 3 Title: Circular Universe 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 78cm x 78 cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media Collage with 22 carat white gold leaf on supreme lustre photographic paper 300 
gsm and mounted on canford card 400 gsm. 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This collage is a celebration of celestial angels which fly above us and offer protection. The 
blue skies represent endless days of summer and how quickly this passes. 
The circle of roses are arranged as jewelled objects which form a luxurious garland of flowers.The butterflies are 
hidden amongst the petals and symbolise metamorphosis and our own mortality. 
The central composition floats on a circle of white gold, which gives the illusion of movement. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 309 - Chrisie Nimenko 
Artwork 4 Title: Lyra's Cabinet 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 41cm x 81 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Mixed Media Collage with 22 carat white gold and 24 carat gold leaf on supreme lustre 
photographic paper 300 gsm and mounted on canford card 400 gsm. 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This collage explores the treasures collected by an Explorer and displayed majestically in an 
ebony cabinet. On either side is a sumptuous feast of oysters and tangerines, echoing the wealth and extravagance 
of the Merchants in the 16th Century. The gold key unlocks an imaginary spice cabinet hidden from view and were 
more valuable than gold. 
Butterflies are suspended in mid-air as if they are trapped inside. The miniaturist house boat on top of the cabinet is 
made from ivory and represents the smallness of our own world, due to the global pandemic. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID310 

Artist ID: 310 
 
Artist Name: Yiru Chen 
Website: https://yiru-chen.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/yiiiiiirrrrrru 
 
Artist Statement: With a background of fashion, I explored the healing effect of hand work during the process of self-
taught hand knitting, crocheting and hand-build ceramic. I am currently study in Royal College of Art and on my way 
to becoming a textile art therapist. 
Influenced by psychology, I keep exploring diversity of living being and human nature. With body dwells in 
"realityâ€•,my mind lives on a spiritual space with varieties of creatures, where is also my inspiration comes from. I 
started to build my imaginary world when I was little, it is a mirror that reflect the reality, my own perspective of 
how I see this world, also is the place to explore myself. The process of understanding myself is a painful one. I have 
to ask myself questions I never thought of, confront painful memories of my childhood, and lay bare parts of myself 
that I buried. Little by little, I begin to accept the answers to these questions and realise that I am weird, unique, but 
ultimately, complete. This is a feeling that I have never had before, and it is amazing. 
I am going back to the pain that I experienced in my childhood from my imaginary world and aim to pulling them into 
reality so I can dissect and understand each part. This is my healing process for dealing with the accumulated trauma 
of being different in a strict world. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 310 - Yiru Chen 
Artwork 1 Title: Self-Taught I 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Video: 01:17 / Bodysuit: 175cm x 50cm x 25cm Other objects: from 15cm x 12cm x 12cm 
(smallest) to 47cm x 45cm x 45cm (biggest) 
Artwork 1 Medium: cotton yarn, synthetic yarn, wool, stuffing / video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/308394792 
This project is the first part of 'Self-Taughtâ€•. It consists of a series of playful crocheted sculptures which are based 
on the lack of sexual education in China.  
There are many victims of the 'non-sex-educationâ€• laws in China. According to my research, the rates of sexual 
assault and rape in China are at its highest, and the numbers are much higher in reality, based on incomplete 
statistics. The laws against sexual education in schools perpetuates this ongoing problem. As well as the fact that the 
induced abortion rate in China is the highest in the world. 
Even though I have not experienced sexual violence, I do consider myself a victim of the non-sex education 
environment. I had no awareness of gender when I was young. I lived with my male cousin in early childhood, and 
we took showers together regularly. I remember thinking that mine just hadn't grown in yet.  
Things did not get better when I become older. 
There was no class about gender or sex at school, and no one spoke of it in my family (which is most common even 
now) and I was so confused and curious about it. 
'It is (male genital organ) similar to bananas or cucumbersâ€• a boy from my class told me. 
My imaginary brain started working: I naively imagined any clavate shaped thing as a male genital organ, while 
female breasts were bulbiform. 
Additionally, living under the backward idea that 'men are superior to womenâ€• prevalent in my hometown, my 
mom never allowed me to have a boyfriend throughout my entire school life, and always told me to not having sex 
with a guy until I married him. She would say ' You should conduct yourself in dignity and do not let them 'hurt' 
youâ€•. It was already not easy for me to trust people because of insecurity, so this idea rooted in my immature 
mind deeply. 
Now, I have become a feminist who is not only confused about my sexual orientation, but also has a deep-seated 
fear of sex. By making the entire project by myself, I tried to release my fears and misinterpretations, through the 
process of crocheting with yarn in vivid colors. And I made the sculptures in different sizes and shapes to show my 
naive childish imagination. 
The final result is an overall bodysuit with several soft sculptures that can be freely attached in different ways and in 
different combinations. I recorded a video of my performance wearing it, playing with the pieces as if I was an 
innocent child. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 310 - Yiru Chen 
Artwork 2 Title: Self-Taught II 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: For all four pieces: 12cm x 12cm x 12cm (approximately) 
Artwork 2 Medium: ceramic 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This project is the second part of 'Self-Taughtâ€• series. 
All pieces are surreal ceramic sculptures. 
The earliest ceramic culture dated back to 29,000 - 25,000 BCE, and were mostly related to body worship or 
Phallism. For example the famous Venue of DolnÃ VÄ›stonice, which shows a nude female figure, indicates the 
power of giving birth, and sex is the primal desire. 
I was born in China, which has one of the longest histories in the world, especially in ceramics and porcelain. At one 
time there was some degree of sex-education in the ancient China, however, time moves forward but society seems 
to be moving backward'people avoid talking about sex like the plague. 
I decided to use ceramic as the medium for this project, because on one side, clay is a primitive and natural material 
that belongs to mother earth. Clay allows me to express sex in a similar way as sex is a primal desire for human 
beings. On the other side, I create them all with modern twist and used vivid colours to indicate no matter how 
society develops and changes, our natural instincts cannot be changed. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 



 

  



 

Artist: 310 - Yiru Chen 
Artwork 3 Title: In N Out 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Video: 1:05 / Sculpture: 165cm x 90cm x 60cm (approximately) 
Artwork 3 Medium: cotton yarn, synthetic yarn, wool, recycled clothes, stuffing / video 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/308397371 
For this project I created a creature based on the duplicity of characteristics in human beings. 
People are multifaceted. They usually act differently in different situations, and that is how interesting human beings 
are. But sometimes it is also scary, because we may sense, but we never know what people really look like under 
their outer demeanour.  
I had a lot of unpleasant memories such as betrayal by my classmates who I thought were my good friends, also of a 
teacher in middle school hated me for reasons I didn't know, so she always found faults and punished me, but would 
always be nice to other students. There were so many things that caused me feelings of psychological trauma. And at 
that time, I trusted no one. 
In my mental world, those people were as evil as characters in a manga named 'Kiseijuu (Payasyte)â€•. They are 
monsters but hide their true face inside of human skin. These creatures hide themselves in crowds, waiting to kill 
and eat people when they are hungry, showing their true form at that time. 
I chose a man's suit as my ideal starting point because it is a symbol of people who are well-educated, decent and 
respectable in the minds of most. However, when they take off the suit, who knows what they would be? According 
to this idea, I altered the lining of the suit jacket. I combined recycled t-shirts and stuffing and I machine knitted part 
together and then mixed it with hand knitting and crocheted pieces. 
The final result is a wearable soft sculpture that is reversible. I made a video to show how it transforms and how 
different the behavior is when the same character wears the suit on the different sides. 
I also wore it and performed its function outdoors. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 310 - Yiru Chen 
Artwork 4 Title: Fantastic Creatures and Where to Find Them 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: Video: 0:22 and 1:02/ Coocoo, who lives in a rice steamer: 30cm x 30cm x 40cm / Click, who 
lives in the wall 52cm x 58cm x 8cm /Crunchy, who is a fried chicken box: 15cm x 21cm x 27cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: recycled fabric and yarns, beads, paper, rice steamer, plastic bag, switch/ video 
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/506176932 (trailer video) 
https://vimeo.com/418587947 
With the project I've titled 'Fantastic Creatures and Where to Find Them' I introduce some friends and characters 
from my inner world. The project consists of a series of mixed media sculptures and presents with a stop motion 
video. 
This project was completed during the first lockdown in the UK in 2020. 
I personally enjoyed lockdown very much, because I can avoid lots of unnecessary social interaction, filter 
overloaded information, have more time to get along with myself, as well as more chance to observe and experience 
life. 
It is not lonely for me to be alone at home, because there are many creatures that accompany me around. In fact, 
they hide themselves in various places all over my house, and they can only be found by observing and discovering 
them carefully. There are small creatures hidden behind the power switch, they will sneak out to play when there is 
no one; the fried chicken box shows its original face, and they will also want to eat something like us; a fairy l live in a 
rice steamer , in fact he is secretly cooking for me. 
There are also many inconveniences indeed. As an artist, I can neither use the studio nor the equipment, nor can I 
easily buy materials as before. So I can only focus more on the existing materials around me, such as fruit mesh-bags 
in the supermarket, recycled plastic bags and waste fabrics. Usually these things are often discarded by people, but 
they are invaluable when resources are lacking. As a craftswoman, I processed and transformed these humble 
materials, and used embroidery, beading and other techniques to give them 'valueâ€•, just like couture studios do. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue2 ID311 

Artist ID: 311 
 
Artist Name: Seema Mathew 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/seemamathew_ink 
 
Artist Statement: I'm a self-taught artist, here's my brief story. I grew up in India, where my family struggled 
financially, and as a result, also emotionally. Sketching was an escape from an intensely unhappy childhood. Due to 
familial pressure, I was unable to pursue an art degree, instead going into accounting, meant to be the foundation 
for financial security. Unable to fit into any corporate mould, I bounced from job to job, never holding one for long.  
In 2004 at 30, I got cancer, recovered, and carried on with that unfulfilled life. Then, in 2012, cancer struck again, a 
second deadly warning. This time I listened, gave up my job, and started painting full time.  
I started painting in oil, then one day, by accident I discovered the curious effect of ink on canvas. I spent the next 6 
years experimenting with this medium. 
In 2020, during a spring clean up, I found used xuan paper and packaging styrofoam that I'd saved, and the series 
"Ugly-Beautifulâ€• was born. From then on, I started experimenting with ink on xuan paper, adapting techniques 
that I had "inventedâ€• for canvas. Lately, I'm using water soluble graphite which has similar effect to ink but with a 
greater degree of control. 
The red/gold square/circle is my signature, a hybrid version of the traditional Chinese artist's name chop. 
My work is a daily meditation, inspired by the inner landscape of my soul. Often I reference the city, drawing 
inspiration from it's natural occurrences rather than it's concrete structures 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 311 - Seema Mathew 
Artwork 1 Title: Dear Styrofoam, 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 25 x 5 
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink on linen paper, styrofoam 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This series 'Ugly-Beautifulâ€• combines my passion for recycling with my love of ink. The 
main materials used are both recycled - the styrofoam was part of some packaging / the xuan paper had been used 
before to transfer ink on to canvas. Over the years, any 'wasteâ€• papers that were not too damaged were carefully 
preserved for potential future use. 
The styrofoam piece was restored with silicone putty and prepared with layers of acrylic paint and gesso. Then the 
rice paper painting was glued on carefully. The time and effort I spent on preparing this piece is my way of 
expressing gratitude to this item which could have easily been discarded without thought. Though this practice, I 
wanted to focus my attention on this overlooked object, and at the same time, reuse it in a beautiful way. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 311 - Seema Mathew 
Artwork 2 Title: A Vulnerable Permanence 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38 x 25 x 5 
Artwork 2 Medium: Ink and water soluble graphite on cotton paper, styrofoam 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This series 'Ugly-Beautifulâ€• combines my passion for recycling with my love of ink. The 
main materials used are both recycled - the styrofoam was part of some packaging / the xuan paper had been used 
before to transfer ink on to canvas. Over the years, any 'wasteâ€• papers that were not too damaged were carefully 
preserved for potential future use. 
The styrofoam piece was restored with silicone putty and prepared with layers of acrylic paint and gesso. Then the 
rice paper painting was glued on carefully. The time and effort I spent on preparing this piece is my way of 
expressing gratitude to this item which could have easily been discarded without thought. Though this practice, I 
wanted to focus my attention on this overlooked object, and at the same time, reuse it in a beautiful way. 
The second piece in this series, this time focusing on the contrasts between the two base materials - one could 
disintegrate beyond recognition in minutes with just a few cups of water....the other will stubbornly continue to exist 
for hundreds of years. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 311 - Seema Mathew 
Artwork 3 Title: Gravity Calling 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 56 x 56 
Artwork 3 Medium: Water soluble graphite on linen paper, mat board 
Artwork 3 Commentary: I started this series 'Curated Realityâ€• last year, it's a culmination of my love of looking at 
everyday objects and surfaces through a microscope. The abstract images and sheer visual poetry there has inspired 
me to create this series. 
Process: I make intuitive strokes with water soluble graphite on linen paper, then cut out the round sections, which 
are then carefully selected and adhered precisely to archival quality mat board. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 311 - Seema Mathew 
Artwork 4 Title: we let the light find us 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 52 x 70 
Artwork 4 Medium: Water soluble graphite on linen paper, mat board 
Artwork 4 Commentary: I started this series 'Curated Realityâ€• last year, it's a culmination of my love of looking at 
everyday objects and surfaces through a microscope. The abstract images and sheer visual poetry there has inspired 
me to create this series. 
Process: I make intuitive strokes with water soluble graphite on linen paper, then cut out the round sections, which 
are then carefully selected and adhered precisely to archival quality mat board. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 312 
 
Artist Name: Emma Sproat 
Website: www.emmasproat.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/Emma_Sproat 
 
Artist Statement: Emma Sproat is an artist and design activist across mixed contemporary media and design. 
Recently graduated from BA Design for Art Direction at UAL, she is currently based in London.  
She provides the grotesque and socially discarded with a platform to be shown openly and thought about intensely. 
Emma's primary desire is to make noise with her work.  
She determines to kindle thoughts and feelings of uneasiness, discontentment and disgust with her direct and raw 
narratives. Disturbing perhaps but real and unedited. By visually interpreting societal normalities with post-humanist 
philosophies in mind, she reveals the truth to those whose eyes and ears are blockaded. 
Her practice fuses tight with her beliefs and truths as an active and outspoken animal rights activist and ecofeminist. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 312 - Emma Sproat 
Artwork 1 Title: SCUM!', 2020 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital/Moving Image 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/425517625  
SCUM! creates a connection between Valarie Solanas' SCUM Manifesto (1967) and the accepted treatment of 
women and animals within society. 
The images shown within the film are of cattle crushes, a commonly used instrument to hold female animals 
restrictively within when they are to be inseminated. The particular images shown here are from cattle crushes for 
sale on eBay.  
I wanted to develop this film, not from my own tongue but that of a suspected male to highlight the disconnect 
between masculinity and intrinsically feminist language. Although, the manifesto itself welcomes an undiscovered 
level of absurdity as the language used is overtly derogatory and degrading towards men and mankind. Thus, this 
was purposeful as the SCUM Manifesto is satirically bi- ased. 
It is not until the very last few moments, that I un- cover my own physical identity to the viewer, strip- ping away the 
overlaid images of a misogynistic found film. 
I reveal my own identity at the very end of this chapter, exclaiming 'his own putrid self' 
to build upon the diasporic intensity of the film and to emphasize the uncustomary occurrence of a woman, 
inhabiting a masculine demeanour juxtaposed with a language that is inherently anti-male. My intention is to leave 
the viewer, in a state of disorientation, aligned with my own confusion of humanity and its treatment of women and 
non-humans alike. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 312 - Emma Sproat 
Artwork 2 Title: Is that you? The feminine mystique', 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital/Moving Image 
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/423600026 
Is that you? The feminine mystique is another moving image from the feminist text series 'SCUM!, 2020' is also 
featured in.  
Similarly to SCUM! this film is significantly likewise low fidelity and loosely unprocessed in its appearance. Featuring 
Betty Friedan's, The Feminine Mystique (1963) and exclusively the chapter titled The Crisis in Women's Identity, the 
ideology and actuality of essentialism and 'anatomy as woman's destiny' is shown approximate to the treatment of 
female dairy cows for milk. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 312 - Emma Sproat 
Artwork 3 Title: Perversion for sale'. 2020 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital/Moving Image 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/422771883 
Perversion for sale delves into the acutely unknown side of eBay, which is both highly accessible and easy to 
navigate. Juxtaposed against real industry footage of the cattle crush in use and an ironic, melancholic background 
song of, 'How do you like your eggs in the morning?'. Perversion for sale openly critises and considers the language, 
images and physical presence an instrument, such as a cattle crush, has upon the dimensions of eBay and its 
'customer'.  
Recognising the absurdity and delinquency of eBay supporting and'making a killing' off of instruments of pain and 
suffering such as a cattle crush, the work asks the viewer to consider their own awareness and perception of what is 
acceptable and what is not. Simultaneaously, asking the viewer to make a judgement as to whether this finding is 
socially and morally customary or complete insanity. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 312 - Emma Sproat 
Artwork 4 Title: Om Ma Hung'. 2019 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 4 Medium: Digital/Moving Image 
Artwork 4 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/387379430 
Deception and deceit. This film captures the final moments of pigs, roughly around 6 months old before they enter 
the slaughterhouse and are killed for 'pork' through the eyes of forgotten activists, the consumer and its apprentices. 
This film seeks to share the final moments of these animals before they are slaughtered- rare moment many, who 
consume meat will never see nor think about in their lifetimes.  
Accompanied by a simple buddhist mantra prayer, Om Ah Hung Benza Guru Pema Siddhi Hung, I have constructed 
this film to explore the connection between the life and death pigs from the slaughterhouse to dinner table plates 
and the contradiction of speciesism with society today. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 313 
 
Artist Name: Louisa Flost 
Website: www.louisaflost.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: My work explores the borders that separate innocence and knowledge, safety and danger, 
strength and weakness and humour and seriousness. This tension often edges into themes of transformation; 
investigating the joy and sadness of change. This process is mirrored in the way the paint is applied, sometimes 
messy and other times clean and controlled. Girlhood is used as the lens for which these contrasts and juxtapositions 
play within the work. This also acts as the entry point for my colour palette, which I use as a device to imply security 
and innocence within my paintings. The text, titles and imagery hint to the viewer a desire to uncover purpose, 
reason and understanding for life's big questions. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 313 - Louisa Flost 
Artwork 1 Title: dinosauria betrayals 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 210 x 150 cms 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2021 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 313 - Louisa Flost 
Artwork 2 Title: mutiny 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 192 x 150 cms 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: 2020 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 313 - Louisa Flost 
Artwork 3 Title: accidental rebel 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 238 x 150 cms 
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage, acrylic and pencil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: 2020 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 313 - Louisa Flost 
Artwork 4 Title: adventurina club 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 168 x 115 cms 
Artwork 4 Medium: Collage and acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: 2020 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 314 
 
Artist Name: K. Bumbag 
Website: www.kbumbag.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: K. Bumbag is a UK based artist whose work is a mixture of introspective self-portraits and 
expansive wallpapers that touch on, chart, document and satirise the changing human condition and geopolitical 
landscape around us. Whilst the subjects and themes of the work remain fluid they are underscored with a series of 
pervasive ideas and motifs. 
Much of the work focuses on the playful drifting of identity. This looks at the disconnect between the animal and 
modern civilized person; literally and in abstract; physical and metaphysical. The dialogue between the modern and 
medieval brain; the conscious and subconscious; posited realities outside of human sense perception. A posterior 
perturbation pervades the work often dreamlike, sometimes sinister.  
The process of creation becomes the journey- an exploration and entity in itself. With the autobiographical, self-
portraiture this becomes a window into the physical, spiritual unknown, physically unconscious internal self; the 
privations of the mind and the metaphysical.  
Larger political pieces plunder the partially informed indeterminate soup of contemporary western society and are 
tinged with the vagaries of the mind and dream revelation myths of past and present. These often combine 
snapshots of dark and cynical persona residue with an equally frivolous sense of play and humour. The composition 
of multiple portraiture pieces ape tapestries of old and the repetitious block patterning of wall papers through the 
ages. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 314 - K. Bumbag 
Artwork 1 Title: Fungus Paper 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x120x2cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and mixed media on linen 
Artwork 1 Commentary:  
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 314 - K. Bumbag 
Artwork 2 Title: Dancing in the Rain 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 152.5x137.5x2cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and mixed media on linen 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 314 - K. Bumbag 
Artwork 3 Title: Trump Druck 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152.4x116.8x2cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil and mixed media on linen 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 314 - K. Bumbag 
Artwork 4 Title: Piu-Piu 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 145x115x2cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Oil and mixed media on linen 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 315 
 
Artist Name: Glen Ogden 
Website: www.glenthemaker.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/glenthemaker 
 
Artist Statement: I have a socially engaged practice that explores the role of the working man in historic and 
contemporary society, through performance and film - imbued with a sculptural understanding of space, time and 
locality. I seek to emphasise the work, rest, work, rest mantra of our time, through repetitive and cyclical structures 
that evidence the physical manifestation of humans as tools.  
I explore social and political theory whilst conducting investigations into behavioural economics; to pose questions 
of whether money is, and should be, our only motivation in the workplace. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 315 - Glen Ogden 
Artwork 1 Title: Sand Shifter Vol.3 (2020) 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Adjustable to Monitor. 
Artwork 1 Medium: Filmed Performance 
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://youtu.be/HN4PSwj32bw 
'Sand Shifters Vol.3' (2020) explores the motion of orbiting as a physical manifestation of 'Humans as Tools' 
furthering this commentary on the cyclical nature of work through an endurance performance. The Performance 
consists of four workers in slightly varying overalls that deliver a sense of uniform and order. They enter the 
industrially charged space of Armley Silk Mill. A hessian sandbag suspended in the centre is complemented with 
instruments of industry such as a lifting hook, Buckets, a Ladder and squeegees that cumulatively deliver the 
atmosphere of manual labour in working Britain. 
Each Worker takes position around the industrial centre point; the worker at the bottom of the bag removes the 
handkerchief that has been stuffed into the hole in the bag referencing the act of clocking in. As the Machine-like 
operation begins, The division of labour evident only enhances the endurance and repetitive essence of the work 
bringing thought to the cyclical nature of employment, the monotony of day to day living and the repetition that can 
be found in all our lives. 
The performance is intended to be displayed as a film due to the scale and logistical issues involved in a continuous 
live performance. It would require a monitor, Media Player and Headphones that I can supply myself. 
However, I'm more than happy to work towards resolving these issues to display it as a performance. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 315 - Glen Ogden 
Artwork 2 Title: Would You Like Fries With That? (2020) 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 250 x 250 x 40cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Would You like Fries With That?' (2020) serves as a shrine to the state of modern 
production and hyper consumption. It consists of 14 used McDonald's fry boxes composed in a form without a start 
or finish. A cyclical composition of the mundane, eerily suspended, where corporate waste reclaims its significance 
through a re-enchanted function as a relic or artefact.  
This piece differs from my other work, being a personal account of my working experience at McDonald's as a means 
to fund my art practice. It provides insight to an unseen process; exploring the contrasted relationship between 
employee and consumer, a relationship that has always been apparent and of interest to me. The work makes this a 
focal point; opposing the acutely precise branding with raw and unfiltered aspects of the company, such as it's 
waste, exaggerated through intricate details on the work, QR codes, WRIN numbers and off-centred printing 
registrations. There's this honest transparency about the work that demystifies the consumers experience. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 315 - Glen Ogden 
Artwork 3 Title: After You Vol.2 (2021) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Adjustable to Monitor. 
Artwork 3 Medium: Filmed Performance 
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://youtu.be/flxxRld_EHs 
'After You Vol.2' (2021) consists of two performers resuming their laboursome roles as our protagonists, isolated 
from the world inside a 6ft tall cube composed of 8 panes of acetate. They mimic the actions of window cleaners, 
working tirelessly to fulfil an incompletable task with an abundance of enthusiasm and drive for the endurance of 
the task at hand.  
The use of the cube serves as a physical barrier between performer and viewer and refers to the workers as a caged 
animal at a zoo, exploring the boundaries between work and theatre through entertainment, amusement, and a 
commercial focus. This parallel is only deepened by the repetitive essence and cyclical orbiting inherent in the piece. 
Drawing attention to work as our existence, adjusting our body clocks to the needs of our job role and employers; 
taking priority over the sun.  
Window cleaners move from window to window; 'After You Vol.2' (2021) operates in specified parameters, allowing 
for the output of the futile process to gather at the feet of the performers as a physical measurement of progression. 
Obvious in the performance is the notion of exaggerated emotional labour, through the embodiment of boisterous 
personas and mannerisms. 
The performers put on a show where the visual aesthetic of synchronicity creates a contrast with the mundanity of 
work; cumulatively delivering an overwhelming sense of exhaustion within the satirical cycle. The cold nature and 
isolation of the working environment present translates as a farming of forced human labour, referencing the worker 
as the battery for the maintenance and development of society. 
The performance is intended to be displayed as a film due to the scale and logistical issues involved in a continuous 
live performance. It would require a monitor, Media Player and Headphones that I can supply myself. 
However, I'm more than happy to work towards resolving these issues to display it as a performance. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 315 - Glen Ogden 
Artwork 4 Title: A to B (2020) 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 100 x 100 x 4cm Per Canvas 
Artwork 4 Medium: Sculpture 
Artwork 4 Commentary: A to B' (2020) focuses on the logistics industry; more specifically materials with mileage and 
is a part of a series of materials of industry stretched onto stretcher frames; blurring the lines between painting and 
sculpture. It provides an insightful critique of the mystification of art in the white cube setting; Shifting the focus 
from the artwork onto the unseen process (transportation) that enables the experience to exist. 
The lorry tarpaulin has been appropriated from a marketing campaign that travelled tens of thousands of miles 
around the UK. 
Due to the size restriction I would be displaying two of the sculptural canvases rather than the three shown in the 
image. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID316 

Artist ID: 316 
 
Artist Name: Luigi Pirastu 
Website:  
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Horse series it's a recent project (started in 2020). It's born and influenced by a private collection of 
horse sculptures (modern/contemporary artists and some historical).  
From a clean and archaic representation, formally the sculptures look as natural stones smoothed by the sea.  
Searching the essence in the absence the anatomy goes in overshadow; it looses part of the body; takes de-forming 
proportions. 
It's the gesture, sometimes unnatural, a little human, to be the predominant. 
After centuries with the humans the horses are finally free, enjoying, acting in the nature 
All sides are visible. It's possible to handle it and change position in the base (I chose a cylinder, like a column) 
The sculptures here proposed are posed in a dedicated base. A soft light to complete the scene. The base/support 
with a colored fiber optical light become a part of the work and integrate them in the small scene.  
The final result is an alternative vision of the equestrian sculpture 
p.s. Thanks for the postponed deadline I had the time to end and to include also my last work : "Horse Dipping" from 
the "mirror series". 
The spirit of the statement doesn't change. In the "mirror series", instead the light, the mirror simulate the water 
and reflect the sculpture giving him a complete visibility. This permit to have a support more generous for bigger 
horses. The sculpture is enfilade but removable from the base (like all presented) and could be setting up in a 
illuminated lucite (like the Horse Dip). 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 316 - Luigi Pirastu 
Artwork 1 Title: Horse Dip 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 10x9x5 
Artwork 1 Medium: stone 
Artwork 1 Commentary: A black horse dipping to the sea - "Pebble series" 
Horse in black polished stone; support in illuminated lucite; base/light in inox (dark grey painted) 
highness variable depending of the base. optimized at 1,15m 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 316 - Luigi Pirastu 
Artwork 2 Title: Déjeuner sur l'erbe 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 25x12x12 
Artwork 2 Medium: stone 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Horse sitting in illuminated white gras - "Pebble series" 
Horse in red polished stone; support in withe plastic with green fiber glass; withe base in white painted inox 
highness variable depending of the base. optimized at 1,15m, 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 316 - Luigi Pirastu 
Artwork 3 Title: Resting in the gras 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25x12x12 
Artwork 3 Medium: stone 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Horse sitting in illuminated black gras - "Pebble series" 
Horse in cream polished stone; black support in plastic with green fiber glass; base in black painted inox 
highness variable depending of the base. optimized at 1,15m, 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 316 - Luigi Pirastu 
Artwork 4 Title: Horse dipping 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30x30x10 
Artwork 4 Medium: stone 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Horse dipping to the water - "Mirror series" 
Horse in grey/cream polished stone; base in lucite over a mirror 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 317 
 
Artist Name: Alyson Minkley 
Website: www.alysonminkley.co.uk/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/alysonminkley 
 
Artist Statement: Bath Spa MA Fine Art graduate 2020, Minkley originally trained in Sculpture at Kingston in the late 
80s. After an early career in environment & community arts, Minkley taught Art & Design in secondary & further 
education until her recent return to professional practice.  
Her work holds tension between traditional solid-state materials & transience in contemporary digital media. 
Themes include paradox of didactic systems in an age-of-information, political & social manipulation through media 
& education, challenging social-constructs & cataloguing embodied social anthropology. As antithesis to working in 
secondary education & with an inescapable lens of dyspraxia, Minkley advocates curiosity, play & interaction, testing 
ideas, questioning boundaries & connecting cross-discipline; this is evident both as outcome & process. Art as a 
vehicle to engender dialogue is recurrent throughout all projects. 
Socially-engaged, experiential & contemporarily topical, Minkley works cross-discipline with dialogue & embodiment 
as enduring methodologies. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 317 - Alyson Minkley 
Artwork 1 Title: Datafield 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A 
Artwork 1 Medium: Video 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Datafield is cross-discipline co-created performance for video: 
https://vimeo.com/456256917 
Re-personifying abstract data in an existential matrix investigating conflicting feelings of alienation & pre-destiny 
experienced in the paradoxical relationship between didactic education & overwhelm of virtual information systems.  
Costumes use survey data on confidence in different areas of life. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 317 - Alyson Minkley 
Artwork 2 Title: Human Murmuration 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200x200x200 
Artwork 2 Medium: AV immersive installation 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Human Murmuration deconstructs & reconstructs the Zoom screen wrapping the 'virtual 
worldâ€• around the viewer, contained within a white cube space, illuminated like a virtual Rubix cube.  
The immersive installation references origins of mathematical algorithms that drive our social media feed in 
communication between flocking starlings. Social influencer phrases taken from bot posts are passed between 
performers in choral formations of call-and-response & perpetual cannons, parodying the manipulative capability of 
social media when used by companies like Cambridge Analytica.  
Installation: https://vimeo.com/459976819 
Screen: https://vimeo.com/456149861 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 317 - Alyson Minkley 
Artwork 3 Title: Haptic Traces (Exposed) 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x40 
Artwork 3 Medium: Performance drawing video & printed image 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Haptic Traces printed image QR code link: https://vimeo.com/418512536 
Work explores flattening & fragmenting space & time, in a literal interpretation of the relationship between 
dimensions. Recoding the body's sphere of operation in Peter's projection view, drawing-in-the-round to record 
body movement, dancing in lockdown social isolation, as the antithesis to the lens of static life drawing. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 317 - Alyson Minkley 
Artwork 4 Title: Body As Evidence 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 80x120x40 
Artwork 4 Medium: Cast ceramic with acrylic furniture 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Body As Evidence critically reanalyses constraints of fixed clothing sizes based on an 
idealised ratio of female body measurements.  
Exploring properties of clay & ceramic, contrasting pliability & stretch with rigidity & fragility, reflecting the physical 
& emotional states of the body & mind at different stages in life. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 318 
 
Artist Name: Sofia Chitikov 
Website: www.sofiachitikov.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/sofiasartlab 
 
Artist Statement: The style of my work reflects my love for the unexpected. It drives me to push the limits of what 
can be done with traditional materials and techniques and how they can be integrated in non-traditional ways. My 
goals is to bring an element of surprise to my work that in turn can facilitate curiosity and exploration of ideas in 
unconventional ways. Ultimately, it is about opening up to possibilities and freeing the mind from the trappings of 
how things ought to be. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 318 - Sofia Chitikov 
Artwork 1 Title: Magic Carpet Ride 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 64X64X18 
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint, resin, glass, plaster 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is inspired by the symbolism of magic flying carpet, not as a fantastical mode of 
transportation but rather a "ride" through the subconscious universe. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 318 - Sofia Chitikov 
Artwork 2 Title: Glaciers on Titan 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 71X46X15 
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic paint, resin, mirror, plaster, glass 
Artwork 2 Commentary: A lot of my work is inspired by space. This piece imagines glaciers on Titan, the biggest 
moon of Saturn. Titan is the only known place besides Earth known to have liquid in the form of rivers, lakes and 
seas on the surface. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 318 - Sofia Chitikov 
Artwork 3 Title: Eons long hallucination 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50X50X8 
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic paint, glass, resin on wood panel 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece was inspired by a theory that the universe or the universal consciousness 
imagined itself into existence. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 318 - Sofia Chitikov 
Artwork 4 Title: Dopamine II 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 30.5X30.5X4 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic paint, glass, resin on wood panel 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This piece is a representation of how it might feel during a dopamine spike. Dopamine is a 
neurotransmitter that among other things is responsible for the feelings of pleasure and excitement. 
Artwork 4 Image:  
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Artist ID: 319 
 
Artist Name: Andreas Spiliotopoulos 
Website: www.aspiliotopoulos.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/aspiliotopoulos.art 
 
Artist Statement: My name is Andreas Spiliotopoulos. I am an architect and an artist.  
All my adult life i have been fighting about my role as a man and growing up. Trapped in my struggles i depict in my 
paintings the conflict of what I should or hoped i would become. A super hero? A strong wrestler fighting my 
enemies? A Provider? A hero? A villain? By using the toys and the heroes of my youth i try to see if the youngster 
became a man or i am lost in perpetual boyhood. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 319 - Andreas Spiliotopoulos 
Artwork 1 Title: green people 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 200x150cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The superhero toy of my youth which dominates the painting holding the dog i had as a boy. 
Dark menacing green people overlook with no emotion, judging. Am i still holding on to the past, to the youth of 
dreams and games? Never wanting the responsibilities of manhood? Of family? Woman with child in mid air, like a 
holy mother in the distance, never really approaching, just forever hovering away from the hero toy. But is he a hero 
or just a toy. Surrendered in eternal play. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 319 - Andreas Spiliotopoulos 
Artwork 2 Title: wrestler 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x200cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Fighting amongst the crowd of beach goers but never really anybody noticing the drama 
unfolding. Nobody caring about the wrestlers struggle to perform, to entertain, to win. Only the children's bouncy in 
the distance really noticing the on going action. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 319 - Andreas Spiliotopoulos 
Artwork 3 Title: dino-beach 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150X200cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Playing on the beach, lost in the world of a youngsters toys, away from everything and 
everyone. Enjoying the game with only child like thoughts crossing the players mind. But the fruit is an object of lust 
overpowering the youthful thoughts of irresponsibility. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 319 - Andreas Spiliotopoulos 
Artwork 4 Title: monkey bussiness 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 150x200cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Like a savage surrendered to his urges he eats raw meat. The toy chimp -ufo has invaded his 
life stealing all that is most precious. But does he care? Does he care that the toys invade and dominate his world 
thus staying a boy forever? 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID320 

Artist ID: 320 
 
Artist Name: Kwesi Awotwi 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/kwesi_awotwi_ 
 
Artist Statement: Hello my name is Kwesi Awotwi, I am a london based Artist coming from a fine art background and 
of recently diving into the realm of modernart expressionism. The pieces I have submitted are all works I have done 
over the years, experimenting with different mediums and subject matters, which are dear to me from childhood to 
now. Each piece was a achievement discovering myself as an artist, and learning how to express my own voice from 
my brush strokes to my clay handling. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 320 - Kwesi Awotwi 
Artwork 1 Title: Self Portrait 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: A2 42.0 x 59.4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media , Pastels, Pen , Pencil and chalkcoal 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is my first self portrait using mixed media. I had a lot of fun exggerating my head 
proportions but still capturing my overall likenes. It was fun to try different mediums on top of each other to get a 
sense and feel of my flesh tones. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 320 - Kwesi Awotwi 
Artwork 2 Title: Micky Mouse Telephone 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 9x12 22.9 x 30.5cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Painting 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is an oil painting of a childhood souvenir I got from florida disney world. Just looking at 
this painting takes me back to the year 2000 when my parents suprised me and brother that we were going America 
for a holiday. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 320 - Kwesi Awotwi 
Artwork 3 Title: Mare Street Landscape 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 9x12 22.9 x 30.5cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil Painting 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is a oil painting of mare street central Hackney which is my home town where I spent 
most of my life growing up. I have always found the character of Hackney intriguing from its vibrant diverse 
community and busy noisy traffic streets. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 320 - Kwesi Awotwi 
Artwork 4 Title: Portrait Sculpture 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 57.2 cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Water based clay 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This is a sculpture study I did a while back. I am proud of this piece because i did not rely on 
accurate measurements. I just went for it with my gut and used my eyes to capture the essence of the model. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID321 

Artist ID: 321 
 
Artist Name: Ceyda Oskay 
Website: www.ceydaoskay.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/ceyda.oskay.art 
 
Artist Statement: Ceyda Oskay is an artist who works across various media around themes of migration, site, and 
history. Her art is influenced by her background in humanitarian work. She is also a social-practice artist, often 
making healing clothes, or interactive work such as ink paintings from collected soot, or collecting lullabies from uber 
drivers. Much of her practice is also experimental and ephemeral - such as mozzarella sculptures. She is a graduate 
of the Royal College of Art, and was recently in India on an artist residency/teaching post. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 321 - Ceyda Oskay 
Artwork 1 Title: Memories in tide 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 5x7x3 
Artwork 1 Medium: print on oyster shell 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a series of work of prints made on shells collected off Sheppy Island. The work was a 
mediation on the history of the island and it's role during WWII. The oyster print also references the way nature can 
both transform and hold evidence and memory, and even sound. The other shells in the series have military 
pillboxes printed on them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 321 - Ceyda Oskay 
Artwork 2 Title: Male Nude 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x70cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The work is a meditation on race. The artist explores this through an exploration of color. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 321 - Ceyda Oskay 
Artwork 3 Title: The Dromedary has one Hump, the Bactrian has Two. 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: as shown - large installation, but the photo is approx a3 size. 
Artwork 3 Medium: installation - digging on the ground 
Artwork 3 Commentary: Photo of an installation : photo of detail: Map of the outline of the Arabian Sea, dug into a 
field at the Veer Narmad South Gujarat University in Surat.  
The work was made in relation to the connections between India and Arabia, at a time of heightened conflict against 
Muslims in India. Conversely, poor working conditions are common in the Gulf Arab countries.  
It was accompanied by paper airplanes that had lists of common words between Arabic, Turkish Hindi, and Gujarati.  
It was an attempt to meditate on the longstanding commonalities across the cultures and geography of the Arabian 
Sea. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 321 - Ceyda Oskay 
Artwork 4 Title: Sleepdust: Uber drivers singing Lullabies 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: as shown (panels approx. 2m x 2m) 
Artwork 4 Medium: sound and textile installation 
Artwork 4 Commentary: The project came about when I broke my leg and had to take Ubers to the Migration 
Museum where I was installing an exhibition for my art residency. I had conversations with the Uber drivers about 
migration, which resulted in my compiling lullabies I asked them to sing in different languages in the car during the 
journey.  
The sound link for the lullabies can be accessed at :  
https://soundcloud.com/user-152791266/lullaby_mix_6june2019/s-OftdhCnLLfg 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID322 

Artist ID: 322 
 
Artist Name: Ricardo Sommer 
Website:  
IG: www.instagram.com/ricardosommer_ 
 
Artist Statement: My work translates my experience exploring spirituality. Through representations of people 
interacting with everyday objects and an environment difficult to reach or grasp, I seek to represent the first 
moment of spiritual awakening that shall become rituals in the future. 
Inspired by Carl Jung and the Brazilian syncretic religions, my artworks are a process of investigating my 
contemporary experiences that, although ordinary, demonstrate an innate relationship with rituals and superstitions 
of time immemorial found in all the different cultures that live through the Brazilian people. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 322 - Ricardo Sommer 
Artwork 1 Title: Cruzando 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 46X61 
Artwork 1 Medium: watercolour on paper 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This self-portrait demonstrates the connection between the spiritual and the material 
world; the signs and conflicts between worlds so distant and yet close. The artwork was inspired by photographs 
from the beginning of the spiritualist movement, where supposedly spirits and ectoplasm were recorded. The title, 
'Cruzandoâ€•, means trespassing, alluding to the process of crossing between different planes of consciousness. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 322 - Ricardo Sommer 
Artwork 2 Title: Tumulto 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 46X61 
Artwork 2 Medium: watercolour on paper 
Artwork 2 Commentary: The painting is called 'Tumultoâ€•, meaning turmoil or tumult. It portrays a single event 
happening in different planes of reality. The material being is being hidden by pieces of paper that form a mask, 
while an immaterial world is present with vibrant color around it. 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 322 - Ricardo Sommer 
Artwork 3 Title: W 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 46X61 
Artwork 3 Medium: watercolour on paper 
Artwork 3 Commentary: The everyday act of bathing retains the spiritual power of purification. The painting was 
conceptualized in a time where I lived in pure isolation from society with my husband in the countryside of 
Luxembourg. The place was surrounded by nature as well as religious fragments: old closed chapels, a small 
graveyard, crosses in the middle of the forest. This ambient influenced heavily my recent artworks. 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 322 - Ricardo Sommer 
Artwork 4 Title: gruta 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 61X46 
Artwork 4 Medium: watercolour on paper 
Artwork 4 Commentary:  
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID323 

Artist ID: 323 
 
Artist Name: Nadine Persaud 
Website: www.nadineetc.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/nadinepersaud 
 
Artist Statement:  
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 323 - Nadine Persaud 
Artwork 1 Title: DISTRACTION: THE FUNCTION 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image is the central image that binds my MA Major Project 'Distraction' together. The 
first part of the body of work is a response to the racially-driven murders of innocent Americans which fuelled the 
Black Lives Matter movement of 2020. The second considers my own personal reaction to the rise of the BLM 
movement and its after effects on the Black community in the UK. It considers the idea of the connection between 
African diasporas, exploring the deep links between Black communities across the world. The full project can be 
viewed here: www.nadineetc.com/distraction 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 323 - Nadine Persaud 
Artwork 2 Title: DISTRACTION: CHRISTIAN 2020 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image is the taken from my 2021 MA Major Project 'Distraction' . Considering the 
experience of Christian Cooper in Central Park, this is part of a body of work is a response to the racially-driven 
murders of innocent Americans which fuelled the Black Lives Matter movement of 2020. The second part of 
Distraction, considers my own personal reaction to the rise of the BLM movement and its after effects on the Black 
community in the UK. It considers the idea of the connection between African diasporas, exploring the deep links 
between Black communities across the world. The full project can be viewed here: www.nadineetc.com/distraction 
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 323 - Nadine Persaud 
Artwork 3 Title: DISTRACTION: BREONNA 2020 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: This image is the taken from my 2021 MA Major Project 'Distraction' . Considering the 
experience of Breonna Taylor, this is part of a body of work is a response to the racially-driven murders of innocent 
Americans which fuelled the Black Lives Matter movement of 2020. The second part of Distraction, considers my 
own personal reaction to the rise of the BLM movement and its after effects on the Black community in the UK. It 
considers the idea of the connection between African diasporas, exploring the deep links between Black 
communities across the world. The full project can be viewed here: www.nadineetc.com/distraction 
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 323 - Nadine Persaud 
Artwork 4 Title: DISTRACTION: GEORGE 2020 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: n/a 
Artwork 4 Medium: Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: This image is the taken from my 2021 MA Major Project 'Distraction' . Considering the 
experience of George Floyd, this is part of a body of work is a response to the racially-driven murders of innocent 
Americans which fuelled the Black Lives Matter movement of 2020. The second part of Distraction, considers my 
own personal reaction to the rise of the BLM movement and its after effects on the Black community in the UK. It 
considers the idea of the connection between African diasporas, exploring the deep links between Black 
communities across the world. The full project can be viewed here: www.nadineetc.com/distraction 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID324 

Artist ID: 324 
 
Artist Name: Kyungchan Jung 
Website: www.kyungchanjung.com 
IG:  
 
Artist Statement: Kyungchan Jung is an emerging contemporary photographer who lives and works in London. He 
holds BA Fine Art degree from Goldsmiths College and currently he is studying photography in his MA course at 
Royal College of Art. He has tried different types of photography from traditional photography to experimental 
photography. 
His work is closely related to human's activity. However, he doesn't show directly his intention through his work, 
rather he shows indirectly, choosing a poetic way.  
Before the pandemic, he had focused on the relation between nature and human in terms of anthropocene. Also he 
had investigated the impact of technology in positive and negative perspectives.  
Since the pandemic, his interest has been towards a new normal life. He is now currently making a series of work, 
focusing on the objective fact, the coronavirus and pandemic from which all the people in the world suffer.  
He believes that his current life and his work can be an example of not all but almost modern people's life. Also, as 
mentioned above, he continuously thinks about the technology and its usage in new normal life. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 324 - Kyungchan Jung 
Artwork 1 Title: Grey - Camden Market 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x70cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: C-type print Photography 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The idea of this fossil-like series of work starts thinking about the end of the world through 
the pandemic. Considering the story of the end of world, a theory of quantum mechanics came into my mind. It is 
'anti-matter' theory. According to physician Paul Dirac, every particles can have their anti-particle with the same 
mass but exactly opposite in every other way. If they come into contact, they will annihilate everything including and 
surrounding themselves. Borrowing his theory, these images were made by colliding two opposite images in 
Photoshop. I made an anti-image(inverted one) and I crashed two images. If they totally overlap each other, the 
image will become 'neutral greyâ€• which means 'zeroâ€• in digital world. Also it means the end of world in my 
story. The subject of images are closely related to culture that human achieved. Thus, It is my memory but many 
people's memory as well. 
Camden Market is the famous designed market in London. Every week, here is always packed with a wide range of 
people in terms of age, race, and nationality. They sell very different types of materials and foods from all over the 
world. It is a symbol of localised tourist attraction and its power to draw people. This market has fed through the 
domestic and local economy. 
Artwork 1 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 324 - Kyungchan Jung 
Artwork 2 Title: Grey - Disney Land 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x70cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: C-type print Photography 
Artwork 2 Commentary: Disney Land is always filled with a wide range of people, in terms of age, race, nationality. 
Especially, here is the place that inspires dream and hope into children from all over the world. Even considering the 
term "Kidult", Disney Land is special place for adult as well. There, all different people have different dream and 
hope, forgetting the reality that they faced and will face. 
The idea of this fossil-like series of work starts thinking about the end of the world through the pandemic. 
Considering the story of the end of world, a theory of quantum mechanics came into my mind. It is 'anti-matter' 
theory. According to physician Paul Dirac, every particles can have their anti-particle with the same mass but exactly 
opposite in every other way. If they come into contact, they will annihilate everything including and surrounding 
themselves. Borrowing his theory, these images were made by colliding two opposite images in Photoshop. I made 
an anti-image(inverted one) and I crashed two images. If they totally overlap each other, the image will become 
'neutral greyâ€• which means 'zeroâ€• in digital world. Also it means the end of world in my story. The subject of 
images are closely related to culture that human achieved. Thus, It is my memory but many people's memory as 
well. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 
  



 

Artist: 324 - Kyungchan Jung 
Artwork 3 Title: Grey - El Clasico 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90x70cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: C-type print Photography 
Artwork 3 Commentary: FC Barcelona's rival match with Real Madrid is closely related with their civil war and 
history. Their stadium can seat over 100,000 at once. Why are 100,00 people are there? It is world-wide famous 
events. It might be no longer available to see the match at the stadium with like minded people. It is different type of 
religion for people and also a cash cow for economy. 
The idea of this fossil-like series of work starts thinking about the end of the world through the pandemic. 
Considering the story of the end of world, a theory of quantum mechanics came into my mind. It is 'anti-matter' 
theory. According to physician Paul Dirac, every particles can have their anti-particle with the same mass but exactly 
opposite in every other way. If they come into contact, they will annihilate everything including and surrounding 
themselves. Borrowing his theory, these images were made by colliding two opposite images in Photoshop. I made 
an anti-image(inverted one) and I crashed two images. If they totally overlap each other, the image will become 
'neutral greyâ€• which means 'zeroâ€• in digital world. Also it means the end of world in my story. The subject of 
images are closely related to culture that human achieved. Thus, It is my memory but many people's memory as 
well. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 324 - Kyungchan Jung 
Artwork 4 Title: Grey - Water Lilies 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90x70cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: C-type print Photography 
Artwork 4 Commentary: The series of Monet's Water Lilies, one of the famous paintings, is my famous painting. I can 
never forget the first moment when I saw the Walter Lilies in person. If I have choose what I want to de before die, I 
would like to see it. Is there any painting more famous in the world? Is there any painting as beloved as Monet's 
Water Lilies? 
The idea of this fossil-like series of work starts thinking about the end of the world through the pandemic. 
Considering the story of the end of world, a theory of quantum mechanics came into my mind. It is 'anti-matter' 
theory. According to physician Paul Dirac, every particles can have their anti-particle with the same mass but exactly 
opposite in every other way. If they come into contact, they will annihilate everything including and surrounding 
themselves. Borrowing his theory, these images were made by colliding two opposite images in Photoshop. I made 
an anti-image(inverted one) and I crashed two images. If they totally overlap each other, the image will become 
'neutral greyâ€• which means 'zeroâ€• in digital world. Also it means the end of world in my story. The subject of 
images are closely related to culture that human achieved. Thus, It is my memory but many people's memory as 
well. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 



 

 Catalogue2 ID325 

Artist ID: 325 
 
Artist Name: Grazyna Wikierska 
Website: https://www.grazynawikierska.com/ 
IG: www.instagram.com/grazyna.wikierska 
 
Artist Statement: I like choosing all kinds of media to tell a story. Stories from my life, memories and subconscious. 
Everything is like a dream or an illusion to me. Throughout the creating process I observe a plot of my mind. Projects 
are afterimages of dying story-lines which I let go. It gives me an incredible imagination and inventiveness to explore 
myself and others. Painting has become a source of meditation. 
Main topics in my art are past, disappearance, transparency, "tiny fissures in the continuous catastrophe". 
Reflections on human condition & criticism of the mainstream. At the same time there are glimpses of beauty in 
everyday life I try to capture. As an outsider I take the role of crazy jester who is able to laugh at the absurdities of 
modern life. I seem to balance between two aspects of life: suffering & happiness, beauty & ugliness, but very often 
I'd like to blur the boundaries between them. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 325 - Grazyna Wikierska 
Artwork 1 Title: Wedding 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100cm X 150cm X 4cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas / cotton threads 
Artwork 1 Commentary: The painting is a part of installation about my origin. I was looking at an old photos of my 
family and try to connect with a spirit of times which passed. I was reflected on how everything is in constant 
change. 
The past disappears, but it leaves traces and influences. I mean not only beliefs, but also ways of being ' behaviors 
and reactions - that are passed down from generation to generation. 
The patterns from old dress represents legacy of conditioned mind. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 325 - Grazyna Wikierska 
Artwork 2 Title: Shell 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 170cm X 40cm X 30cm 
Artwork 2 Medium: white yarn / photography / performance 
Artwork 2 Commentary: One picture from a series from my walk in nature.  
My work is about magic, dreams and virtual worlds which we create in everyday life ' consciously or unconsciously. I 
wanted to start by finding stillness and peace within me by simplicity. Being in a meditative state completely 
absorbed in the flow of creation.  
I decided to let go and do something meditative ' crochet. Hide in peace and reflection, focusing on the inner world, 
the small things of everyday life to see their beauty.  
My crochets remind me of mandalas, which symbolize the wheel of life and death ' a constant cycle of change. From 
these mandalas I made an armor, cocoon. Armor, which is to protect against bad influences, is like a reflection of a 
dreamcatcher, whose task through transparent fields is to let in what is good and to catch what it does not need. 
Cocoon symbolizes transformation and also safety; being inside your own shell. It's about withdrawing from 
harshness, putting up walls around your tender heart hoping that it will keep you safe.  
Armor becomes a trap. Armor created by our ego which protects sensitive hearts ' souls. That's why the armor needs 
to be dropped ' in my performance I am taking off my suit which I build so carefully. It symbolizes rebirth, 
resurrection, awakening, let go of attachments. They are all synonyms of the same ' death and birth. Chaos and 
balance they dance with each other ' form and formless.  
I embrace, feel the wholeness of the environment with the universe ' we are it's mirror. Making my costume to 
perform a ritual cleansing dance ' was created for a long time. According to Toltec Wisdom, we are all artists. We 
create every moment, every mood, and in this way we create our whole life ' and it depends on us whether we 
create paradise or hell. 
Artwork 2 Image:  



 

 
  



 

Artist: 325 - Grazyna Wikierska 
Artwork 3 Title: Huger 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 193cm X 53cm X 28cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Soft sculpture / embroidery 
Artwork 3 Commentary: I am using an embroidery in my project (HUGER) to show emotional imaginative nervous 
system as a pain body. I want to a huger realize stressful emotions which we can let go. An embroidery symbolizes a 
feminine virtues like patience, compassion, mercy, kindness, cooperation, flexibility, unity, tranquility, gracefulness, 
peacefulness, sensitivity, tolerance, innocence, hopefulness, helpfulness, consideration, care and prudence. 
What is pain body / emotional pain body? By Eckhart Tolle it is accumulation of painful life experience that was not 
fully faced and accepted in the moment it arose. It leaves behind an energy forms from other instances, and so after 
some years you have a pain body, an energy entity consisting of old emotion. It can be triggered very easily and 
without awareness you react very emotionally to situations by identifying with them. 
We hug a mummy that we have inside. Hugging yourself, your uncertainty, sadness and be aware of them and let 
them go. Just witness and then react from stillness. 
I created this human size sculpture to point to an art recipient what is missing in our running, busy, exhaustive life. 
Running after your mind. Ego creates desire. Desire is a prison. Be kind to yourself, compassionate, loving to your 
UNWANTED TWIN, to your little me (which our culture/society is responsible - it means us). 
I wanted to incorporate in my work a visual representation of nervous system. It is looks like a doodles from 
subconscious mind. Flow of uncontrolled drawings in meditative state - without thoughts. Childish doodling, 
focused. RAW ART. 
I would like to in the future to make more cuddly toys for adults and spread them around the places in cities, so you 
can hug yourself. 
Artwork 3 Image: 



 

 
  



 

Artist: 325 - Grazyna Wikierska 
Artwork 4 Title: Biological Robot 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 127cm X 101cm X 1.5cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: Acrylic on canvas 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Painting following the subconsciousness. I like to surrender to a moment and paint what I 
didn't plan. 
It feels organic and very close to the nature of different nervous systems.  
I want to present the human dilemma that has been troubling us for centuries. The suffering that comes from 
unawareness, finding a balance between spiritual and material worlds. 
Artwork 4 Image:  



 

 Catalogue2 ID326 

Artist ID: 326 
 
Artist Name: Sean Synnuck 
Website: www.seansynnuck.com 
IG: www.instagram.com/seansynnuck 
 
Artist Statement: Socio-political notions of aspiration, futility, and the self-regulatory behaviour of individuals in 
social power dynamics has underpinned my work over recent years. 'Ip Dip' is taken from a broader series of work 
comparing individual and national insecurities about popularity, populism and belonging. Here, an anthropomorphic 
tooth performs crunches, which draws on my childhood experience of having braces as I believed straighter teeth 
would make people like me more, and examining the self-regulation of the individual to please the group. 
In pieces likeÂ 'Just browsing'Â I am responding to how drastically lockdown has shifted our relationships to online 
spaces and the body's increasing mediation through screens. Digital spectatorship and online dating growingly 
facilitate a marketplace of bodies. To scroll through Grindr is to have potential romantic or sexual partners codified 
through a grid. Squares of torsos cut soft edges of the body into boxes to pick and choose from. Similarly to ideas I 
engage with in 'Ip Dip', online dating encourages unhealthy self-regulation of the body. To be muscular, to be 
completely hairless, to be 'masc' enough or 'femme' enough are all pressures to compete, to present, to perform, to 
constantly monitor your body in relation to its digital manifestation. In these spaces, your body becomes your brand. 
 
Notes:  
  



 

Artist: 326 - Sean Synnuck 
Artwork 1 Title: Ip Dip 
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cmx50cmx85cm 
Artwork 1 Medium: Sculpture: Jesmonite and Textiles 
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ip dip was inspired by the memory of having braces as a child with the intention of 
becoming more popular at school. I felt that if I changed my appearance, it would allow me to be more accepted by 
the group. Memories like this highlight to me the roll of self-policing in marginalisation and social gatekeeping. The 
idea that an individual must change to be approved by the group, without any explicit coercion to. Ip Dip is part of a 
broader project engaging with this dissemination of systems of power, and how individuals are encouraged to 
behave to sustain them. 
Artwork 1 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 326 - Sean Synnuck 
Artwork 2 Title: Just Browsing' - https://we.tl/t-jRK2qzbIDk 
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Video 
Artwork 2 Medium: New Media: Cyclical Video - https://we.tl/t-jRK2qzbIDk : 
Artwork 2 Commentary:  
Artwork 2 Image:  

 
  



 

Artist: 326 - Sean Synnuck 
Artwork 3 Title: Just Browsing 
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40cm275cmx275cm 
Artwork 3 Medium: Sculpture: Silicone and Textiles 
Artwork 3 Commentary:  
Artwork 3 Image: 

 
  



 

Artist: 326 - Sean Synnuck 
Artwork 4 Title: Timepass' - https://vimeo.com/372434361 
Artwork 4 Dimensions: 90cmx180cmx160cm 
Artwork 4 Medium: New Media: Video with Textiles - https://vimeo.com/372434361 
Artwork 4 Commentary: Timepass is a response to the relation of the body to digital spaces.Through short film loops, 
a 'static momentum' is established, in which progression andÂ resolutionÂ are denied despite their implied 
existence. Tactile elements such as the hand made rug create a meditative space, and allow the work to wash over 
the spectator, much as the rise in 'Ambient TV' has created a genre in which narratives are simple enough for 
consumers to passively digest while otherwise occupy. 
Artwork 4 Image:  

 


